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Preface 

 

 In 1597-1598, law students at one of the Inns of Court were being “victimized by 

smooth-talking scoundrels who induced them to give bond for large sums of money.”  In Star 

Chamber, Lord Burghley (William Cecil), who relished imaginative punishments, proposed 

that playwrights be ordered to write a comedy about the problem, in order to shame the 

parents of the students into paying closer attention to their sons’ financial accounts.2  Would 

it be so far-fetched to propose that Burghley’s nephew, a court insider and member of Gray’s 

Inn with known theatrical propensities, may have been the one to answer the call by writing 

The Merchant of Venice?3  I am speaking, of course, of Francis Bacon. 

 Needless to say, a person writing on the Shakespeare authorship question does not 

write on a blank slate.  Without taking on the entire controversy,4 this paper will explore 

Mark Edwin Andrews’s assertion in his book, Law v. Equity in the Merchant of Venice . . . , 

that Francis Bacon is the real life figure the character of Bellario represents.  If so, why 

would that be?  Bellario is, of course, the legal expert who never appears on stage, but who 

guides the result in the lawsuit Shylock v. Antonio by instructing Portia beforehand.  He is 

not listed in the cast of characters and practically disappears into the woodwork after playing 

his part.  This paper will explore whether the character of Bellario may be opened up, like 

Galileo’s telescope,5 to give us a sharper image, a fuller portrait, of Francis Bacon.6  It is hoped 

that readers will keep an open mind, join in the investigation, and draw their own 

conclusions, as Bacon’s scientific method urged.    
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 Mark Edwin Andrews’s 1965 book, Law v. Equity in ‘The Merchant of Venice . . . ,’ is 

most often cited in support of the proposition that the play in question demonstrates the 

conflict between two Anglo-American court systems, law and equity.  However, what is not 

so well-known is that Andrews actually made a second assertion: that the play itself  helped 

to change the law in favor of equity, in 1616, by influencing at least two out of three of the 

major players:  Sir Francis Bacon and Thomas Egerton (Lord Ellesmere), if not Sir Edward 

Coke.  It is in connection with this second argument that Andrews asserted that Bacon “is” 

Bellario.   

 What do we know about this character? First, he is a learned jurist, a legal expert who 

never appears.  Portia refers to him as her “cousin.”7  He makes his excuses to the Duke for 

his failure to “appear,” on account of being “very sick.”8  He praises Portia’s servant Balthasar, 

saying he never knew one with so old a body but so young a head.9   

Now, Andrews has made it clear he is writing as a Stratfordian; that is, one who 

believes the actor from Stratford, William Shaxpere, wrote the plays attributed to William 

Shakespeare.  Having dismissed Bacon’s authorship outright, Andrews can offer only a non-

rational explanation for Bacon’s uncanny “presence” in the play.10  Perhaps, he suggests, the 

“mental seeds of Bacon fell upon fertile ground in the mind of the country boy from 

Stratford and bore fruit in the trial scene of The Merchant of Venice. . . .”  “One seer will 

influence another” in any age, he suggests.11  Professor George Keeton, writing in 1967, was 

another who pondered Shakespeare’s failure to more fully explain Bellario plot-wise.12   
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 In any event, Andrews’s book is a work of sound legal scholarship which deserves 

broader recognition.  As Justice Harlan F. Stone wrote to Andrews in 1937 after reading the 

manuscript, “Often, in listening to The Merchant of Venice, it has occurred to me that 

Shakespeare knew the essentials of the contemporary conflict between law and equity.  But 

until I read your manuscript I had never realized how completely the play harmonized with 

recognized court procedure of the time.  You have done an admirable piece of work. . . .”13  
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Introduction 

  What Did Andrews Mean by Saying Bacon was Bellario? 

It was watching Simon Miles’ talk15 on YouTube that made me remember Mark 

Edwin Andrews’s Law v. Equity . . . which I had first seen thirty-five years ago, in my 

college library at Southern Illinois University, before attending law school there.  I never 

forgot the visual impact of Andrews’s translation of the famous courtroom scene into modern 

English, next to Shakespeare’s “immortal poetry.”  I was sure that whoever wrote that play 

had to have been a lawyer.   

Andrews’ honing in on just one act of one play has a certain appeal when the 

literature on Shakespeare, and on Bacon, is so extensive.16  While many are content to enjoy 

the plays at face value, others become gluttons (for punishment),17 trying to learn more about 

the plays and playwright, perhaps hoping some of Shakespeare’s genius will rub off on them. 

Andrews sets his scene in a London court of law, 1597, with Lord Chief Justice Coke 

presiding, Lord Ellesmere as Chancellor, and Francis Bacon as amicus curiae (Bellario).  

However, consider, if you will, whether the play could not have as easily been set in 12th 

century Italy. 

In Part II, Andrews presents sixty pages of notes to Act IV, Scene I, the trial scene.  

He includes the set-outs of many relevant but hard-to-find cases from the Year Books.18   

Where, today, lawyers look for the most current case, lawyers then might look for the oldest 

law, as if to say, “See!  It was ever thus.”19  While Bacon was not immune from the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcQCljc1Mv8
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temptation,”20 he was less likely to succumb than Coke21 who was also known to misstate the 

law to make his argument.”22   

 Andrews notes the rising importance of the notary due to the increase in trade and 

commerce.23   He provides legal references for Francis Bacon’s concerns about the obscure 

informer clause24 and laws affecting aliens, relevant to the play.25   He finds distinct echoes of 

Portia’s “quality of mercy speech” in the official Per Ipse Regum [sic] drafted by Bacon on 

behalf of King James in the 1616 Glanville v. Courtney case.  This case concerned an 

important issue:  can an equity court take jurisdiction after a final decision in a court of 

law?26  It is the same main issue presented in The Merchant of Venice.   

 Andrews expresses admiration for the playwright’s correct use of over fifty precise 

legal terms of art, including “tender” and “cause in controversy.”27  In contrast, he provides 

an excerpt from the petition of “William Wayte et al” for protection from one William 

Shaxpere who has caused them to fear for their lives,28  ostensibly to show that “Shakespeare 

had heard one other than Shylocke ‘possess’ the court of what he ‘purposed.’ Yes, so 

Shaxpere’s legal experience was quite different from Francis Bacon’s.  Andrews was an 

exceptionally able law student who wrote this paper as a summer research project while 

taking a Shakespeare course with Professor Duncan Spaeth.  Two United States Supreme 

Court Justices, Rutledge and Stone, favorably reviewed Andrews’s manuscript.29  

Andrews explains that his calling Bellario an Amicus Curiae, or “friend of the Court” 

is meant “to suggest the actual fact that it was Bacon’s destiny as a legal authority to solve the 

actual conflict [in 1616] which Portia solves in the play.”30   
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It should be noted that, at times, this popular play about justice and mercy has been 

banned as anti-Semitic for its harsh treatment of Shylock.  How can Shakespeare argue for 

justice tempered by mercy for everyone but Shylock?31  The seemingly harsh treatment of 

Shylock makes the play a challenge for directors.32  Perhaps it would help to think of the play 

as teaching mercy by antithesis, like a “devil’s advocate.”  Mercy is the opposite of cruelty.33  

The play ought not be banned.  Its message, that principles of universal fairness, conscience 

and something “higher” must embody man’s law,34  is too important to relegate the play to 

obscurity.35     

In the trial scene, Portia begs for Shylock to show Antonio mercy; he, of course, 

refuses.  However, mercy, or the grace or pardon one does not deserve, is different from 

equity, aequitas from Roman law (fairness).  Francis Bacon argued that equity was a 

component of every law.36  Shakespeare, through Portia, conflates mercy with equity, 

speaking of mercy seasoning justice and of mitigation. (IV, 1, line 212537).      

It is now generally accepted that there is an abundance of law in the works of 

Shakespeare, even an “obsession” with law.38   Forgive me if I am wrong, but there seems to 

be a tendency for modern Stratfordian scholars to act as if it were possible to simply sidestep 

the authorship question, as if it had been “asked and answered.”39  Arguably, however, no 

legitimate reading should disregard highly probative evidence.  An unsupported opinion that 

it was a “virtual 40 or “almost virtual”41 certainty that Bacon did not write Shakespeare does 

not become fact, merely by being repeated often.   Bacon himself taught that one should look 

http://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/search/search-results.php
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first at the facts and derive rules from them, rather than stating rules and then contorting 

facts to make them fit the rules (See Cinderella’s slipper).    

In discussing legal fictions, respected legal scholar J. H. Baker wrote, “The implication 

of a material fact is tantamount to a conclusion of law.”42  A material fact cannot simply be 

ignored.  The reasons most commonly given for discrediting Bacon’s authorship are that he 

was too busy to write the works of Shakespeare43 or that he lacked the temperament and 

imagination, as if it were impossible to be both a scientist and a poet dramatist.  Yet, in the 

De Augmentis, how quickly Bacon made the transposition, as in a musical sense, from the 

“dream of learning” of poesy to the “clear air of philosophy and the sciences” through which 

he would now wing his way, rising above the earth, awake.44  It is beautiful writing.  Either 

there were two unprecedented geniuses on the world’s stage, at the same time and in the 

same place, or they were in fact the same person.    

The definition of a “Renaissance man” is one who has attained proficiency in many 

areas.  Bacon was such a man.  However, if Bacon were Shakespeare, he would not have had 

to do all of the writing.   He had helpers in his literary endeavors, his “good pens.”45  Bacon    

was known to be a poet during his lifetime.”46  He read Virgil and the pre-Socratic 

philosophers who wrote “scientific poems” in which they preserved a wealth of knowledge 

in verse.47  Bacon had told Lord Burgley that he had taken all knowledge to be his province.48  

There is no reason why Francis Bacon must be excluded from having played an 

authorship/editorial role in the writing of the Shakespeare plays. 
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Mark Edwin Andrews’s book is known for demonstrating that Shakespeare was 

dramatizing the centuries-old power struggle between the courts of law and equity which 

culminated in the 1616 case of Glanville vs. Courtney.49  That case was resolved in favor of 

equity — and the King’s prerogative — by the King’s decree.50  Of note, it was the persuasive 

Francis Bacon who, having gotten himself appointed for the occasion, headed the King’s 

advisory committee on the matter.51  Thus, if you will:  Francis Bacon was in Glanville to 

King James what Bellario (who “appeared” in court by his representative Portia, a.k.a. 

“Balthasar”) was to the Duke in Merchant.   

Reportedly, King James saw the play twice in one day (1604-1605),52 and Ellesmere’s 

comments suggest Ellesmere had seen it.53  Lord Campbell believed it was not in Sir Edward 

Coke’s “nature” (puritanical, perhaps) to attend plays.54  As a prosecutor, he had enforced 

laws adverse to the theatres.  Simon Miles, an independent Baconian researcher, has brought 

it to my attention that there is no record that Bacon ever specifically commented on 

Merchant.  It was Lord Normand, not Bacon, who once applied Bacon’s legal memorandum 

on the law of bribery (prepared in 1621 for his audience with King James) to determine that 

Portia’s accepting the ring from Bassanio (the wedding ring she had given him) was not 

bribery.55   

Bacon wrote masques, speeches for the Gray’s Inn revels in 1594, and other dramatic 

works56 and had at least a professional acquaintance with Lord Ellesmere (Sir Thomas 

Egerton) whom he replaced as Chancellor.57  Andrews believed it most likely that Bacon 

would have seen the play.  As he wrote, “The author can advance no irrefutable proof as to 
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the influence of the play on Elizabethan thought, or on the final decision regarding the case 

of Glanvill v. Courtney.  But is it not significant that Coke, Ellesmere, and Bacon saw each 

other frequently and must have had many opportunities to see the play, to discuss it with 

others who had seen it, and to discuss it among themselves?  It is even possible that one or 

more of them may have known Shakespeare personally . . . .”58 

James Spedding, editor of the “standard” edition of Bacon’s works, once presumed that 

Bacon had probably never heard of the plays of Shakespeare, because he never mentioned 

Shakespeare in his writings.59   Spedding once wrote to judge Nathaniel Holmes he “no 

longer” believed that Bacon had written Hamlet, although he once had so believed.60  In later 

writing, however, Spedding compared Bacon to Shakespeare61 and praised Bacon’s poetic 

faculty.62  Spedding excluded from his published Works of Francis Bacon some works which 

other editors have included as Bacon’s, some of which may bear on the question of 

authorship.63   Spedding discussed how Bacon guarded and preserved his ideas from the scorn 

and derision of those who would likely not understand them.  Perhaps he felt a duty not to 

reveal Bacon’s secrets, but to leave them for worthy (re)searchers.64     

Chapter One 

The Multi-Faceted Character of Francis Bacon 

It could reasonably be argued that subtly persuading the sovereign to exert her/his 

power to bring about societal/legal reforms was a goal of the author of The Merchant of 

Venice.  The ruling powers well knew the power of the theatre to influence public opinion.65  

From ancient times, drama has served important civic and cultural functions.  Queen 
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Elizabeth who, as head of the justice system intervened poat times in court cases,66 loved the 

theatre, as did the Earl of Leicester, Robert Dudley, her very close friend,67 and Francis 

Bacon.68  And yet, its power may be of concern to a regime such as Elizabeth’s.  Any 

playwright who dared to comment critically on public affairs might do well to don a 

courtier’s cloak or two.   

As a statesman in Parliament in 1593, thirty-two-year-old Francis Bacon had not had 

that option.  He had voted honestly in Parliament against the Queen’s subsidy, earning her 

royal ire and her continuing refusal of “advancement.”69  Frustrated, he had written to 

Burghley that he was considering becoming a “sorry bookmaker.”70  It took him some time to 

get back into the Queen’s good graces, but then she created a role for him, Queen’s Counsel.71  

Perhaps she had realized the value of honest counsel.   

According to Andrews, detailed legal procedure was Shakespeare’s addition to his 

literary sources.  Although Andrews finds Shakespeare remarkably accurate as to his law, he 

points out, overall, two major discrepancies.  The first is that Shakespeare has both legal and 

equitable issues heard in the same courtroom, although that was not then the norm in 

Westminster Hall.  The separate legal systems of law and equity were not merged in the 

United Kingdom until 1873.72   Thomas More, author of Utopia, had proposed it when he was 

Chancellor.73  As a mature jurist, Francis Bacon’s writings indicate he was not in favor of 

merger.  He thought the common law would suffer.74  However, he also said every law 

contained equity within it. 
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Andrews suggests the playwright may be envisioning the imaginary courtroom of the 

future (or of the past?).  However, even in contemporaneous England, there was some 

overlap; the same lawyers who made up the common law bar also served as the chancery bar.  

During at least one period, common law judges sat on the bench for the chancery judges, as 

needed.75  There was some precedent for civilian experts being called upon for consultation 

by common law judges on merchant cases, at least in 1611 after merchant cases had begun to 

be heard in common law courts.76  In the play, the bringing in of an expert to advise the 

judge and Portia’s taking an active role in the questioning of Shylock were civil-law based.77    

Francis Bacon:  a brief resume of legal accomplishments 

According to law professor Daniel Coquillette, Francis Bacon is the “most overlooked 

example of a common law lawyer influenced by the civil (Roman) law.”78  The precocious 

Bacon, having attended Cambridge from the ages of twelve to fifteen, was in France from 

1576 to 1579 in the company of the French ambassador, Sir Amyas Paulet.  It is thought he 

received some instruction in civil law from Jean Hotman (1552-1636), the son of Protestant 

jurist Francois Hotman (1524-1590)79  Bacon bypassed the usual first year of legal training at 

an Inn of Chancery, as had been Coke’s experience (Clifford’s Inn, 1571).80   Also unlike 

Coke, Bacon argued no cases until 159481 (when he was thirty-three) and only two cases 

before the age of forty. Yet, as a lawyer, his cases include important ones still taught in law 

schools, such as Slade’s Case, (4 Co. Rep. 94b, 76E, 1602, argued 1597-1602),82 Chudleigh’s 

Case (Dillon v. Freine (1594, B. & M. 150-157),83 and Calvin’s Case (Calvin v. Smith, 77 Eng. 

Rep. 377 (K. B. 1608), the Case of the Post-Nati.84   
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Although the Queen did not promote young, untried Bacon to high office, she did, 

eventually, make him her Learned Counsel Extraordinary (in 1594), an unpaid post.85  James 

likewise made him King’s Counsel (paid),86 and after that, Solicitor General, Attorney 

General, Lord Keeper, and Lord Chancellor, which included running the country as Vice 

Regent when James was in Scotland in 1617.87  Bacon served in Parliament for forty years, 

beginning in 1581 at only age twenty, amazingly a year before he was “called to the bar.”  

While he claimed to have been even younger, that claim would contradict his baptismal 

certificate.88   

Francis Bacon, Reformer 

The Queen charged Bacon with reforming the laws of England, a task his father, 

Nicholas Bacon, had begun89 and one which occupied Francis Bacon for nearly thirty years.90   

Lord Ellesmere, too, had issued a call to legal reform to the general bar.  Bacon sought to 

prune, shape and organize the law so lawyers could find it, thus aiding legal certainty.  

Towards this end, Bacon compiled his “Maxims” (Only twenty-five survive out of three 

hundred composed.) and “Ordinances in Chancery.”91  The Maxims are not short pithy 

statements, as one might think of a maxim, but lengthy expositions of law.    

One of Bacon’s reforms was the “confession of judgment,” an efficiency measure 

which Lord Coke initially would not allow, finding it “too novel.”92  There is evidence that it 

was during Bacon’s Chancellorship that legal as well as equitable title began to pass to a 

mortgagor.93  Bacon instigated (or brought back) official court reporting, although it took two 

more centuries for it to become the norm.94  As Chancellor, he efficiently resolved a massive 
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backlog of cases.95  However, just as today, not everyone appreciates a reformer, and he did 

have professional enemies, most notably Coke.   

Francis Bacon, “Closet” Civilian 

Professor Daniel Coquillette writes that Bacon’s civil law leanings have been vastly 

underestimated.  It would have been political suicide, says Coquillette, for Bacon to have 

publicly identified with the university-trained “civilian” lawyers who dined, learned, and 

communed at the Tudor-instigated Doctors’ Commons.96  Yet, Bacon sought to “enrich the 

existing English national law with civilian methodology and principles, most particularly the 

techniques of comparative legal study and the doctrines of the ius gentium.”97  The reforms 

he proposed to King James, the drafting of an Institutes, Code, and Digest, were civil-law 

based.98  Bacon’s stated incentive for writing up his “Arguments of Law” was to humbly 

provide models of speeches for the law students, as had been done in ancient Rome and was 

being done on the Continent.99  He was conscious of the need to bring England up to the 

standards on the Continent, in learning and culture. 

Bacon may have been influenced in his views by Alberico Gentili (1552-1608), a 

refugee civilian jurist100 who became Regius Professor of Civil Law at Oxford University for 

twenty-one years.  Gentili joined Bacon’s Inn of Court, Gray’s Inn, in 1600.  He never joined 

Doctor’s Commons.  Gentili argued that the English common law was not at all suited to 

resolving disputes involving foreigners like the ius gentium was.101   

The Admiralty Issue:  Ripe for Reform 

https://books.google.com/books?id=99H_tpN_iVkC&pg=PA385&lpg=PA385&dq=albericogentili+jurist+16th+century&source=bl&ots=b9_mK5eles&sig=Siwl04ptNZoRWA1vZHGLfADfBc4&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiW7JCf9MfLAhWDJR4KHbPKChIQ6AEIQTAI#v=onepage&q=albericogentili%20jurist%2016th%20century&f=false
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Mark Edwin Andrews asserted that it was 16th century English law that was applied in 

Shylock v. Antonio.102  This seems true.  Some over the years have criticized Shakespeare for 

not setting his merchant case in a court of law merchant, or admiralty.  The civil jurisdiction 

of Admiralty, liberal under Henry VIII (extending to contracts made abroad between two 

Englishmen)103, became increasingly curtailed under Queen Elizabeth, with Coke bringing 

writs of prohibition to enforce a 1574 jurisdictional agreement which Admiralty had been 

largely ignoring for years. The agreement was completely repudiated when Coke came to the 

bench in 1606, although Admiralty was, arguably, still the best court for hearing trade 

disputes involving foreigners.104  Even Coke, in 1611, reportedly told the common law judges 

that, when hearing merchant cases, it was all right for them to consult a civilian doctor of 

laws if necessary105 (as the Duke did in the Merchant of Venice).  The civilian lawyers were 

respected for their deep learning.  In fact, Francis Bacon tells a joke in his Apophthegmes 

about just how much influence the learned doctors of civil law had.106   

Chapter Two 

Don’t Trifle with the Devil:  Lawyer’s Literary Trifles 

It had surprised me to learn from Keeton of an unlikely source for The Merchant of 

Venice that has not been much talked about.  There are books of a certain type, including the 

Processus Sathanae and Processus Belial (commonly called) which dramatized the trial in 

which Satan, through his representative, sued for the souls of mankind before God.  Such 

entertaining, irreverent if not blasphemous (depending on the critic) books were used to 

teach trial procedure.107  One of the most well-known, the Processus Belial, was written by a 

https://books.google.com/books?id=3s0GAAAAQAAJ&pg=PA215&lpg=PA215&dq=nicholas+bacon+tells+joke+about+the+law&source=bl&ots=SMc7yQSf7Z&sig=Wh_j6zinKi4kEIhbwmmuRHertm8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjWvtGoucbLAhXGnBoKHY2oAoQQ6AEINzAF#v=onepage&q=nicholas%20bacon&f=false
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A01043.0001.001?view=toc
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man who became a bishop, Jacopo Ancharano (1349-1417, a.k.a. Jacopo Theramo, a.k.a. 

Palladini).  It involved several trials, and Biblical advocates and  judges, including Moses, 

Solomon, Jeremiah, and Isaiah, as well as King Octavius and Aristotle.108   

The Belial is based on the earlier, 12th century Processus Sathanae,109 ascribed 

traditionally to the great jurist and law professor at Perugia, Bartolus of Saxoferratus 

(1313/14-1357).  However, the literary themes can be traced back a thousand years to 

Hebrew, Egyptian sources, and Babylonian sources.110  Related literature includes the 

Apocalypses and mystery plays.111 The Processus Sathanae was used to teach rhetoric and 

trial procedure.112 One of Bartolus’s teachers had been Cina Da Pistoia, author of Lectura in 

Codicem.113 He was the poet, jurist, and law professor who taught Dante114 and Petrarch.115  

The Sathanae contains more law; the Belial, more drama and theology, but still much law.116      

 After the devil’s advocate makes his claim, God puts out a call, asking if there is 

anyone willing to appear to defend mankind, much as the Duke does in his response to 

Shylock.  The Virgin Mary volunteers and intervenes as Advocata, much as Portia does.   

As in The Merchant of Venice, the devil’s advocate says he stands for justice, as says 

Shylock; the Virgin Mary pleads for mercy, as does Portia.   The scales of justice are 

provided, for the devil, realizing he is losing (as did Shylock), proposes a compromise: if God 

won’t agree to give him the whole human race, he’ll settle for a portion.  However, his 

argument is rejected, for Christ had already paid the ransom for the entire human race.  In 

some versions, Mary presses her hand down on the scale, “cheating,” but that is tolerated (by 

God).  After all, she is an unlearned mother.117  (“To do a great right, do a little wrong,” 
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Bassanius proposes. Act IV, Scene 1, but Portia declines.  We wouldn’t want error to be 

established as a precedent, now, would we?  She satirically asks.)    

Some scholars have had trouble believing that the great Bartolus (Severus) of 

Saxoferrata (1313/14-1357)”118 would have written the Processus Sathanae.  The trial drama 

contains a signing, purportedly in 1311 (Bartolus was born in 1313), by John the Evangelist 

as notary and by John the Baptist, Saints Peter and Paul, and the Archangel Michael as 

witnesses.  Perhaps the author was saying, Just don’t take it too seriously, and don’t believe 

everything you read.119   

The full name of the Processus Belial (or Processus Luciferi) is Consolatio peccatorum, 

seu Processus Luciferi contra Jesum Christum.  Theramo was consecutively Bishop of 

Monopoli, Florence and Spoleto, and Archbisop of Taranto.120  About one-third of the 

citations in the Belial were to canon and Roman law,121 including Gratian’s Decretum.”122 The 

margins of such books were made wide so lawyers could annotate them with references.   

Although the popular Processus books were banned by the first Council of Trent 

(1545-1563), several editions were nevertheless printed during the late 15th and early 16th 

centuries.123  In England, copies were being printed “even after the change in religion,”124 

although it seems they might have been considered “Popish,” tainted by Mariolatry.  In 1606, 

Parliament passed an Act to Restrain Abuses of Playes which restricted references to the 

Christian God, jests, and profanity.125  Such terms, although vague, does not seem to 

implicate Merchant, but I may be wrong.  At any rate, the Revels accounts E. K. Chambers 
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provides show no performances of the play after the two recorded on the same day, before 

King James at Whitehall, in 1604-1605.126    

Scholar Hope Traver finds that the Processus Belial as well as the Gesta Romanorum 

(both sources of the plot in Merchant) are offshoots of the same allegorical branch, the 

allegory of the “Four Daughters of God” — Mercy, Truth, Justice, and Peace.127  She mentions 

a “Four Daughters of God” tapestry at Hampton Court Palace.128  The allegory may help 

explain some lines in Merchant.  For example, in the story, one man typically asks another 

man who is burdened with sins, “What is the cause of your sadness?”129 In the very first line 

of the play, we find Antonio answering that very question, although we never see the 

questioner.  It suggests a confessor to an unseen priest to me.   

We are shocked by Shylock’s cruelty, but it was because of his cruelty that Satan 

forfeited any putative claim to man, according to the allegory which evolved as theology 

evolved.  St. Anselm was the first theologian to deny Satan any rights to mankind.130 If Satan 

thought he had destroyed Jesus’s power by the crucifixion, he was very much deceived, for 

the Jewish religious leaders who urged the crucifixion of Christ were actually fulfilling God’s 

plan, according to the allegory.      

In an article published in March 2016, Doug Coulson argues that these “devilish” 

fictional trials of mankind had a role to play in teaching students the art of oratory, as 

opposed to just memorizing rules.131  The theological underpinnings were integral to the 

pedagogy, acting as memory devices, teaching students to resolve antitheses and to “approach 

legal rules as a topic for thought and argument.”132   
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Since the days of ancient Rome, equity had been so closely associated with rhetoric 

that the two were almost synonymous,133 as they were for Cicero (1st century B.C.E.).134  One 

of the main purposes of the Processus Sathane type of book was to “illustrate the tension 

between law and equity in legal practice”135 with a view towards their reconciliation.  The 

Merchant of Venice may have had a similar goal. 

The theological underpinnings were integral to the learning process and also aided in 

memorization, just as fantastical elements had aided memory in classical orations.136  Roman 

law was part of canon, or ecclesiastical, law.  How did England separate the “Catholic” out of 

its canon law after the “change in religion”?  How do you sever a law or any ingrained 

tradition from its roots in society?  When the English universities stopped offering courses in 

canon law during the Reformation,137 how was ecclesiastical law to be taught?  Doctors 

Commons, where civilian advocates dined and amassed a library, did not provide teaching 

services.138  While I do not know the answer, these questions indicate grave rifts in society 

and challenges singular to the times, to which Bacon would likely have applied his problem-

solving mettle.139   

Recurring Literary Themes:  Trifles, Scales, Gulls and Guiles. 

A 15th century incarnation of the “Four Daughters of God” allegory is The Booke of 

the Pylgremage of the Sowle, by Guilliame de DeGuileville.  In the “Introduction” to a 

gorgeously-illustrated 1859 edition of this work, Katherine Cust traces the “scales of justice” 

motif in that allegory back to Homer, Virgil, and Aeschylus.140  The plot involves Satan 

demanding as his right one poor man’s soul.  Michael the Archangel intercedes on behalf of 
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the man, with Misericorde (The definitions include mercy, compassion, and a thin-bladed 

dagger for giving the death, or “mercy,” stroke.  Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 5th ed.) and 

Justice, Reason, Truth and Equity (five virtues) personified and participating in the trial.141   

The authorship of Guilliame de DeGuileville is “proven by acrostic.”  Although Guilliame 

(Guillaume, “William”) is a perfectly respectable name, it sounds like "guile" which is defined 

as wile, cunning, deceit, whereas a “gull” is a “dupe,” who would “swallow” (down the gullet) 

anything.142  

The scales motif is also found in connection with the character “Aeschylus” in 

Aristophanes’s comedy, The Frogs.143   

In musing whether Ben Jonson’s reference to “Shakespeare’s” “little Latin and less 

Greek” might have been alluding to classical comedies, I did a search for the word “trifle,” a 

word first recorded in Elizabethan times.  There was a dessert called trifle that was popular 

then, as it is today.144  In The Frogs, the word translated “trifle” (nuga) occurs eight times.  In 

The Clouds,145 it appears twice.  In a collection of five plays by Plautus,146 “trifle” appears five 

times, and twice more in an additional play, Plautus' Mostellaria.147  

In The Frogs, one of the occurrences of “trifle” is near where Charon says, “If you 

listen, you will hear “sweet music” (that of the frogs).  In Merchant, Jessica says she is never 

merry when she hears sweet music (V, 1, 2525, www.OpenSourceShakespeare.com). For 

good reason, if Charon is near!  There is a way that seemeth right to a man . . . . 148    She may 

be feeling guilty for stealing from her father (although it may be worth exploring whether 

she saw the trunk as a sort of marriage dowry, albeit without her father’s consent to the 

https://books.google.com/books?id=vDZAAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA248&lpg=PA248&dq=meaning+of+gull+and+guile&source=bl&ots=r5BEJv-uCk&sig=tm9ocYCDUyzuFkXuhd0ON6676EA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiHzf6epK3MAhWEdx4KHZtCAr8Q6AEISjAJ#v=onepage&q=meaning%20of%20gull%20and%20guile&f=false
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/2562/2562-h/2562-h.htm
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/16564/16564-h/16564-h.htm
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/7282/7282-h/7282-h.htm#link2H_4_0024
http://www.opensourceshakespeare.com/
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marriage).  Antonio, also, was “sad.” The plots of both The Frogs and The Clouds involve 

usury, with imagery of debtors being eaten up by debts and creditors. 

The word “trifle” is found in the writings of Bacon and in Shakespeare to a significant 

decree.  Bacon uses the word in his Promus, his private literary notebook which contains 

words and expressions found in Shakespeare and in Bacon’s writings.  The Promus includes 

two quotations from Horace and one from Ovid which use the Latin word nuga (“trifle”).149  

Horace called his fine lyric poems “trifles” (lusimi, like Catullus’s use of nugae), exhibiting 

“conventional modesty” which Bacon may have emulated.”150  Horace asked, “What prevents 

one from speaking truth with a laughing face?”151  

Assuming, for the sake of argument, a Stratfordian authorship, how, then, did Bacon’s 

Promus material end up in those plays, or vice versa?  Did Bacon take his private literary 

notebook to the theatre to scribble down quotations he liked?  He would not have needed to; 

he read and studied the classics.  Would he have loaned his private notebook to Shaxpere?152  

We don’t even have proof Shaxberd could read.   

On the other hand, we know that Francis Bacon wrote works of imaginative 

literature which he referred to as “toys” or “trifles,” words associated with play.  See, e.g., the 

opening lines of Bacon’s essay, “Of Masques and Triumphs:” “These things are but toys to 

come amongst such serious observations.”153  Censors, too, might refer to a play as a “toy” 

from which they would “pick out” the hidden meanings.154 

The word “trifle” keeps recurring in connection with Shakespeare.  John Heminges 

and Henry Condell refer to the First Folio submissions not as “plays” but as “trifles” three 

http://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/trifle
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times in their second and third sentences of their dedicatory “Epistle to the Earls of 

Pembroke and Montgomery,” third preliminary leaf of the First Folio. 155  Marjorie Garber 

relates how Freud considered the theme of the three caskets a “trifle,” a “little problem” that 

had to do with death.156 

There was a 12th-13th-century writer of “trifles,” Walter Map (Gualteri Mapes) (1140-

1210), of the Goliardi brotherhood of poets, who wrote a book of jests, De Nugis Curialiam or 

Courtier's Trifles while working as a busy official at the court of Henry II.  Map also had 

countless Latin poems of the Goliardi ascribed to him; in fact, “To say that a poem was 

written by Walter Mapes was almost equivalent to saying that the real author was unknown, 

or wished to remain unknown.”157   

The Goliardi were wandering students and clerics (scholars vagantes and clerici 

vagantes) whose poetry was full of youthful exuberance, lust, and irreverence.  Some of them  

wrote plays as well.158  Many of their writings parodied and satirized the church,159 

notwithstanding the fact that two of their best poets, the Archpoet and the Primate, were 

clerics.160   

  In fact, the name “Goliardi” may have first been insultingly hurled at the Goliardi by 

churchman (just as the epithet “Hebari,” meaning outsiders, was first insultingly hurled at 

the Hebrews in Canaan).  John Matthews Manly finds support for this argument in “modern 

breviaries of the church,” drawn from a popular sermon (erroneously attributed to 

Augustine), based on 1 Samuel 17, which likened David to Christ and Goliath to the Devil.161  

According to Manly, there is a passage in the “second lection” which begins “Alligatus est 

https://archive.org/details/gualterimapesde00mapgoog
https://ia600209.us.archive.org/23/items/latinpoemscommo00wriggoog/latinpoemscommo00wriggoog.pdf
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enim.”  This passage reminds me that Shakespeare is credited with coining the English word 

“alligator,” used in Romeo and Juliet.  While the word’s origin is uncertain, it has been 

supposed that Shakespeare took it from the Spanish word for lizard, “el lagarto.”162  Perhaps 

there is a liturgical connection. 

   “Golias” may also be related to the Latin word for gluttony, gula (those gulls and 

cormorants, again!).163  The vagrant (wandering) students were often poor and hungry, so 

when there was food, they ate their fill.  Jessie Weston wondered whether the characters 

“Golishan” in the St. George mumming play, and “Golagros” and “Golerotheram” in 

Arthurian romances might be etymologically related to “Goliath.”164   

As for trifles, they are things which are thought to be small and unimportant, but that 

can be deceiving.  Perhaps it is irrelevant, but on one occasion Coke insulted Bacon, calling 

him “less than little, less than the least.”165  The Renaissance poet Petrarch, who had a legal 

education, called his poems in vernacular Italian “nugae vulgares;” ironically, it is for these 

poems, rather than for his serious writings in Latin, that he is most remembered.166   

In Latin, the word for trifle is nuga, nugae, meaning “nothing of importance.”  Greek 

words for play were “aduro” or “adurma” (nuga), “paideia” (joyous child-spirited play; 

modernly, “education”) and “agon” (matches, contests).167  Sir Philip Sidney protested that his 

180,000 word, Arcadia was a mere “trifle, and that triflingly handled.”168  Rhetorical 

understatement, when done for purposes of irony or humor, is called “meiosis.”169  In biology, 

meiosis is a splitting in two (of a cell in reproduction). 

   

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/paideia
http://literarydevices.net/meiosis/
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Chapter Three    

“Thinking Like a Lawyer”; Legal doubling 

Up to the 15th century, the law was written in Law French, a mixture of “the Latin of 

Julius Caesar, the French of William the Conqueror, and the English of Geoffrey Chaucer.”170  

After the “1362 Statute, Pleading” required English to be spoken in the courts, the lawyers, 

loathe to abandon tradition, did not drop the Latinate usage but merely added the Anglo-

Saxon.  There are many examples of “legal doubling” in language still in use today, such as 

“he deposes and says.”  There is also a separate Anglo-Saxon tendency to double; i.e., “to have 

and to hold.”  Bryan Garner, editor of legal dictionaries, considers legal doubling 

redundant.171 

In “Shakespeare and the Norman Conquest,” George Watson discussed Shakespeare’s 

habit of saying things twice, first in the Norman/Latin-derived English of the upper class and 

then again in the Anglo-Saxon of the common people.  Shakespeare was a “good linguist and 

conscious theorist of language” who made the action in a scene clear to all, educated and 

uneducated alike.172  An analogous viewpoint was expressed by Francis Bacon in relation to 

law:  “Everything should be more fully explained, and pointed out, as it were with the finger, 

to the capacity of the people.”173 There was certainly no dumbing down in saying things first 

in a complicated way and then in a simpler one to make the meanings clear.  Whoever 

Shakespeare was, he had an educator’s intent.   

If Shakespeare were trained as a lawyer, this might help to explain his habit of 

“doubling.”  One wonders whether other legally-trained dramatists of the era engaged in this 

http://ielanguages.com/enghist.html
http://www.vqronline.org/essay/shakespeare-and-norman-conquest-english-elizabethan-theatre
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kind of doubling, and/or to the extent that Shakespeare did.  In the writings which bear his 

name, Bacon wrote in Latin, not law French, and stayed close to the literal meanings of 

words.174  Needless to say, the benefit of Shakespeare (referring to the works) to the English 

language and, of course, to the human race cannot be overstated.    

Appeal and Error 

Andrews found that Shakespeare’s use of the law was accurate.  However, he did 

question one use by Portia of the word “decree” when Andrews expected her to say 

“judgment.”175  In Act IV, Scene I, when Bassanio urges Portia to “do a little wrong” to “do a 

great right,” she refuses.  “It must not be,” she says, lest error creep in and be “recorded for as 

a precedent.” “There is no power in Venice can alter a decree established.”176  The final 

decision of a court of common law would be a “judgment,” while that of a court of equity, or 

of a sovereign (in these days before separation of powers), would be a “decree.”   

As Andrews suggests, a forward-thinking Shakespeare may have been dramatizing a 

merger of legal with equitable proceedings that was yet to come.”177 Or, he may have hoped 

for the Queen’s intervention.  But (Tarry . . .), while most recorded precedents were 

judgments at law, by the 1590’s equitable decrees were increasingly being reported and used 

as precedents, as urged by Chancellor Ellesmere.  However, “precedent” in the late 16th and 

early 17th centuries did not have its modern meaning of binding case law.   It was just starting 

to refer to “prior, privately published judicial decisions, as well as to statutes and charters” 

that were used as evidence of a legal principle or rule,” says Polly Price.178  It could be, too, 

that Shakespeare was being satirical.  How to keep error out of human perception and 
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judgment was, of course, one of Bacon’s primary concerns, as in his doctrine of the four 

idols.179 

When Bacon was Chancellor, in 1617, he actually hired a court reporter to sit at his 

feet.180  Oh, the novelty!   Bacon did not think judges should write their own case reports, as 

Lord Coke had done.181  Few of his reports have survived.  His delineation of what a law 

report should entail is “famous.”182 

Coquillette writes that Bacon as Chancellor did not cite case precedents as authority 

for his decisions.183  Rather, he decided cases based on the facts in individual cases.  In time, 

he predicted that the general rules or guidelines (maxims, or “laws of the laws”) would 

become evident and could be extracted from those case reports.  Bacon was averse to the rote 

citation of authority.184  Instead, he advocated for the flexible derivation of rules from the 

facts in the cases.  Eventually, the Chancery developed its own case precedents, as “equity 

hardened into law.”185  In the New World, Coquillette credits Bacon’s writings on equity 

with shaping the philosophical foundation for the flexible Federal Rules of Evidence in the 

United States.186  Even our meaning of the word “fact” in science derives from Bacon’s 

insistence in legal discourse that a fact be construed within strict parameters.187   

Just as technology is for us today, printing was a double-edged sword.  The printing of 

the old law reports made the law more accessible, but gave the lawyers much more legal 

information to mentally process and remember.  Moreover, there was a distrust of print.  

Parchment would last “forever,” but not paper, predicted the monks.  Errors happened, as 

one might expect with printers not reading law French.  Once printed, hand-written 

https://books.google.com/books?id=TqKbBQAAQBAJ&pg=PA91&dq=Francis+Bacon+too+much+of+the+Coke&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjvoOzaw4LLAhUHKx4KHUsrCC0Q6AEIPTAD#v=onepage&q=Francis%20Bacon%20too%20much%20of%20the%20Coke&f=false
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manuscripts which would be valuable to us today were often destroyed.  Reading those old 

law reports in the available light188 must have caused much eye strain.  I cannot easily make 

out much of a page of Coke’s reports.  Printing fonts were designed to mimic “manu-script,” 

or hand-writing,189 not yet for ease of reading.          

Before the printing press, lawyers, as well as actors, had to rely on the development of 

prodigious memories, something they had in common with stage actors.  J. H. Baker cautions 

that people studying the legal history of the period must realize the law was not all found in 

the printed sources:  it was still oral and hand-written as well.190  Due to printing, the legal 

educational culture changed from a “gerontocratic culture,” where the younger lawyers were 

trained and mentored by the older, experienced practitioners, to one in which the veterans 

became secondary resources, after the printed texts.   

Mnemonic devices, including poetry, became even more important as the emphasis 

switched from learning general principles to memorizing “string citations,” lists of cases used 

as authority for various points of law.191  There was also a “culture of memorialization” 

among lawyers, an interest in history and antiquaries, and a sense of obligation to preserve 

the past by recording it.192   Shakespeare’s plays may be seen as storehouses of learning.     

Chapter Four:  A Good Pseudonym is Hard to Prove193 

We know that Bacon had a close relationship to Queen Elizabeth, as did the Earl of 

Essex.  In fact, there is evidence both were her natural issue, through a secret marriage (or 

two) to Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, though he had married Amy Robsart, a widow with 

four children, in 1550.  Dudley, the Queen, and Bacon had all loved the theatre.  
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In ancient Rome, Herodes Atticus (not Cicero’s friend Pomponius Atticus194) had built 

a theatre called the “Herodeum” to commemorate the death of his wife.   In Italy, Andrea di 

Pietro della Gondola (“Palladio”), had built the Teatro Olimpico, the first permanent theatre 

in Renaissance Italy.195   The Renaissance had come late to England.  It needed a theatre that 

would rival any theatre on the Continent.  Dudley (1531-1588) had supported the arts.  After 

he died, the Queen may have supported the English theatre in part to honor his memory. 

I am going to propose a possible explanation for the pseudonym “Shakespeare” for 

Francis Bacon that I have not seen before, but it makes sense to me:  Eschec espere.  

In Middle French eschec, (Old French esches) meaning “check (king),” is the root of 

“exchequer.”196 In Latin, the word for a chessboard was scaccorum (from scac, “check”).197 

The table upon which the English court of Exchequer kept accounts was called the 

scaccorum.  In modern French, eschecs means “chess” and eschec means to “check, defeat.”198  

Also, “Shake” comes from the Old English “scacan, scoc, scacen” which once had a poetical 

usage of “to go, pass, move, journey; to flee, depart, shake, quiver, vibrate.”199      

The French word “chez” can mean “at the place of,” “in the name of” or “in the care 

of.”200  Perhaps Bacon as Shakespeare was counting on the protection — if tacit — of the 

Queen.201  And, or, he may have been entrusting his literary offspring to the care of the 

world, as one might send a letter “in care of” another.  His Last Will and Testament reads, 

“For my name and memory, I leave it to men’s charitable speeches, and to foreign nations, 

and the next ages.”  As Spedding has acknowledged, Bacon wrote in foreign languages to 

conceal/reveal his meanings.202   

http://www.teatrolimpicovicenza.it/en/the-theatre/introduction.html
https://books.google.com/books?id=-eoVAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA103&lpg=PA103&dq=Shakespeare+from+eschec+shah+meaning+king&source=bl&ots=LtXV5PtCty&sig=rtH7qLR17_U0KWFjU_vO8RiRuMM&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj9-fv8k93MAhWKPCYKHRQwBUAQ6AEIIzAB#v=onepage&q=Shakespeare%20from%20eschec%20shah%20meaning%20king&f=false
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Chez being associated with “place” could be a play on the word “plays.” Actors take 

their “places,” and “take the place of” or stand for, some thing or person.  The Queen did not 

give Bacon a “place,” or position, in her government, but the plea rolls for the court of King’s 

Bench, Coram Rege depict the “Queen’s image” within a large letter “P,” first letter of Placita 

juris, pleas or rules of law.203  Like lawyers making pleas, actors need to please.  The singular, 

placit or placitum, may mean an “agreement between the parties, imperial ordinance 

(literally, the prince’s pleasure), or the judgment, decree, or sentence of a court.204”  Bacon 

spoke of the “placita” (opinions, teaching) of Plutarch.205     

A globe, or orb, was one of the Queen’s symbolic images.206  “Speare” sounds a lot like 

“sphere,” from Old French espere, Latin sphaera, Greek sphaira (sphere, ball).  In modern 

French, “esperer” means “to hope for, to expect, to trust.”  Perhaps eschec espere could be 

loosely translated either “to put one’s hopes in the sovereign,” or, chez sphaera, “in the care 

of, or in the name of, the world.”  It would be like Bacon to enjoy the ambiguity of multiple 

meanings.  To me, it seems so much more likely that the real writer of the works of 

Shakespeare would choose an interesting pseudonym, as actors and writers often do.  Bacon 

had written under other names before (such as Henry Cuffe or Valerius Terminus207). 

What if Bacon were assuming “the name of the world?”208  In at least one letter to 

King James, Bacon referred to the King’s son as the King’s “image” (his “spittin’ image?”).  As 

the “world,” he would, in a sense, become the Queen’s image with which she is often 

depicted, the globe. Certain references are suggestive of the use of world to refer to the 

concealed poet Bacon.209   
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A “map of the world” is an image of the world, imago mundis.  An interesting “take” 

on this image is the “Fool’s Cap map” which depicts a fool’s belled cap with the map of the 

world where the fool’s face should be.  In 1575, Jean de Gourmont  made a fool’s cap map 

with French philosophical mottos about the folly of mankind written all over the cap, 

shortly after Ortelius’s map of the world, “Typhus Orbis Terrarum” was published in 

Theatrum Orbis Terrarum.210   Ortelius was apparently associated with the Family of Love, a 

group related to the Rosicruicians.211  ”212 Another version, anonymous, ca. 1580-1590, bore 

mottos in Latin.  The motto over the brow has been translated “O head, worthy of a dose of 

hellebore.”213  The court fool was unique in being given carte blanche to speak freely and 

make fun of the court.  His appearance was often such that he was not taken seriously.214  

Some think the Droeshout portrait is not to be taken seriously.215   

E. K. Chambers, in providing a collection of references to Shakespeare by his 

contemporaries, gives the last stanza of William Barksted’s 1607 poem, Myrrha, the Mother 

of Adonis, a prequel to Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis.  Chambers gave the last line as 

“Cypres, thy brow shall fit.”216  Now, Cy-pres is a rule of construction in equity which 

literally means “as nearly as possible.”  For example, when it would be impossible or illegal to 

literally carry out a particular bequest in a will, such as when a charitable gift would violate a 

rule against perpetuities, cy pres allows the court, in its discretion, to make changes to effect 

the will of the testator as much as possible.217  As a judge, Francis Bacon actually applied the 

cy-pres “as near as possible” formula to “rectify” wills in at least two cases, Emmanuel 

College, Cambridge v. English and others (1617) and Grant and others v. Huish and others 
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(1621).218  However, cypres is French for the cypress tree, a symbol of mourning and, as an 

evergreen, immortality.  What was the intent of Barkstead?  The spelling in some later 

printed versions of Barkstead’s poem has been changed to “cypress,”219 perhaps by someone 

trying to standardize spelling.  Indeed, my autocorrect changes it for me.  Thus, the Court of 

Autocorrect demonstrates the doctrine of cy pres.   

I am just not sure a person would wear a wreath of cypress on his brow, as he might 

wear a wreath of laurel.  The doctrine of cy-pres is about making things “fit”, as is equity, 

tailoring the remedy to the situation.   We can’t ask Barkstead.      

The explanation I have seen for “Shakespeare” as a pseudonym is that of shaking a 

spear at ignorance, like Pallas Athena.220  I think there could be multiple meanings, for it 

seems to have been Bacon’s way to bury truth beneath layers of protection.  My reading 

makes sense to me, but perhaps “Shakespeare” would only laugh heartily at it.  Or cry.       

Bacon loved to play with language, “coining” — an expression he used — many new 

words.221  Coincidentally (not a word he coined), “Shakespeare” is said to have invented over 

1700 new words.222  As a pseudonym, “Shakespeare” would have been apt for Bacon.  But of 

course, it was not a completely made-up name; there was a history of Englishmen named 

Shakespeare or some spelling variation of it, as E. K. Chambers has found.  One variation, 

“Chacsper,” is downright similar to “Chaucer.”223 

     

 

 

http://www.shakespeare-online.com/biography/wordsinvented.html
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Chapter Five 

Francis Bacon, Dominus Juris (Law Professor)    

The first law school at Bologna began in 1088 when a group of liberal arts college 

graduates, desiring professional training in the law, found someone to lecture them.  They 

offered him gifts as tribute.     

In Elizabethan times, law was taught in the Inns of Court.  All the lawyers taught one 

another, with the older, more experienced lawyers doing mentoring and training of those 

coming up in the ranks.  These Inns were known as the “Third University”224 and provided 

an alternate way for a youth to gain an advanced education.   

By 1586, only four years after being admitted to the bar, Bacon had become a bencher 

at his Inn, Gray’s Inn, giving his first reading in 1588.225  Bacon was devoted to his Inn; he 

served as its treasurer for eight years.226   

In his writings, we find Bacon instructing the students at Gray’s Inn as to how to 

construe a statute.  Seek out the main verbs first, he advised. “In every statute certain words 

are veins where the life and blood of the statute is and runneth. . . .”227  Lawyers would 

recognize “White Acre, Green Acre, and Black Acre,” in his teaching hypotheticals, as well 

as the use of rhyming names for parties like “Vale, Sale, and Dale.”228    

Bacon gave his famous six-day double “Reading on the Statute of Uses” in 1600.229  

Many lawyers will remember wrestling with the Statutes of Uses early in law school, perhaps 

in conjunction with the Statute of Wills, Rule in Shelley’s Case, and the Rule Against 

Perpetuities.  One might imagine those late adolescent Gray’s Inn students squirming in their 

http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=eebo;idno=A28244
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seats through even one day of lectures on the Statute of Uses!  Their eyes were probably 

glazing over, their heads nodding, and their thoughts drifting to lunch . . . or to that new 

play just out.   There was a culture of play-writing and performing among the Inns of Court, 

with reportedly twenty percent of the known playwrights of the time belonging to the Inns 

of Court.230   

You could almost hear Bacon asking, “How can I make this material more interesting, 

more memorable?”  Drama can be an important teaching tool.  Bacon heartily endorsed the 

discipline of stage-playing in his writings on education, for the development of skills 

including stage presence for public speaking.231  He had written much of the script for the 

Gray’s Inn Revels of Christmas 1594-95.232 

It is interesting that Portia tells “Morocco,” “First forward to the temple; after dinner 

your hazard shall be made.”233 Two of the Inns of Court were the Inner and Middle Temple.  

The law students lived and dined at these Inns, which had a heritage of hospitality.  The 

Middle Temple has a twenty-nine foot long dining table, a gift from Queen Elizabeth.  What 

other temple could Portia have meant?  Middle Temple Hall was the site of the first 

performance of Twelfth Night in 1602.234   

There is another possibility; however, it was not a first thought.  Shakespeare may 

have been alluding, figuratively, to Justinian’s Temple of Justice, seen by the 12th century 

Italian jurist Placentinus in a vision, presided over by the virgin Iustitia (an illusion to 

Portia/Queen Elizabeth, perhaps), “an awe-inspiring virgin with penetrating eyes and with 

http://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/views/plays/play_view.php?WorkID=merchantvenice&Act=2&Scene=1&Scope=scene&LineHighlight=560#560
http://middletemplehall.org.uk/video/guided-tour.html
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some venerable grief in her dignity,” surrounded by six virtues personified.235 One other 

temple that could be mentioned is Bacon’s temple of the mind.236 

As Andrews had noted, the “strict adherence to legal forms and procedure” was 

Shakespeare’s addition to his sources.237  Stories, parables, and fables have traditionally been 

used for teaching.238  In law school, the “legal hypothetical” is a common teaching method.  A 

narrative fact pattern is set forth, and students are directed to spot all the legal issues, discuss 

the applicable law, and draw their conclusions.   Ambiguities make things more interesting.   

For example, was Portia a judge, advocate, amicus curiae — or imposter?”239 We 

might assume no Elizabethan woman could have been a jurist, yet there were famous women 

jurists in twelfth-fourteenth century Italy.  If Portia acts at times like an advocate for 

Anthony, it could be explained if she were a stand-in for the Virgin Mary who advocated for 

mankind in the Processus Belial literary tradition.  Gratiano, also, says, “I have a wife . . . . I 

would she were in heaven, so she could entreat some power to change this currish Jew.”240  If 

the Queen were to be flattered through Portia, it could have been an effective plea for the 

Queen to be merciful to all her subjects, including those suffering under religious 

persecution.    

What if the play had been written as a teaching hypothetical, for performance and 

discussion afterwards at an Inn of Court, similar to the way role-playing is sometimes 

incorporated into continuing legal education seminars today?  What if we were to analyze 

the play this way? 
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Chapter Six 

  What if The Merchant of Venice were a Law School Hypothetical?  

Taking my place at the back of the long line of lawyers, judges, law professors and 

others who have analyzed this play, and using materials from my law school legal history 

course (see Bibliography), this would be my analysis “in the time allotted.”  I have a feeling I 

have only scratched the surface.  More could likely be said about natural law, ius gentium, 

marriage, penal law,241 agency, and Jewish law.   Prof. Edith Friedler, has suggested the play 

would be a good vehicle for teaching comparative law in a law school survey course.242  See 

what you think. 

Some Background on Chancery:  It was said during this time that Chancery was a 

court not of law, but of conscience.  The internationally-respected legal scholar John Selden 

famously joked that the measure of equity varied like the size of the chancellor's foot.243   

Common law and equity had, over the past three and a half centuries, evolved as two distinct 

systems competing for business.244   

Since the time of Henry VIII, England had been enveloped in religious upheaval.  

Thomas More, his Chancellor, used injunctions heavily to prevent the enforcement of harsh 

judgments at common law.  He told the judges he would keep issuing injunctions until they 

reformed their laws.  Change in the common law occurred slowly, often through the use of 

legal fictions.245         

The Jews:  Jews were not allowed to reside in England from 1290 until 1655.246  In 

Shakespeare’s time, Venice was a trading city teeming with foreigners; however, even in 

http://scholarship.law.berkeley.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1644&context=californialawreview
http://www.oxfordjewishheritage.co.uk/english-jewish-heritage/174-exclusion-period-for-jews
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Venice, Jews did not have the full rights of ordinary citizens.  In Venice, the Jews, a nation of 

traders without a home country, had to fight for a charter, which was finally granted in 

1589.  It gave them limited privileges, such as the ability of merchant traders to bring their 

immediate family members with them into the city and safety, so long as they stayed in the 

ghetto.  They had to pay a fee for even these privileges, and their charter had to be renewed 

every ten years.  They could only stay for a few months at a time.  Even in Venice, Jews 

could not own real property.247  

Because “j” was the same letter as “i” in Elizabethan England, the word “Jews” may 

have been pronounced as if the “j” were a “y,” like the Latin word for law, “ius.”248  In 

Elizabethan times, a capital “J” was used in place of a capital “I,” or vice versa, as in “John” 

spelled “Iohn.”249  Apparently, the pronunciation of “Jews,” ius  (right, title, law) and the 

beneficial “use” would have been the same.250 

A Jew had no “nation”; he was of his tribe and “the nation of traders.”251  One might 

argue that any time a Jew was a party to a transaction or lawsuit, international law should 

apply.  Alberico Gentili, a civilian jurist and member of Gray’s Inn, considered English 

common law ill-suited for merchant cases or cases involving aliens, many of which, it seems, 

would have involved Jewish merchants or money-lenders. Gentili argued that the ius 

gentium, an interesting Roman law concept which meant essentially a law applicable to all 

tribes or nations, was better suited to those situations.252       
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The Duke tells us he has jurisdiction, which on a test might be translated: Do not 

discuss. (Points may be taken off, but I have attempted to explore how the matter came to be 

in court.)     

Debt:  If Shylock had come to court pleading an “Action for Debt,” his recovery 

would have been limited to the amount of the debt.253  One drawback of an action for Debt 

was that a defendant could “wage his law” and call in eleven “oath-takers” to vouch for 

him,254 defeating the lender’s claim.   Importantly, an action by or against a surety was not 

allowed under “Debt.”255  Thus, even for a debt on an obligation under seal,256  it would seem 

that Shylock could not have brought his action under “Debt.”  

Covenant:  Moreover, it does not appear that Shylock could have brought his suit as 

an Action on the Covenant, although it was a sealed instrument, since “Covenant” excluded 

actions for recovery of a debt — “until some point in the 17th century.”257  Covenant as a 

remedy was falling into disuse.258  Under “Covenant,” you could no longer get “specific 

performance” (an action to make a person do something—in personam — as opposed to  an 

action for damages — in rem) after the 14th century, so “Covenant” would not have helped 

Shylock.259     

   Assumpsit:  Indebitatus assumpsit, to the best of my knowledge, did not apply where 

a document was under seal.260  Baker says Assumpsit would lie against a surety.261  However, 

Maitland says that, after Slade’s Case was decided (1602), Assumpsit would lie where Debt 

would lie,262 and Debt did not lie against a surety.263   Antonio was Bassanio’s surety.  It 

appears that Shylock could not have brought the case under Assumpsit — at least, not before 

http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uc2.ark:/13960/t8ff3zj88;view=1up;seq=378
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1602.  It is impossible to be sure what actual practice was, from this remove.  The written 

records may not tell the whole story.264  One advantage of assumpsit, when applicable, was 

the availability of a jury trial rather than wager of law.265   As a bit of legal historical trivia, 

according to Prof. Richard Helmholz, the canon law action, laesio fidei, influenced the 

development of the action of assumpsit.266 

Consideration:  Under the Tudors, there had to be consideration, or “good cause,” for 

a binding contract.  For indebitatus assumpsit, there had to be a quid pro quo, (“this for 

that”),267 but not consideration.268  A rash deal, made recklessly, would be considered to be 

made “without consideration” (forethought, perhaps).269  Antonio had entered into a deal 

that was made in “merry jest,” the very opposite of a serious undertaking.  However, his 

bond was made under seal.  Oral (parol) evidence extraneous to the writing under seal would 

have been inadmissible.270  A sealed instrument predated the doctrine of consideration and 

“required no consideration.”271 Its validity could not be challenged.272 To the best of my 

knowledge, the consideration argument was foreclosed to Antonio.  

Consideration must be both “good” and “valuable.”  Shylock says to Bassanio, 

“Anthony is a good man.” That is taken to mean he is financially sufficient, “good for the 

money.”  But was he, with all his ships at risk?  Antonio thought he was in good shape 

financially (Act I, Scene 1, his second speech), but Shylock was more shrewd.  Bottomry was 

the earliest form of insurance, by which a loan made on the security of a ship and its cargo 

would only be payable if and when the ship and its cargo came safety into port.273  Such an 
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arrangement would have protected Antony.  During Queen Elizabeth’s reign, legislation was 

passed facilitating bottomry. 

Morally, a promise should be honored, but Shylock did not even care if he got his 

money, so long as he got his revenge.  For Shylock, Antonio himself  was the quid pro quo, 

just as possession of mankind was what Satan demanded of God in the Processus Belial.  

“Valuable” referred to monetary worth, market value, price.  Antonio was neither “good” nor 

“valuable,” as Shakespeare’s characters acknowledge. Shylock’s “interest” in the deal was not 

a financial percentage, it was Antonio.          

Usury:   A 1571 statute created a common law offense supplemental to the 

ecclesiastical courts’ long-standing jurisdiction over all usury.  Under this statute, interest 

over ten per cent was considered excessive and was, categorically, usury.  In 1625, King 

James reduced the rate to eight percent,274 a reform for which Bacon had argued in his essay, 

“Of Usury.”  The church courts had already divided usury into grand and petit usury before 

the statute, with proportionate penalties.  Since Shylock did not charge any interest on his 

loan to Antonio, there was no usury.  A penalty for nonpayment of debt was not even 

considered “cloaked” usury.”275  

Thus, we can see Shylock’s challenges in getting his case heard in a common law 

court under English law, ca. 1596.  Bacon (or any good lawyer) would have presumably 

known this.  He might have deliberately presented these difficult facts in order to promote 

discussion among the future lawyers and lawyers of London.  Moreover, he might have 
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wished to gently promote his agenda of reform of the law of debt, as with Slade’s Case (1567-

1602) on which Bacon argued (and lost).       

Custom and usage:  Although it seems hard to comprehend, Sinsheimer writes that it 

was not uncommon for contracts, until at least the 15th century, to contain “pound of flesh” 

penalty clauses.276  However, the language was customarily not enforced.  It was put in as 

hyperbole,277 to reinforce the seriousness of the transaction.  In inducing Antonio to rely on 

Shylock’s lulling assurance that he would not enforce the pound of flesh language, Shylock 

did not play fair.   

The court of Admiralty had for many years ignored law on the books restricting its 

jurisdiction, until Coke began to enforce it.  “We didn’t think you really meant it,” Admiralty 

might have said to Lord Coke, or Antonio to Shylock. 

Francis Bacon wrote that there were certain things one did not joke about.  One of 

them was a man’s business matters.278  Sinsheimer explained that the fable of the pound of 

flesh had come to symbolize archaic law; thus, it could be used for pedagogic purposes.279  

Among the many practical lessons for law students in this play might be:  don’t gouge your 

opposing party in a negotiation; leave him his dignity (or you may regret it later).                     

Inadequate remedy at law:  Shylock’s remedy at law was inadequate, though of course 

what he sought was unconscionable, i.e., so wrong it shocks the conscience.  A general 

maxim is:  “He that seeks equity must do equity.”  The equities, on balance, did not favor 

Shylock.  We may feel sympathy for him, but he did have his knife to Antonio’s chest.  It has 
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been noted that, despite Shylock’s shocking behavior, Shakespeare did not demean Shylock, 

but left him standing with dignity, when all else had been taken from him.280           

Portis appears in the Duke’s court as Balthazar, the “young doctor from Rome.”281   

There had been a “common medieval practice of a lay court making use of professional 

advisers.”282  She is addressed as a judge by Shylock, Gratiano and Antonio.283  Indeed, some 

of her first words in the play are the punning “Good sentences, and well pronounced.”284  She 

identifies her role as that of a teacher.285  There are times when she seems like an advocate, 

first for Shylock, but then for Antonio.  The learned Dr. Bellario has “turned o’er” many 

cases with “Balthasar,” her assumed name for court, he informs the Duke.   

Portia manages to save Antonio’s physical life and Shylock’s soul, through his forced 

conversion.286  Instead of forfeiting all he owns to the State, Shylock is left with a life estate 

in half of all he owns, with Anthony having the use of the other half, for the duration of 

Shylock’s life, with provision for all Shylock “dies possess’d of” to go to his heirs upon 

Shylock’s death.   

Portia did not draw up a will; rather, she drew up a deed of gift.  Either would have 

been revocable.287  Could an alien have made a will — in England?  I do not know.  Aliens 

could not inherit land,288 own real property,289  bring a real estate action,290 sue for debts, or 

be sworn as witnesses (make an oath).291  At the time Shylock “consented” (under duress) to 

the decree, he apparently owned nothing of value, since Jessica had stolen all his wealth.   

Jews maintained portable wealth, since they had no permanent home.  His forced religious 

conversion gave him a better legal status, but it violates our conception of human rights.  
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The Rights of Tubal:  What about poor Tubal292 who loaned Shylock the money?  Is 

he out of luck?  An explanation may be found in a tract attributed to Bacon, “Use of the 

Law.”293  A deed of gift which purports to give all that one has was suspect of being made to 

evade creditors; thus, the deed of gift might have been viewed as void as to Tubal.294  He may 

have gone looking for Jessica not because he wanted to help Shylock, but because he wanted 

to recoup his losses.  Tubal says he heard Jessica spent money in Genoa.  This is not 

necessarily true, but Shylock seems to trust him.  How will Shylock repay Tubal?          

Pertinent to our discussion is the 1596 Case of the Market Overt.295 A purchaser who 

in good faith buys stolen property in a market-overt — one which openly trades in the kind 

of merchandise it was, such as jewelry from a jeweler — on a regular market day, gained 

good title to it.”296  However, if  Jessica had taken the property “in jest,” meaning to return it 

to her father, then it would not be considered stolen.297  We do not know whether she acted 

“in jest,” but her name suggests the word “jest.” Once she sold the property, however, in a 

market overt, the purchaser would gain good title.  What if she did not sell the property, but 

kept it “in trust” for her father, to prevent Tubal or Anthony from accessing it?  What if her 

father knew?       

At any rate, Shylock298 is an alien, a non-citizen, under English law.  Not only were 

his life and property at the mercy of the Duke for having threatened the life of a Christian, 

but an alien was not permitted to own land in England until 1870.299  J. H. Baker notes that 

because England was a nation of traders, it was commercially expedient to extend protection, 

by means of “royal letters of safe conduct” to aliens, for coming and going from England.  

file:///C:/Users/dk/Documents/&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjK5p7H1vvLAhWjs4MKHXCmCbUQ6AEIJzAC%23v=onepage&q=81&f=false
file:///C:/Users/dk/Documents/&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjK5p7H1vvLAhWjs4MKHXCmCbUQ6AEIJzAC%23v=onepage&q=81&f=false
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However, aliens were not allowed to stay indefinitely.  While an alien could become a 

“friend” and thus receive the protection of the law, an alien that was an “enemy” would 

receive no protection.300  An “infidel” (non-Christian) was categorically an enemy.301  

Shakespeare made the enmity between Shylock and Antonio clear.    

Shylock fared badly as a pro se litigant.  I may have missed something, but I saw no 

clear signs he was a lawyer.  Antonio, on the other hand, shows that he is a lawyer by his 

skill and familiarity with common law and equity.302  Under English law, there should have 

been no legal “bite”303 to Shylock’s judgment, once Shylock had refused the proffered 

payment.  Only archaic law would allow extraction of a pound of flesh.  The relief Shylock 

sought was relief under equity.  As a man seeking execution of an immoral judgment, he had 

“unclean hands” in equitable terms and thus, was not entitled to equity.  Still, Shakespeare let 

the tension mount to the highest point.  Other signs that Antonio was a lawyer (as was 

Bacon’s brother Anthony) are his pointing out that the deed of gift needs to be recorded and 

his ease in manipulating the complicated law of uses.304 

Portia orders Antonio to bare his breast.  We gasp, but then she adds that, if Shylock 

spills one drop of Antonio’s blood, he will owe triple damages for waste.305  Initially, we 

might assume she is a non-lawyer “crash-briefed” for the case by Bellario and not expect 

much from her.  However, there were legally trained women in Italy in past centuries, such 

as Andrea Novella.306  We laugh at Portia’s quick-thinking resort to what seems like 

ridiculously incongruous law:  the penalty for spilling even one drop of Antonio’s blood 

(Leave it to a woman, ha ha. . . . .).  Yet, one of the powers of an equity judge was to enjoin 
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waste to prevent ruination of the estate (Antonio).  Interestingly, in the mid-13th century, 

canon law held that, in an inquisition, Jews could not be tortured in ways that would draw 

blood.307 “Which is the merchant and which is the Jew?” Portia asked, though surely she 

could tell.308     

Bacon in his “Ordinances,” which set forth rules for Chancery, wrote in Rule 34:  

“Decrees upon suits brought after judgment shall contain no words to make corrupt or 

weaken the judgment, but shall only correct the corrupt conscience of the party, and rule 

him to make restitution, or perform other acts, according to the equity of the cause.”309  

Portia’s words reminded Shylock of the most universal law of mankind, Shylock’s own 

Mosaic Ten Commandments:  Thou shalt not kill.   

Uses and Trusts:  When the Duke tells Shylock that half his property is now 

Antonio’s, but that Antonio’s half could be remitted to a fine if Shylock were humble, Portia 

quickly says, “Let not Antonio’s half be a fine, but the state’s.”  Antonio then says he will 

waive his right to “his half,” so long as he can have the use of “the other half” (the state’s 

half) during the life of Shylock.  That is some clever maneuvering, but the Duke allows it.  

According to the deed of gift, at Shylock’s death, all of Shylock’s property would go to his 

Christian son-in-law Lorenzo and the converted Jessica (whose name means "she who looks 

forward, a spy, a lookout."310).    

Andrews, with the help of Professor William Arthur, School of Law, University of 

Colorado, sets out the law of uses related to the case in two full-page tables.  Table I is: “the 

https://books.google.com/books?id=r54NAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA282#v=snippet&q=Jessica%20282&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=r54NAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA282#v=snippet&q=Jessica%20282&f=false
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result of the creation of a use after a use.” Table II is: “the result of the creation of the 

Trust.”311  

Essentially, the chancery courts came to distinguish two interests in any one piece of 

property:  a legal and a beneficial interest.   In what became the modern law of trusts, one 

person might hold the bare legal title to property for the use, or benefit, of another, called 

the cestui que trust.  The Statute of Uses brought the legal interest over to the equitable 

interest, merging them in the same entity and extinguishing the trust so that the beneficiary 

of the “trust” would now hold both legal and equitable title.312     

However, there were exceptions.   If there were a “use on a use” or an active duty 

imposed on the trustee (feoffee), then the Statute of Uses did not extinguish the “use,” and 

the legal and beneficial interests remained separate.313  The word “use” did not come from the 

word for law, “ius.”  Rather, it was the short version of the law French phrase ad opus et ad 

usus, meaning “for the benefit and use [of].”314  

The earliest known “use on a use” situation was upheld by Francis Bacon’s own 

father, Sir Nicholas Bacon, when he was the Lord Keeper of the Seal in the early years of 

Queen Elizabeth.  An English Duchess had fled to Poland to escape religious persecution 

under Queen Mary.   She sold her land to her lawyer, with the secret understanding that he 

would hold legal title for her equitable “use” (benefit). There was much religious-based 

opposition to the Statute of Uses.  In 1540, Crown lawyers were actually imprisoned in the 

Tower for advising clients on how to avoid it.315 

 

http://moglen.law.columbia.edu/twiki/pub/EngLegalHist/RefugeeProperty/BakerAndMilsom.pdf
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Chapter Seven 

Parties Cast in Another Time 

Bassanio 

Bassanio uses lawyerly language in speaking to his beloved; e.g.,“until confirm’d, 

sign’d, ratified by you.”316  That strikes me as either ridiculous or sweet, but something only 

one accustomed to using legal language would say. 

It is interesting to note that there was a famous twelfth century civilian jurist/law 

professor of the University of Bologna317 with a similar name, Johannes Bassiano of Cremona, 

or Bassianus in the Latin.318  Despite being a popular and respected jurist, his personal life was 

another story.  He was reputedly a gambler and alcoholic.319  In the play, Bassanio, who some 

might not think worthy of Portia, is over his head in debt of which he intends to rid himself 

through marriage to Portia (Act I, Scene 1).  Bassianus’s legal works were popular in England, 

where he is thought to have died (c. 1197).320   

Gratiano 

Another character whose name has a real-life embodiment is Gratian.  One of the 

most well-known of canon lawyers, little is known of his life.  One fact is that he taught at a 

monastery in Bologna  around 1130-1140 (possibly as early as 1120).  While he may not have 

been a monk, he may have been a bishop; Chiusi claims him as its former bishop.   He 

initially wrote anonymously.  He organized the canon law decrees into his Decretum, 

facilitating canon law’s becoming a legitimate educational discipline.  He is credited with 

inventing the teaching hypothetical.321   

http://opensourceshakespeare.org/search/search-results.php
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Interestingly for our purposes, modern legal scholars only relatively recently have  

uncovered the fact that a “Gratian” is recorded as being in Venice in 1143, in the company of 

two other Bolognese jurists, as a legal adviser in a court case judged by a Cardinal.322  There is 

also a record of a “Gratian” being in Venice in 1150 to advise in a court case.323   It could have 

been the famous canon lawyer.  The question is, what did Shakespeare know, and how did 

he know it?  Would not Francis Bacon have been a lot more likely to have known this 

esoteric fact that modern scholars have only recently discovered?     

Coquillette has argued that Bacon’s interest in civil law has been underestimated.  His 

“use of Roman models throughout Book 8 of De Augmentis [where he sets out his 

jurisprudence on equity],” is “striking and substantive.”324  Both Coke and Bacon knew 

enough civil law to argue natural law in Calvin’s Case.  In fact, what is Portia’s “quality of 

mercy” speech if not an appeal to natural law, “above this scepter’d sway?”      

If Gratiano was a jurist with some fictional advisory role, that would explain his 

presence in the courtroom and license to speak.  Did we not wonder at that?   

Gratian wrote about marriage, and he wrote about the Jews.  In fact, he wrote about 

at least three issues in the play:  forced conversion (Shylock), interfaith marriage (Jessica and 

Lorenzo), and the fact that Christians should not be servants to Jews (i.e., Lancelot  

Gobbo).325  There is no doubt more that could be found.  The play’s character, Gratiano, urges 

harsh treatment of Shylock.  It is said that Gratian’s writings about in defense of a “just war” 

against heretics, in “Causa 23” of his Decretum, were used to justify the Inquisition, and that 

sort of policy led to nine centuries of mistreatment of the Jews.326 
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Portia 

If Bassanius could be Bassianus and Gratiano could be Gratian, who might Portia “be,” 

or represent?  How about Portius Azzolinus, or Azo?  Bassianus’s most famous pupil, he also 

taught at Bologna, (c. 1150-1220 or 30 or after).  He has been called the most distinguished 

jurist of the 13th century.327  He married Bassianus’s widow.328  About Azo’s famous Summa 

Codicis, the Goliardi quipped, “If you don’t have Azo, don’t go to court.”329   

Azo compiled the Glossa Ordinaria, the “last Great Gloss” (consisting of 96,940 

marginal glosses Justinian’s Corpus Juris).330 After Azo’s famous pupil, Accursius, the writers 

on the law were called Post-Glossators or Commentators, the most famous of which was 

Bartolus of Saxoferrata.   

Azo and Accursius both sat in the chair at Bologna established by Irnerius.”331 Just as 

modern treatises or law firms may retain the name of a deceased author or partner, so Azo 

did not write every word of the legal treatises which bear his name.332  John Selden, learned 

17th century legal scholar, believed that the last three books of Azo’s Summa  were really 

written by Placentinus (about whom more later).  Azo’s summaries were relied upon by 

Bracton — who probably did not write all of Bracton — 333 and cited by Maitland.334   

Portia tells her new husband, Bassanio, she will learn from him, as Azo (Porcius) had 

learned law from Johannes Bassiano (Bassianus in Latin; sometimes just Johannes”).335  

Lawyers who knew the lineup might have found that comment amusing.  Some of 

Bassianus’s writings concerned marriage.336 

Nerissa 

http://www.britannica.com/biography/Azzone-dei-Porci
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After finding Portius mentioned in Prof. Helmholz’s writings, I began to searching 

the names of other main characters. I wondered whether “Nerissa” (who was, unlike Portia, 

“not an heiress”) might not have jogged a law student’s memory to think of Irnerius (also 

spelled Guarnerius, Yrnerius, Wernerius, Warnerius), the “first glossator,” the 12th century 

Bolognese jurist who started the 12th century legal Renaissance.”337 A teacher of the liberal 

arts, Irnerius had discovered a manuscript containing the Digests of Justinian that had been 

lost since the 6th century.338 He then became a law professor!  Irnerius (c. 1050-c. 1125) was 

followed at Bologna (1084-1088) by the “Four Doctors,” Bulgarus, Martinus Gosia, Huga da 

Porta Ravennate, and Jacobus de Voragine. 

Stephano 

Stephano might have helped Inn of Court students  remember the 12th century jurist 

Stephen, Bishop of Tournai (1128-1203), credited with spreading Roman law to Northern 

France.  Like Bassianus, he studied law under Bulgarus.  Stephen wrote a famous Summa  on 

Gratian’s Decretum.339  He gave a dramatic sermon in which the devil accused mankind 

before God, whereupon mankind was defended by a Daughter of God, reminiscent of the 

“Four Daughters of God” literary tradition about which Hope Traver wrote.340 

Lorenzo 

Lorenzo might jog a student’s memory in favor of Lorenzo Ridolfi, (ca. 1343), an 

“outstanding Florentine lay canonist, diplomat, and savvy government lawyer, author of oft-

cited tracts on usury and morality.”341  He also wrote about marriage.  In fact, he had an 

unusual marriage in that he was not present for the ceremony.   
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“Until recently, we knew little of the growth of legal ideas in the period from Irnerius 

to Accurs[i]us.”342 And yet, the author of The Merchant of Venice knew the names of these 

obscure medieval glossators and seemed familiar with their writings.343     

Bellario 

If Portia is Azo and Bassanius is Bassianus, etc., then who might Bellario represent?  I 

think it is Placentinus (died c. 1192), one of the most important of the 12th century jurists.  

He was also trained at Bologna (probably by Bulgarus, for he refers to him with titles of 

respect as one would a teacher, says H. Kantorowicz; Martinus has also been suggested). 

Placentinus, the only name by which he is known, came from Piacenza, about 25 miles from 

Bassanius’s Cremona. The “Pi” becomes “pl” in Latin.  He wrote a satirical, “polemical” and 

“dramatic” poem criticizing the way in which law was taught at Bologna, the university 

which employed him.  He delivered this Sermo de Legibus (apparently not yet translated into 

English) —  in which he let it be known in advance he would bring Bulgarus’s legal remarks 

relating to Bulgarus’s own wedding night (“the initio”) into the discussion —  to a packed 

crowd of students, at what we might call “Orientation.” According to Hermann Kantorowicz 

who wrote his biography, this Sermo de legibus  took the form of an argument between two 

women, a lovely country girl called “Ignorantia” and an old, ugly, deformed woman called 

“Jurisprudentia.”  Needless to say, he was more popular with the students than he was with 

his colleagues.  In fact, one of his colleagues, had him attacked during the night, after which 

he lived in fear for his life, never staying in one place too long.344  
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Placentinus left Italy for France.  He either started a law school in Montpellier, 

France (in Occitanie, southwest France) or continued one started by the jurist Rogerius.345 To 

my knowledge, the evidence does not associate him particularly with Padua.  Besides 

Bologna, he also taught at Piacenza, at Mantua in the 1160’s, and at Montpellier, France346 

(which is about a 3-4 hr. journey from Belmont, France).  Azo and Bassianus disagreed with 

Placentinus on some legal points.  However, Azo quoted Placentinus frequently, as did 

Accursius, Azo’s pupil.347       

In earlier versions of the play, Portia sent Balthazar to meet with Bellario at Mantua 

(where Placentinus had taught); however, later versions say Padua.348  Why would 

“Shakespeare” make this change?  One thought is that Giordano Bruno, who had lived in 

England from 1593 to 1595, taught at the University of Padua from Nov. 1591 to March 

1592, prior to his arrest in Venice in May 1592 for heresy.349   Like Placentinus, he lived a 

peripatetic life.  Copernicus (1473-1543)350 and Dr. William Harvey studied medicine at 

Padua, as well.351  Galileo began teaching mathematics there in 1592.352  In 1222, Bolognese 

law students started a law school at Padua.353   

Then I found that there were two men actually named “Placentinus” who lived or 

taught at Padua in the 16th century:  Rusticus Placentinus, editor in 1515 of the first Latin 

edition of  Galen’s works,354  and Guilio Casserio (Julius Casserius Placentinus), the anatomy 

teacher of  William Harvey, the first person to accurately describe the circulation of the 

blood.355  
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  I am inclined to believe that Francis Bacon a.k.a. Shakespeare chose Placentinus, 

a.k.a. Bellario, to be his persona, a theatrical term used by Cicero, in The Merchant of 

Venice.  Like Bacon, Placentinus “would not submit to the mere authority of texts.”356  

Placentinus was a poet and classical scholar357 who addressed contemporary legal problems 

through poetical satire because he was frustrated with the way law was being traditionally 

taught and practiced.  We have seen that Bacon was also a poet and classical scholar, and was 

much concerned with legal and other societal reforms. 

Like Bacon, Placentinus had an enemy who was a thorn in his side (Coke).  Virgil was 

one of Bacon’s favorite poets; Placentinus was proud to be from the same part of Italy as 

Virgil, Lombardy.358  However, unlike Placentinus’s satirical Sermo (not the only thing he 

wrote, of course), Bacon as Shakespeare sought not to sting and offend, but to woo, or, 

perhaps, to come as close to the line as he could without crossing it.359  Placentinus was 

known to be personally abrasive.  Bacon was not, but Shylock was.      

Portia called Bellario her cousin, one of the few clues we are given about him.  

However, the word “cousin” can have several meanings.  Perhaps Portia was saying she and 

Bellario were akin to one another — of the same kind — both being jurists.  Or, if the 

character of Portia is intended as a flattering allusion to the Virgin Queen Mother of 

Jesus/Virgin Queen Elizabeth360, she could have been using cousin as a way that one 

sovereign referred to another sovereign or nobleman.  See fn. 5.  If I am right that “chez 

sphere” is one thought behind a pseudonym of “Shakespeare,” it might seem fitting that 
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“chez” has to do with place, and in place of, and “Place” might be considered short for 

Placentinus.  But perhaps that is too much of a stretch. 

Gobbo:  Of course, not all the names of characters need be from twelfth century 

glossators.361 That wouldn’t be any fun!  The name Launcelot (Gobbo) might suggest Bishop 

Lancelot Andrewes, the Queen’s own “Anglo-Catholic” preacher,362 although the comparison 

would not be flattering.  Or, Robert Cecil has been referred to as “Gobbo” in private 

correspondence by “Francis Davison.”363  A father (or God the Father) ought to know his own 

son.  Lancelot Andrewes reportedly lacked compassion when trying to get Separatist leader 

Henry Barrows to recant.  Barrows was imprisoned in 1587 for three years before being 

executed on religious grounds.364  Obviously, any criticism of Andrewes would have had to 

have been extremely veiled.   

The “Il Gobbo di Rialto” in Venice s a statue of a hunchback in the Rialto.  It was a 

place for issuing decrees and sentences for petty offenders, whose cruel and unusual 

punishment was to be made to run naked through the streets while being beaten with sticks, 

kissing the statue at the finish line.  The statue is across the street from the San Giacometto di 

Rialto church, the “market church,” under whose portico money lenders and bankers did 

business — just as they did in the play.  The Rialto was once the mercantile center of the 

world.365  The Venetian painter, Francesco Bassano, painted a typical "Market Scene." (1580-

85).  Several of his paintings may be found in that church.366 The family of Emilia Bassano 

Lanyer, mistress to Henry Carey, Lord Hunsden,367 Lord Chamberlain, was also from the 

http://www.slowtrav.com/blog/annienc/2007/10/san_giacometto.html
http://www.wga.hu/frames-e.html?/bio/b/bassano/francesc/biograph.html
http://www.peterbassano.com/shakespeare
http://www.peterbassano.com/shakespeare
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same country town, Bassano.368  She has been raised as a candidate for authorship of the plays 

of Shakespeare.369  

Old Gobbo’s blindness made me think of “Belisarius, Justinian’s real-life general about 

whom many myths arose.  One was that Justinian had blinded him out of jealousy.  A people 

Belisarius had conquered wanted to make him their king.  But he could not be their king, so 

he deceived them.  Also, Belarius had an unfaithful wife whose behavior caused him much 

humiliation (Was Launcelot really Old Gobbo’s son?  “Father, don’t you recognize me?” is a 

plaintive cry.).   

Shakespeare seems to be playing with names starting with “Bel.” Balthazar is also Bel-

shazzar.  Antonio calls himself a “wether;” a bell-wether is a belled sheep that leads the flock 

or the leader of a thoughtless crowd.370 In modern French, “beliere” is sheep bell.371  In 

Hebrew, the name “Belial” means “useless, without (beli) value.372  Bellario might, then, be 

capable of meaning “without, or not, an heir” (either of Nicholas Bacon or of the Queen, if he 

was her natural issue).   Bellario might also bear translation as “beautiful spirit.” Also, the 

word comedy comes from Greek komos (festal procession) + aidein (to sing); hence, an ode 

sung at a festal procession.373 Taking meanings from the French, “Bellario” could mean a 

beautiful, noble aire or song — the embodiment of the original Greek spirit of comedy, 

perhaps.374   

One “rings” a “bell;” bells help people remember.  Writers of literature aspire to 

immortality.  Was Bacon the leader of a “ring” of writers, a ring of poesy?  Gratiano spoke of 

the “posy (historically also “poesy”),” or motto on the ring Nerissa gave him.375 

http://www.hwlongfellow.org/poems_poem.php?pid=156
http://www.ourcivilisation.com/smartboard/shop/procopius/blsrs.htm
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  There was a kind of fish called the “goby,” the gudgeon fish, Gobio gobio, common to 

the Thames which will “swallow anything; hence; it was gullible —  like Gobbo?376 The goby 

prefers the shoals377  — shallows or sand banks — dangerous for ships.  In a memorable 

quotation, Bacon compares “letters” to ships passing through vast seas of time.378  The 

gudgeon, a Thames River fish, also has an association with ancient Jews who, during their 

Captivity in Babylon, began to eat fish on Fridays, says Jessie Weston, in a discussion of the 

Fish-Fisher King symbolism in the literature of the Holy Grail.379        

Chapter Eight 

  Summary and Conclusions 

What to make of all this?  Is Bacon “Bellario,” as Mark Edwin Andrews asserted? How 

can that be, unless Bacon is the author?  With all due respect for the many who remain 

unconvinced, the case for the actor from Stratford,  Shaxpere, is built around very few facts.  

We have “his” six signatures.380 At least, we think they are all his, though some may have 

been made by law clerks.  We have the name “William Shakespeare” printed on title pages, 

but maybe there was no real “William Shakespeare.”381  What if the name “Shakespeare” 

were only a collective name under which “anonymous” works, including collaborative 

works, were collected and master-edited by one capable of turning even the finest literary 

straw into gold?382  Since no one person wrote all the works, he did not put his name on the 

title page.  During the McCarthy era in the 1950’s, writer Dalton Trumbo performed such a 

task for a group of blacklisted Hollywood screenwriters, as well as writing scripts himself 

which were sold under the names of others.383  
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Let us consider whether what we know about Shaxpere fits the picture of Bellario.   

Bellario was a jurist whose legal opinions and authority were highly respected (as was 

Bacon).  He “appeared” through an agent when he was unable to “appear” in person (Bacon 

did ghost-writing for Essex, writing “as” Essex’s secretary “Henry Cuffe.”   Shaxpere, on the 

other hand, deserted his family to seek his fortune in London.  He  probably became a 

stockholder in a theatre company and was a landowner,384 grain merchant and money 

lender.385  That is pretty darn good for someone who could barely sign his name.  I think we 

would have to say that Shaxpere does not personally fit the model of Bellario.  If Shaxpere 

were the author inserting himself into the play, he would have more likely chosen the role of 

Shylock.  

If Bacon were Shakespeare, one could think of a few reasons why he might hide his 

authorship.386  One, Bacon and his brother, Anthony Bacon,387 were involved in the running 

of an intelligence network for the government,388 a business which required secrecy.  Two, 

Bacon was a lawyer for the Crown, with a responsibility for keeping state secrets.  Three, 

Bacon as a statesman had powerful enemies jealous of his abilities.  He had seen the downfall 

of those around him, and eventually experienced his own.  He needed to protect his literary 

progeny.  Four, he could better accomplish his agenda of bringing the Renaissance to 

England, and perhaps, of preserving the wisdom of the ages if he acted in secret.  Creative 

work requires solitude.  Five, as an artist, he had personal matters to write about that he did 

not want others to connect with him.  Part of that involved protecting others.  Six, he was 

giving a gift to the world for which he wanted no personal acclaim.  Seven, he knew he had 

http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1558-1603/member/bacon-anthony-1558-1601
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not written every word; it was a group effort.  Eight, he had the fun of creating a giant 

literary puzzle for later generations to have the fun of solving.  These are some possibilities.       

How would one prove authorship today in a court of law?  What would be the best 

available evidence?  We do not have signed manuscripts,389 but we do, arguably, have Bacon’s 

signature embedded in the printed plays through time-honored literary devices such as 

acrostics.390 Bacon had experienced the pirated printing of his works, which was why he let 

his Essays be printed during his lifetime, as he mentions in the dedication of the first edition 

to his brother Anthony.391  He probably also needed the money.    

In searching for proof of authorship,392 a person might compare the writing style, use 

of language, and life experiences of an author to the written work.393  With a poet whose 

mastery of language and languages enabled him to be obscure,394 one might expect a mystery 

as to authorship.  In those times of repression, censorship395 and religious persecution,396 one 

might think a playwright who loudly proclaimed his authorship to be “unsound.”397  But are 

we still under such strictures?   

Why was Shakespeare virtually the only playwright of his time who was never in 

trouble with the authorities?398  Claire Asquith has suggested he was protected by powerful 

people.399 But why would they have protected him and not others?  He was also the only 

major poet not to have written anything specifically to commemorate the Queen’s death.400  

On the other hand, Francis Bacon went to the trouble of writing a lengthy tribute in 

memoriam to the Queen, in Latin, which he showed only to his closest friends, five years 

after her death.401  Why?  It could have gained him nothing politically.  Claire Asquith also 

https://books.google.com/books?id=tgU5AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA102&lpg=PA102&dq=Francis+Bacon+mourned+when+Queen+Elizabeth+died&source=bl&ots=wT7efgPSEJ&sig=pQoKtMdo7GjWt3sZf95m_JWxwas&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwimruaxysDMAhUFeD4KHQofDrUQ6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=Francis%20Bacon%20mourned%20when%20Queen%20Elizabeth%20died&f=false
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found it puzzling that there is no record of King James ever having had a conversation with 

“Shakespeare.”402 Of course, the King would have spoken regularly with Bacon, his learned 

Counsellor.   

The year 2015 marked the 800th anniversary of Magna Carta.  The year 2016 marks 

the 400th anniversary of the 1616 Glanville v Courtney decision.  Should we care?403  Is the 

study of history useful?  It might help us to know where we have been, to know where we 

are going.  Janus, Roman god of new beginnings, with one face old and one face new, can 

symbolize this concept in a number of different ways.404   

One great reason for reading the classics, of course, is to mentally engage with the 

greatest thinkers of all time.  Bacon told Lancelot Andrewes he studied Seneca, Cicero, and 

Demosthenes to learn how to hold up during adversity.405  Queen Elizabeth studied the 

classics, translating Cicero to help her keep her mind sharp for statecraft.406  The study of the 

liberal arts is still considered a great preparation for law school, and life.   

At the time Francis Bacon was writing, England still had one foot in the Middle Ages.  

It lagged behind the European Continent in learning, law, and culture.  Bacon set England, 

and the world, on the road towards modernity with his vision for the “advancement of 

learning.”  However, while he proposed reforms in law and education, he believed laws 

should be rooted in “nature, manners, and policy,” else they become mere “wallflowers” 

which would not withstand the passage of time.407  Important to him was cultura animi, 408 

“the tilling and manuring of your own mind.”  Although he distrusted fame (report, rumor 

among men),409 he advocated the preservation of a man’s good name.410   
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Four hundred years ago, the challenges wrought by the printing press were as 

monumental in their own way as those we face today with digital technology.411  Then, the 

courtesy of a gentleman circulating among friends a manuscript he had written, or making a 

private gift of it on New Year’s Day, was giving way to the need to protect one’s work from 

unauthorized printing.412  Today, we also suffer from information overload and problems of 

authentication with our technology (computers and the internet).    

Had Bacon (for I do think it was Bacon) broadly proclaimed his authorship of the 

Shakespeare plays, we might not even have them today.  Manuscripts during his lifetime 

were frequently confiscated (e.g., Thomas Nashe and Gabriel Harvey’s satires; Coke’s legal 

manuscripts, twice413) or burned (John Cowell’s legal dictionary, The Interpreter, as 

“unconstitutional”414 for drawing on Roman law415).  Authors suffered royal disfavor 

(Nicholas Bacon416); imprisonment (playwrights Chapman, Marston, and Jonson in 1605 for 

writing Eastward Ho417; Peter Wentworth for speaking and writing about the succession418); 

maiming (for writing about the succession, John Stubbs419); torture (One printer of 

Shakespeare’s works, Valentine Simms, was racked) and/or death.420   

There is a movement afoot to take stories and literature out of public education, as if 

only a certain kind of truth was valid.  This seems short-sighted.  Can we live without the 

subjunctive mood?  Science and the arts are complementary, perhaps even synergistically so.  

Acting out stories dramatically can help children learn to read.  Music helps with math 

abilities.   We humans need stories to help us see ourselves more objectively, to make sense 

http://www.luminarium.org/encyclopedia/nicholasbacon.htm
http://www.britannica.com/biography/Elizabeth-I
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of reality, to learn empathy, compassion, mercy, humility, objectivity which is necessary for 

science.   

There was a little girl who had a pair of imaginary friends, Hook and Ook (rhymes 

with “who”).  They had magical powers.  If there was a tire in the road, her mommy might 

hit it, but Hook and Ook had a bunny that could hop over tires.  They could invite anyone 

they wanted to their birthday parties (Mop, Jop, Bop. . . ).  They helped to explain an 

abundance of perplexing facts and situations and provided hours of entertainment.        

One day, though, the little girl’s mother decided she had to “face facts.”  

Gently, the mother began:  “You know Hook and Ook aren’t real, don’t you?”   

“Oh yeah,” the little girl said, without much enthusiasm.  Then her face lit up as she 

explained: “You see, there’s a real Hook and Ook and a pretend Hook and Ook.  The real 

Hook and Ook dress up in the pretend Hook and Ook’s clothes, and the pretend Hook and 

Ook dress up in the real Hook and Ook’s clothes, so you can’t tell them apart.”  Thus, with a 

child’s wisdom, this little girl protected her precious, essential (at her stage of development), 

friends from her parent’s misguided attempt to substitute “reality” for “truth.”    

How different is the Hook and Ook argument from, say, the argument of the king’s 

two bodies, the body politic and the natural body that was pertinent in Calvin’s Case?  As 

Bacon quoted Plowden, “The corporate body subsists in a natural body, and the natural body 

in a corporate body” (translated).421  And maybe, sometimes, you can’t tell them apart? 

As facts build upon facts, it can be easy to lose the forest for the trees.  There may not 

be one linchpin argument upon which this case rests.  It is more about all the little daubs of 
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paint that make up one portrait.    To quote Dr. Cornford again, “The true test of a 

hypothesis, if it cannot be shewn to conflict with known truths, is the number of facts that it 

correlates, and explains.”422  The burden of proof in a civil case is, in most cases, a mere 

preponderance of the evidence — only a feather’s weight to tip the scales.423  Perhaps that 

feather is a nom de plume. 

Chapter Nine 

  Final Remarks 

From the time the first baby played peek-a-boo, people have loved secrets and 

mysteries, treasure hunts, games of finding.  True, there are times when the truth cannot be 

told.   In his various roles, Bacon kept secrets of state which protected the realm and the 

Queen’s very life.  

In his unfinished fragment, The Beginning of the History of Great Britain, Bacon 

spoke twice of Queen Elizabeth’s succession as a “secret of estate.”424  What is this secret?  I 

think it is that he and Robert Devereaux, Earl of Essex, Dudley’s stepson, were the Queen’s 

natural issue, her own sons.   

It is not uncommon in literary pursuits for questions of authorship to arise.  Why 

would Shakespeare’s case be different?  Granted, we may never know for sure; the sands of 

time obscure.425 Bacon acknowledged the power of myth and fable to improve a true story.  

The belief that a largely self-taught, common actor wrote the plays certainly has had staying 

power.       
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To borrow his signature three-part structure,426 there are those who are confident 

they know who wrote the plays, those to whom the question is irrelevant, and those who 

continue to search for answers, digging like truffle pigs and finding buried treasure.     

United States Supreme Court Judge Learned Hand in a famous speech said, “The Spirit 

of Liberty is the spirit which is not too sure it is right. . . .”427  Yet, there is a tension between 

liberty and order, epitomized in Sophocles’ Antigone.428    In 1568 a Polish scholar, 

Wawrzyniec Goslicki (Laurence Goslicki) published De Optimo senatore, his proposal for 

resolving this tension.  According to Marek Jan Chodakiewicz, Goslicki’s book was translated 

into English, then “promptly banned in England” and “subsequently only alluded to in the 

works of Shakespeare.”429 Who was this Shakespeare who cared about such a book, who kept 

the memory of a banned book alive for four hundred years through mere allusion?       

One well-respected 19th century German jurist, Josef Kohler, after “prolonger juristic 

and aesthetic studies,” became convinced that Shakespeare had an “almost superhuman 

power of intuition” that enabled him to penetrate into the “most secret recesses of legal 

history, as of history in general.”430   Bacon’s writings are about how we know things, how 

we discern what is real from what is shadows, how we can avoid being deceived by 

appearances and ferret out those various idols which distort our objectivity.  How do we 

avoid being fooled by the voice of authority into not trusting our own judgment and reason? 

The Stratfordians keep hoping evidence will turn up to prove their case.431     

In the meantime, Trifle, anyone?432 

  

http://www.providenceforum.org/spiritoflibertyspeech
http://www.providenceforum.org/spiritoflibertyspeech
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER ONE 

More Musings on the Name Bellario 

“Belarius” is the name of a character in Shakespeare’s play Cymbeline.  In Beamont and Fletcher’s 
play, Philaster, or Love Lies Bleeding, Bellario is a prince’s messenger boy who turns out to be a girl in 
disguise.   
 
“Belle” means “beautiful/fair” in French; “air” could mean “spirit,” as when the Duke says, “That 
thou shalt see the difference of our spirits.”1   
 
Bellaria is the name of the queen in Robert Greene’s novel, Pandosto, thought to be a source for 
Shakepeare’s Queen Hermione in The Winter’s Tale (V, 2, 3202).2  Similarity has been noted between 
the “review of suitors” scenes in Greene’s The Anatomie of Love's Flatteries and in The Merchant of 
Venice.3 In The Winter’s Tale, “Gent. 3” tells us the statue of Hermione was “created” by Italian artist 
Julio Romano (ca. 1492/99 to 1546).4  A real life chief assistant to the famous Renaissance painter 
Raphael, Romano made a chalk drawing of Justice and Mercy embodying the same figure.5  Might 
Shakespeare have been thinking of Romano’s chalk drawing when he created Hermione? 
   
Interestingly, Pandosto is one of several texts to which Elizabeth Wells Gallup and her team applied 
Francis Bacon’s bi-literal cipher6 to retrieve several plays, one of which was The Tragedy of Anne 
Boleyn.7 Indeed, several lines in Anne Boleyn are found verbatim in The Merchant of Venice.  In fact, I 

                                                 
1 . www.OpenSourceShakespeare.org Mer. Ven. IV, 1, 2317. 

 
2 “Pandosto, the Triumph of Time,” Internet Shakespeare Editions, The University of Victoria.  
http://internetshakespeare.uvic.ca/Annex/DraftTxt/Pandosto/pandosto.html. 

 
3 “ The Life of Robert Greene (1560-1592),” http://www.luminarium.org/renlit/greenebio.htm. Encyclopedia 
Brittanica 11th ed., Vol. XII (Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 1910). 

 
4 Karl Elze, “The Supposed Travels of Shakespeare,” in Essays on Shakespeare, trans. L. Dora Schmitz 
(MacMillan and Co.:  London 1874), pp. 284-289, 288. 
   
5 See  http://www.spaightwoodgalleries.com/Pages/Giulio_Romano.html. 
 
6 For Bacon on ciphers, see De Augmentis, in Spedding, Works  IV, p. 444; Spedding, ed., “Appendix 
on the Art of Writing in Cipher,” in Works IV, p. 841.  

 
7 The Tragedy of Anne Boleyn., a Drama in Cipher Found in the Works of Sir Francis Bacon, from original 
editions in the British Museum 1579 to 1590, deciphered by Elizabeth Wells Gallup (Riverbank Laboratories:  
Geneva Ill. 1916).  HathiTrust.  https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/100503523.  Accessed 12-15-
2016. 
 
Mrs. Gallup defends her work, based upon that of Dr. Orville Ward Owen (Sir Francis Bacon’s Cipher 
Story, (Vol. 1 of V), Discovered and Deciphered by Orville Ward Owen, M.D. (Howard Pub. Co.:  Detroit 
and New York:  1893), in Elizabeth Wells Gallup, “The Bi-Literal Cypher of Sir Francis Bacon, a 

http://internetshakespeare.uvic.ca/Annex/DraftTxt/Pandosto/pandosto.html
http://opensourceshakespeare.org/views/plays/playmenu.php?WorkID=winterstale
http://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/
http://internetshakespeare.uvic.ca/Annex/DraftTxt/Pandosto/pandosto.html
http://www.luminarium.org/renlit/greenebio.htm
https://books.google.com/books?id=r54NAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA282#v=onepage&q=Bellaria&f=false
http://www.spaightwoodgalleries.com/Pages/Giulio_Romano.html
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hn6e7y?urlappend=%3Bseq=456
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.b3618238?urlappend=%3Bseq=871
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/100503523
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only found out there was such a play (retrieved by decipher) by doing a Google search for Portia’s 
line, “For the intent and purpose of the law hath full relation to the penalty (Mer. Ven. IV, 1, 2190).”  
The only sources that came up under my Google search for that phrase were The Merchant of Venice 
and The Tragedy of Anne Boleyn (p. 131).   
   
The reader is directed by keys to go, like a treasure hunt, from one work to the next, retrieving text 
that makes up the body of a work.  The “playing field” for the treasure hunt is made up of the works 
of William Shakespeare, Francis Bacon, Robert Greene, and other well-known literary writers, 
detailed in an Appendix.      
 
In The Tragedy of Anne Boleyn, the lines “For the intent and purpose of the law hath full relation to the 
penalty” are spoken by Thomas Cromwell.  To compare Portia’s sly, intentional maneuvering of 
Shylock’s case into the penal arena with Thomas Cromwell’s reputation for craftiness and brutal 
punishments under the 1534 Act of Supremacy would have been dangerous if done outright.   
 
On the same page of Anne Boleyn, p. 131, is also found Shylock’s line:  “You know the law.  Your 
exposition hath been most sound.”8 Cromwell’s saying “It is true I could have wished some abler 
person had begun” is what Bacon says to the Gray’s Inn students in his dedication of “The 
Arguments of the Law.” Anne Boleyn, p. 129.  Another line in Anne Boleyn (p. 66) is “These things are 
but toys to come amongst such serious observations” from Bacon’s Essay XXXVII, “Of Masques 
and Triumphs.”9      
 

                                                                                                                                                             
New Light on a Few Old Books,” The Pall-Mall Magazine Vol. 26, ed. George R. Halkett (London 
1902), pp. 392-401, 398.  
 
Nay-sayers to ciphers include William and Elizabeth Friedman (authors of The Shakespeare Ciphers 
Examined (Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 1957) and N. B. Cockburn (author of The Bacon 
Shakespeare Question, The Baconian Theory Made Sane.  See ibid., Ch. 24, “Cryptomania,” p. 280).   
 
That the Friedmans had an agenda of discrediting ciphers in the Shakespeare plays was obvious.  
They were writing, however, before computer search tools and encryption became commonplace.  If 
they were influenced by idols of the marketplace, Cockburn may have been influenced by idols of 
the cave.  His strong belief that Bacon intended to keep his authorship a secret forever may have 
kept him from being open-minded about Bacon’s having had motivation to embed a cipher to be 
found by later generations.  It would be a way to perpetuate interest in one’s works long past one’s 
own expiration date.   
 
A short explanation of the cipher may be found in Appendix A to C.V.C. Dawbarn, M.A., 
Uncrowned, a Story of Queen Elizabeth and the Early Life of Francis “Bacon” as told in his secret writings and in 
other contemporary records of her reign (Longmans:  London 1923.  First published 1913), pp. 177-179.  I 
invite the reader to at least take a look at The Tragedy of Anne Boleyn before drawing any conclusions. 

 
8 IV, 1, 2179.  www.opensourceshakespeare.org. 

 
9 A. L. Burt ed., p. 194; any edition will work.     

 

http://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/
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Ring-lairio/Bellario:  There is a traditional children’s hide-and-seek/tag game called “Ring-
lairio/Ring-o-lairio/Ring-o-leavio” (with various spellings).10  There is evidence the game, formerly 
called “Relievo” and similar to “Bedlam,” a type of “Prisoner’s Base,” was brought over from the 
British Isles.11 Shakespeare referred to the game, “Country Base” in Cymbeline.12  Thomas Dekker 
alluded to a game called “All-Hid” in his Satiromatrix.13 (Ibid., Vol. I, p. 1)).   
 
Does the name Bellario signal that someone or something is hidden and waiting to be found? 
     
 

 

 

  

                                                 
10 See Amy Packham, “13 Traditional Games Parents Played in their Childhood,” 
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2016/08/01/fun-traditional-games-parents-played-when-
children_n_7553124.html (updated 8/1/2016)(“40 40 In”); “The Games of Spain,” A Playful 
World, Streetplay.com.  http://www.streetplay.com/playfulworld/spain.shtml (“Manhunt”);  
http://www.streetplay.com/rulesheets/pdf/ringoleaviosheet.pdf.) 
11 See Stuart Cullin, “Street Games of Boys in Brooklyn, N.Y.” (1891), Journal of American Folklore 4, 
September-October:  221-237, in “Street Games,” Enclcyopedia.com, Encyclopedia of Children and 
Childhood in History and Society (The Gale Group 2004); 
http://www.encyclopedia.com/children/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/street-
games (under “Variation in Games”).  Accessed 1-10-17.  Cited in Doug Adams, “Ringoleavio,” at 
Hitchiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, http://hitchhikersgui.de/Ringoleavio. See also Traditional Games of 
England, Scotland, and Wales, edited and collated by Alice Berthe Gomme, Vol. II (David Nutt:  
London 1894), pp. 40, 79, 107, 213, 465-466. 

 
12 Act V, Scene 3;  Ibid., Traditional Games, Vol. II, p. 79-82, 79. 

 
13 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 1.   

 

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2016/08/01/fun-traditional-games-parents-played-when-children_n_7553124.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2016/08/01/fun-traditional-games-parents-played-when-children_n_7553124.html
http://www.streetplay.com/playfulworld/spain.shtml
http://www.streetplay.com/rulesheets/pdf/ringoleaviosheet.pdf
http://www.encyclopedia.com/children/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/street-games
http://www.encyclopedia.com/children/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/street-games
http://hitchhikersgui.de/Ringoleavio
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SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY  

Of works consulted and otherwise provided for the reader’s convenience, with an emphasis 

on works written by lawyers.  This author does not necessarily agree with all the opinions 

expressed by all writers herein; the reader is encouraged to read with discernment.   

Categories ( An * designates works most heavily relied upon.):   

1. Works of Francis Bacon.  

2. 20th century books and chapters:  Biliteral cipher studies; Language; Literary 

history/criticism; Law/legal history/political science; Baconian 

authorship/Shakespeare and the law; Other history/philosophy/travel.  

3. Books and chapters 1700 to 1900.  

4. Articles of any date. 

5. Articles in “reference works” (dictionaries, encyclopedias) 

6. Literary texts pre-1700. 

7. Works accessed from the legal history course compilation of Robert E. Beck, Professor 

of Law, Southern Illinois University School of Law at Carbondale.     

8. Miscellaneous (Bibliographies, search engines, videos, exhibits, blogs, websites).  

9. Information on Processus books (not translated into English) 

10. Organizations dedicated to researching Francis Bacon and/or the Shakespearean 

Authorship Question 

1. Works of Francis Bacon generally  

Unless otherwise stated, references are to J. S. Spedding, R. L. Ellis, and [lawyer] D. D. Heath, 

eds., The Works of Francis Bacon, 14 vols.  (Longmans:  London 1857-1874) or, if noted, to 

new editions of Vol. I (1874, 1889), Vol. III (1887) and Vol. IV (1883.).  Spedding is 

considered the standard reference, but it can be enlightening to compare editions.  However, 

be aware that numbering varies.  In the Longmans edition, Volumes I through V are Bacon’s 

“Philosophical Works.”  Of these, Vols. I to III contain the Latin versions, while Volumes IV 

(translations pp. 1-271) and V contain their “Translations.”  For the prefaces and footnotes to 

the “Translations,” see Vols. I to III.  The De Augmentis Scientiarum (1623) is an expanded, 

Latin version of the English The Advancement of Learning.  Hathi Trust Digital Library 

contains copies of numerous editions by various publishers.  Here is a link to 

Spedding,Works, Longmans editions. HathiTrust.  

https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006685889. 

In Longmans, Vols. VI and VII are the Literary (VI) and Professional (VII) Works.   

https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006685889
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Caution:  Volumes VIII through XIV (1861-1874) are numbered within the set as Vols. I 

through VII of the “Life and Letters.”  These are edited by Spedding alone who also makes 

reference to them as “Occasional Works.”  They include everything not categorized in the 

first seven volumes. 

A Conference of Pleasure, Composed for Some Festive Occasion about the Year 1597, by 
Francis Bacon, ed. James Spedding (Longman, Green, Reader & Dyer:  London 1870).  Hathi 

Trust, http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015053160555. Spedding’s edition, with the old 

style “s” that looks like an “f” throughout, is difficult to read, but   Sirbacon.org has made 

available Frank L. Burgoyne’s 1904 transcription.  

http://www.sirbacon.org/links/northumberland.html.  

http://sirbacon.org/ResearchMaterial/nm-contents.htm. (Northumberland Manuscripts, 
Collotype and Facsimile Transcript of an Elizabethan Manuscript Preserved at Alnwick 
Castle, Northumberland, Transcribed and Edited with Notes and Introduction by Frank L. 

Burgoyne, Librarian of the Lambeth Public Libraries (Longman, Green, and Co.:  London 

1904)).  A.W. Titherly also provides a transcript in his book, Shakespeare’s Identity (1952).  

Cockburn (p. 164). 

Other editions cited: 

 

Essays, or Counsels, Civil and Moral, including also his Apophthegms , with Introduction by 

Henry Morley, 1883 (A. L. Burt Co., Publishers:  New York __). 

 

The Works of Francis Bacon, The Wisdom of the Ancients and Other Essays (Black’s Readers 

Service Co.:  Roslyn NY 1932).  

 

The Works of Francis Bacon . . . Vol. the Eleventh, containing . . . A Critique on the more 
Ancient Philosophers (Printed for M. Jones:  London 1815). 

 

Pre-Spedding:  The Works of Francis Bacon, Lord Chancellor of England, in 16 vols., ed. 

Basil Montague (William Pickering:  London 1825-34). HathiTrust.  

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015074712442?urlappend=%3Bseq=8. 

 

(Not cited: Cambridge University Press has a 2011 edition of Spedding’s Works.    
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/philosophy/early-modern-

philosophy/works-francis-bacon; 

http://ebooks.cambridge.org/ebook.jsf?bid=CBO9781139149631 (requires log-in). 

Oxford University Press is in the process of publishing a new edition of all of Bacon’s works. 

https://global.oup.com/academic/content/series/o/the-oxford-francis-bacon-

ofb/?cc=us&lang=en&.) 

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015053160555
http://www.sirbacon.org/links/northumberland.html
http://sirbacon.org/ResearchMaterial/nm-contents.htm
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015074712442?urlappend=%3Bseq=8
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/philosophy/early-modern-philosophy/works-francis-bacon
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/philosophy/early-modern-philosophy/works-francis-bacon
http://ebooks.cambridge.org/ebook.jsf?bid=CBO9781139149631
https://global.oup.com/academic/content/series/o/the-oxford-francis-bacon-ofb/?cc=us&lang=en&
https://global.oup.com/academic/content/series/o/the-oxford-francis-bacon-ofb/?cc=us&lang=en&
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http://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/metabook?id=worksfbacon The Online Books 

Page Presents, among other editions, links to [in 15 vols.] the Works of Francis Bacon, by 

Francis Bacon, ed.  James Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, 

(Houghton Mifflin: Boston and The Riverside Press:  Cambridge ca. 1900). Vol. XIV of this 

edition includes Maxims of the Law, Reading on the Statute of Uses, Use of the Law for 
Preservation of our Persons, Goods, and Good Names, Arguments of Law, Preparation for the 
Union of Laws, Ordinances in Chancery.)  Vol. XII contains The Essays, or, Counsels, Civil 
and Moral.  The essays are also available at http://www.gutenberg.org/files/575/575-h/575-

h.htm#link2H_4_0022; http://www.luminarium.org/sevenlit/bacon/baconbib.htm (Hurd and 

Houghton:  New York 1869 is also a fifteen-volume set of Spedding.). 

The learned reading of Sir Francis Bacon, one of her Majesties learned counsel at law upon 
the statute of uses, being his double reading to the honorable society of Grayes Inn . . . .  
(London.  Printed for Matthew Walbancke and Lawrence Chapman 1642).  Early English 

Books, Text Creation Partnership http://name.umdl.umich.edu/A28244.0001.001. 

The Elements of the Common Laws of England, 1630 (including Some Principles, Rules, and 
Maxims, and The Use of the Law for Preservation of our Persons, Goods, and Good Names (a 

double tract), Instauration, and Novum Organum  

http://www.constitution.org/bacon/bacon.htm. Source:  Spedding, Works, in ten vols. 
(Taggard and Thompson:  Boston 1861-1863). 

Gregg, W. W.; Bacon, Francis; Helmes, Henry; and Davison, Francis, Gesta Grayorum.  
Works of Francis Bacon VIII, ed. James Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, Douglas Denon Heath.  

1870. (Garrett Press:  New York 1968.  

http://fly.hiwaay.net/~paul/bacon/devices/gestaintro.html (click on “@” at end for 

bibliography, here:  http://fly.hiwaay.net/~paul/cite.html#spedding. 

 

 — Gesta Grayorum.  1688 (Oxford University Press:  London 1914.  Printed for the Malone 

Society by F. Hall).  HathiTrust, https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001017043.      

                           

 — “The History of Great Britain,” a fragment, first published by Bacon’s secretary, chaplain, 

and executor, William Rawley, Resuscitatio (1657).  In The History of the Reign of King 
Henry VII and Selected Works, Vickers, Brian, ed., with Introduction, Notes, Glossary, and 

Bibliography (Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 1998), pp. 215-220. 

 

Bacon’s Works Cited Herein  

(Spedding,Works of Francis Bacon, Vols. I to XIV, Longmans eds.)  

http://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/metabook?id=worksfbacon
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/575/575-h/575-h.htm#link2H_4_0022
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/575/575-h/575-h.htm#link2H_4_0022
http://www.luminarium.org/sevenlit/bacon/baconbib.htm
http://name.umdl.umich.edu/A28244.0001.001
http://www.constitution.org/bacon/bacon.htm
http://fly.hiwaay.net/~paul/bacon/devices/gestaintro.html
http://fly.hiwaay.net/~paul/cite.html#spedding
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001017043
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Vol. I.  Spedding, ed., Appendix on the Art of Writing in Cipher (Longmans:  London 1889). 

 

Vol. II. Natural History (Longmans:  London 1857-1874).   
 

Vol. III. The Advancement of Learning. 

 

Vol. IV. The Novum Organum, The Great Instauration, Aphorisms on the Composition of 
the Primary History, Bacon on Ciphers (De Augmentis). 
 

Vol. V.  De Augmentis, “On the Ebb and Flow of the Sea,” “History of Life and Death,”“De 
Principiis atque Originibus.”  
 

Vol. VI.  Essays, or Counsels, Civil and Moral: “Of Custom and Education,” “Of Cunning,” 
“Of Discourse,” “Of Judicature,” “Of Similation and Dissimilation,” “Of Usury”, “Of Travel”, 
“Of Masques and Triumphs”; In Felicem Memoriam Elizabethae; The Beginning of the 
History of Great Britain (This fragment is also printed in Brian Vickers, ed., The History of 
the Reign of King Henry VII and Selected Works (Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 

1998), pp. 215-220. 
 

Vol. VII.  Excerpts from the Promus of Formularies and Elegancies; Arguments of the Law: 
The Case for the Impeachment of Waste, The Argument on the Writ De Non Precedendo 
Rege Inconsulto, The Case of Revocation of Uses, The Argument of Francis Bacon in the Case 
of the Post-Nati of Scotland; Maxims of the Law; Ordinances in Chancery; Use of the  
Law . . . ; Reading on the Statute of Uses; Jurisdiction of the Marches; Apothegms. 
 

Vol. VIII. Gesta Grayorum, Discourse in Praise of the Queen, Bacon Speech on Motion for 
Supply, Undated Letter to Lord Burghley, “Interrogatories for Tower Work, Proceedings re 

Lord Coke and his law reports.” 

 

Vol. X. On the Interpretation of Nature, Proem; 1603 Letter to Mr. Foules; 1603 Letter to 
John Davies. 
 

Vol. XI.  An Offer to King James of a Digest; Report on Project Touching the Penal Laws, to 
King James,  ca. 1608; Letters to Henry Cary and Toby Matthew re In Felicam Memoriam 
Elizabethae, 1608.  
 
Vol. XII.  Case of the Praemunire; The Speech which was used by the Keeper of the Great 
Seal in Star Chamber before the Summer Circuits, the King being then in Scotland, 1617; “Sir 

Francis Bacon, His Accusation of Sir John Wentworth, Sir John Hollys, and Mr. Lumsden.” 

 

https://ia601407.us.archive.org/11/items/worksoffrancisb15bacoiala/worksoffrancisb15bacoiala.pdf
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Vol. XIII. Proposition to the king touching the compiling and amendment of the laws of 
England. 
 
Vol. XIV. Letter to Lancelot Andrews, ca. 1622, Spedding’s “Preface” to Translations of 
Certain Psalms (London 1625). 
  

Source of the above:  James Spedding et al, Works of Francis Bacon, Vols. I to XIV 

(Longmans:  London 1857-1874). 

HathiTrust.  https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006685889. 

 

2. 20th century books and chapters 

 

Biliteral Cipher Studies 

 

Gallup, Elizabeth Wells, The Tragedy of Anne Boleyn, a Drama in Cipher Found in the 
Works of Sir Francis Bacon, from original editions in the British Museum 1579 to 1590, 

deciphered by Elizabeth Wells Gallup (Riverside Laboratories:  Geneva Ill.  1916)   

HathiTrust.  https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006685889. 

 

  — The Bi-Literal Cipher of Sir Francis Bacon; Discovered in His Works and 
Deciphered by Elizabeth Wells Gallup (Howard:  Detroit 1901).  HathiTrust.  

https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006559787.  Contains 1st edition of Anne Boleyn as well 

as later editions of other plays retrieved through deciphering texts of Bacon, Shakespeare, 

and others. 

 

  — Bi-Literal Cipher of Sir Francis Bacon; Discovered in His Works and Deciphered 
by Elizabeth Wells Gallup.  Part III.  Deciphered Secret Story 1622-1761.  The Lost 
Manuscripts. Where They were Hidden (Howard:  Detroit 1910).  HathiTrust.  

https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006675264. 

 

  — Bi-Literal Cipher of Sir Francis Bacon; Replies to Criticisms [by] Elizabeth Wells 

Gallup (Detroit 1902).  HathiTrust.  https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/007025589. 

 

 — The Bi-Literal Cipher of Sir Francis Bacon; Discovered in His Works and Deciphered by 
Elizabeth Wells Gallup.  The Essayes — 1625; Deciphered by Mrs. Elizabeth Wells Gallup 
and Mrs. D. J. Kindersley, London, 1908 (Howard:  Detroit ca. 1908).  HathiTrust 

https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001364915. 

 

Language 

https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006685889
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006685889
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006559787
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006675264
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/007025589
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001364915
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Harrison, Frances Edward, “Some Notes on Language,” in Millenium, a Latin Reader A.D. 
374-1374 (Bristol Classical Press and Bolchazy-Carduchi by arrangement with Cambridge 

University Press (1968):  Bristol and Wauconda, Ill. 1987 and 1991). 

 Literary History/Criticism 

 

Alden, Raymond MacDonald, ed., The Sonnets of Shakespeare:  From the Quarto of 1609, 
with Variorum Readings (Houghton Mifflin Co:  Boston and New York;  The Riverside Press: 

Cambridge 1916), p. 246. 

Asquith, Claire, Shadowplay, The Hidden Beliefs and Coded Politics of William Shakespeare 

(Public Affairs:  New York 2006). 

Berlin, Isaiah, “The Originality of Machiavelli,” The Proper Study of Mankind:  An 
Anthology of Essays, ed. Henry Hardy and Roger Hausheer (Pimlico:  London 1998). 

 

Baker, William and Vickers, Brian, eds., The Merchant of Venice:  Shakespeare:  The Critical 
Tradition, Vol. 5 (Thoemmes Continuum:  London 2005). 

 

Chambers, E. K., The Medieval Stage II  (two vols.)(Oxford University Press:  London 1925).  

480 pp. 

 

 — Chambers, E. K., William Shakespeare, A Study of Facts and Problems II  (two 

vols.)(Clarendon Press:  Oxford 1930). 

 

Clair, Jean, ed., The Great Parade:  Portrait of the Artist as Clown, (Yale University Press:  

New Haven, London in association with the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa 2004), p. 

350.   

 

Cohen, Adam Max, Shakespeare and Technology:  Dramatizing the Early Modern 
Technological Revolution (Palgrave Macmillan:  New York 2006; 2008 digital). 

 

Conley, C. H., The First English Translators of the Classics (Yale University Press:  New 

Haven 1927).  Discusses the “part played by the Inns of Court in disseminating the new 

learning.” HathiTrust.  

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015005787463?urlappend=%3Bseq=7. 

 

Curran, John E. Curran, Jr., Character and Individual Personality in English Renaissance 
Drama, Tragedy, History, Tragicomedy (University of Delaware Press:  Newark 2014). 

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015005787463?urlappend=%3Bseq=7
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Garber, Marjorie Garber, Ch. 3, “Freud’s Choice:  The Theme of the Three Caskets,” in 

Shakespeare’s Ghost Writers:  Literature as Uncanny Causality (Routledge.:  New York and 

London 1997. 

Helgerson, Richard, “Epilogue:  The Folly of Maps and Modernity” in Andrew Gordon and 

Bernhard Klein, Literature, Mapping and the Politics of Space in Early Modern Britain 

(Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 2001),  p. 243. 
 

Hubbard, Frank G., ed., “The First Quarto Edition of Shakespeare’s Hamlet,” University of 
Wisconsin Studies in Language and Literature, No. 8, March 1920 (University of Wisconsin:  

Madison 1920). 

Huntington, John,  Ambition, Rank and Poetry in 1590’s England (University of Illinois 

Press:  Urbana and Chicago 2001), 194 pp. 

Kermode, Frank Kermode, Shakespeare, Spenser, Donne:  Renaissance Essays (Routledge:  

Oxford 1971, 2005). 

 

Shell, Marc, “The Wether and the Ewe,” Money, Language and Thought: Literary and 
Philosophical Economies from the Medieval to the Modern Era (University of California 

Press:  Berkeley and Los Angeles 1982). 

 
Syme, Holger Schott, Ch. 2, “Judicial digest:  Edward Coke reads the Essex papers,” Theatre and 
Testimony in Shakespeare’s England:  A Culture of Mediation (Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 
2012. 

 

Wells, Stanley and Taylor with John Jowett and William Montgomery, Gary, William 
Shakespeare: A Textual Companion (W. W. Norton & Co.:  New York, London 1997, reprint 

with corrections of 1987 ed.) 

 

Weston, Jessie, From Ritual to Romance (reprinted from Cambridge University Press:  

Cambridge 1914, 1920: Dover:  Mineola New York 1997). 

 

Wheatley, Edward, Mastering Aesop:  Medieval Education, Chaucer, and His Followers 

(University Press of Florida:  Gainesville 2000). 

 

Wheeler, Thomas, The Merchant of Venice:  Critical Essays (Routledge:  New York 2015). 

Winston, Jessica, Lawyers at Play:  Literature, Law, and Politics in the Early Modern Inns of 
Court, 1558-1581 (Oxford University Press:  Oxford 2016). 
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Woodhuysen, H.  R., Sir Philip Sidney and the Circulation of Manuscripts, 1558-1640 

(Clarendon Press:  Oxford 1996).  Preview available at:  https://books.google.com/books. 

 

Law/Legal History/Political Science 

 

*Andrews, Mark Edwin, Law v. Equity in The Merchant of Venice, a Legalization of Act IV, 
Scene I with Foreword, Judicial Precedents, and Notes, (University of Colorado Press: 

Boulder 1965). 

Ames, J. B., Selection of Cases in Equity Jurisdiction. Vol. I (Harvard Law Review Publishing 

Association:  Cambridge 1901-1904).  HathiTrust.   

http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/100627172.    

*Baker, J. H., LL.D., F.B.A., An Introduction to English Legal History, 3d ed. (Butterworths & 

Co.: London 1990.    

 

Bellamo, Manlio, The Common Legal Past of Europe 1000 to 1800, trans. Lydia G. Cochrane 

(Catholic University of America Press:  Washington D. C. 1995) with permission, from 

Manlio Bellamo, L’ Europa del Diritto commune (Il Cigno Galileo Galilei:  Rome 1988, 1989). 

 

Bonnard, Andre, Greek Civilization, Vol. II, From the Antigone to Socrates, trans. from the 

French by A. Lytton Sells (The Macmillan Co.:  New York 1962), pp. 13-34, 31-34. 

 

Butt, Peter and Castle, Richard, Modern Legal Drafting:  A Guide to Using Clearer Language 

(Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 2006). 

 

Coquillette, Daniel, Francis Bacon (Stanford University Press:  Stanford 1992)(“The first 

modern book to describe Bacon’s jurisprudence.” — book jacket). 

 

Cornwell, Nancy C., Freedom of the Press:  Rights and Liberties Under the Law (ABC-Clio:  

Santa Barbara 2004). 

 

Crowe, Michael Bertram, The Changing Profile of the Natural Law (Martinus Nijhoff:  The 

Hague 1977). 

 

de Zulueta, Francis and Steen, Peter. The Teaching of Roman Law in England around 1200, 

Selden Society Supplement, Series Vol. 8, (Selden Society:  London 1990). 

Fortier, The Culture of Equity in Early Modern England (Routledge:  New York 2016). 

https://books.google.com/books
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/100627172
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Goodrich, Peter, Law in the Courts of Love, Literature, and other minor Jurisprudences 
(Routledge:  London and New York 1996; Taylor & Francis e-Library 2003), 227 pp. 

 

 — Oedipus Lex:  Psychoanalysis, History, Law (University of California Press:  Berkeley, Los 

Angeles, London 1995), 279 pp. 

 

 — Peter Goodrich and Valerie Hayaert, eds., Genealogies of Legal Vision (Routledge:  New 

York and London 2015).  

 

Gordley, James, The Jurists:  A Critical History (Oxford University Press:  Oxford 2013). 

 

Hand, Judge Learned, The Spirit of Liberty Speech.,; The Spirit of Liberty, Papers and 
Addresses of Learned Hand, coll., with intro. and notes by Irving Dilliard (Alfred A. Knopf, 

Inc.:  New York 1959), pp. 143-145.  http://www.providenceforum.org/spiritoflibertyspeech. 

 

Holdsworth, William S.  A History of English Law I, 3d ed. 7 vols. (Little, Brown & Co.:  

Boston 1922).  HathiTrust.  

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101075729283?urlappend=%3Bseq=9.  Note:  only Vol. I is 

full-view online due to copyright restrictions. 

Kantorowicz, Hermann, ed., et al, Studies in the Glossators of the Roman Law:  Newly 
Discovered Writings of the Twelfth Century (Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 1938). 

 

Kirshner, Julius, “A Critical Appreciation of Lauro Martinez’ ‘Lawyers and Statecraft in 

Renaissance Florence,’” in The Politics of Law in Late Medieval and Renaissance Italy, Essays 
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Francis Bacon Society, http://www.francisbaconsociety.co.uk/. 

 

Francis Bacon Research Trust, Gateways to Wisdom.  http://www.fbrt.org.uk/. 

 

Shakespeare Authorship Research Centre. 

http://www.cu-portland.edu/academics/colleges/college-arts-sciences/shakespeare-

authorship-research-centre-sarc. 
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http://shakespeareanauthorshiptrust.org.uk/. 

 

“Shakespeare Studies:  Shakeseare and Law,” NYU Libraries. 

http://guides.nyu.edu/c.php?g=276645&p=1848006.  Last updated 1-5-17, last accessed 1-6-

17. 

 

“Shakespeare Studies:  Authorship Studies,” Library and Information Services, The University 

of Winnipeg.  Last updated 2-12-16.  Accessed 1-3-17. 

http://libguides.uwinnipeg.ca/c.php?g=124979&p=817288. 
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1 In Latin, bellaria means “dessert.”   See Cassell’s New Compact Latin Dictionary, compiled by D. P. 
Simpson (Dell Publishing Co.:  New York 1974), p. 26 (hereafter cited as Cassell’s Latin).  A man’s 
“desserts” were his wages, his payment for what his services were worth.  Ibid., p. 349.  “Dessert” 
was served after the table was cleared:  a “mensa secunda,” or “second table.”  Ibid., p. 269.  Both 
meanings of “desserts” come from the same Latin root, “deservire,” meaning “to serve.”  Ibid., p. 
65.  For further explorations related to the name Bellario, see Appendix I.  
 
2 Catherine Drinker Bowen, The Lion and the Throne (Little, Brown & Co.:  Boston 1957), p. 112.  
Hereinafter, Bowen, Lion. 
 
3 Bowen’s source for Burghley’s proposal made in Star Chamber (See fn. 3 above), is John Hawarde 
(court reporter), Reports del. Cases in Camera Stellata (ed. 1894) 13-250 passim.  Bowen, “Source 
References,” Chapter Nine, “1597-1598 . . . ,” Lion, p. 613.  See also pp. 111, 113, 612 (notes to 
Chapter Seven for p. 86, n. 34).  Merchant is thought to have been written 1596-1597. 
 
4 For a modern, fair-minded treatment of the Baconian argument, see (barrister) N. B. Cockburn, 
Part II, “Rival Claimants,” pp. 579-599 and Part III, “The Stratfordian Case,” The Bacon Shakespeare 
Question, The Baconian Theory Made Sane (Printed for N. B. Cockburn by Biddles Ltd.:  Guildford and 
Kings Lynn 1998), pp. 599-661.  Hereinafter, Cockburn. 
 
5 Discussed by Francis Bacon in Novum Organum, Spedding IV, p. 193. 

 
6 Art and law are both about representation.  In law we speak of analogy; in poetry, we speak of 
simile, metaphor, and personification, etc. “Like law it is, but more doubtful, where there is not a 
presence, but a kind of representation which is less worthy than a presence, and yet more worthy 

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175002901968
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than a name or reference,” said Francis Bacon, in explaining that a mistake in age on a portrait of a 
woman tendered, in lieu of the woman herself, in a marriage contract would not invalidate the 
contract.  Francis Bacon, “Maxims of the Law,” ‘Regula XXIV,’ in Spedding VII, p. p. 381. 
 
Nieves Matthews attempts to present a fair portrait of Bacon in Francis Bacon:  The History of a 
Character Assassination (Yale University Press:  New Haven 1996). 
 
7 Besides the obvious meaning, “cousin” can mean “one akin to, or of the same kind as, another” or 
“a title used by a sovereign in addressing a nobleman of his own country or another sovereign.”  
Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 5th ed. (G. & C. Merriam Co.:  Springfield Mass. 1941), p. 234.   
  
8 Francis Bacon struggled with poor health all his life.  Bowen, Lion, p. 80; Francis Bacon, “On the 
Interpretation of Nature, Proem,” in James Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon 
Heath [lawyer], eds., The Works of Francis Bacon X  (Longmans ed.:  London 1857-1874), p. 84.;  
Works XIII, p. 200.  Hereinafter, Spedding, unless another edition is specified.  

 
9 Like Bacon who looked old for his years, Bellario had an “old head on young shoulders,” the trait 
which he and Shylock praised in Bellario’s stand-in, Portia, appearing as Balthazar.  See Mer. Ven. IV, 1, 
2098 “I never knew so old a body with so old a head” (Bellario’s letter); IV, 1, 2194, “How much 
more elder art thou than thy looks” (Shylock); see also Mer. Ven., II, 7, 1058-1060, all in 
www.OpenSourceShakespeare.org, as discussed in Mrs. Henry Potts, Did Francis Bacon Write 
Shakespeare? Parts III to V (Robert Banks & Son:  London 1900), pp. 14-15).  See Edwin Reed on 
Bacon’s “premature old age” in his book, Coincidences, Bacon and Shakespeare VII (Coburn Pub. Co.: 
Boston 1906), p. 16.).  In a letter, Bacon told Burghley he felt he was old already, at only age 31. 

 
10 In the Revels’ accounts provided by E. K. Chambers, The Merchant of Venice is one of only two 
plays in the list, including a handful known to be within the Shakespeare canon, for which an 
author’s name, Shaxpere, is given; the rest are listed anonymously.  (The other play is Measure for 
Measure).  E. K. Chambers, William Shakespeare, A Study of Facts and Problems II (Clarendon Press:  
Oxford 1930), “Appendix D, Performances of Plays”, pp. 331-332.    

 
11 Andrews, p. 45. 
 
12 George Keeton, Ch. 9, “Shylock v. Antonio,” Shakespeare’s Legal and Political Background (Pittman:  
London 1967), pp. 139-140.   Keeton reports that Karl Elze, editor of the Shakespeare Jahrbucher, 
suggested that Bellario may have been modelled on Otto Discalzio, a 16th century Paduan legal 
scholar. Ibid., p. 140, citing [Friedrich] Karl Elze, ed., Shakespeare Jahrbucher (1878) (yearbook of the 
German Shakespeare Society), from “Appendix,” A New Variorum Ed. of Shakespeare:  Merchant of 
Venice, 7th ed., ed. Horace Howard Furness (J. B. Lippincott Co.:  London 1888), pp. 458-459.  
However, he is not the only candidate, as will be discussed.  
 
13 Andrews, “Preface,” p. ix. 

 
14 “De Augmentis,” Spedding IV (Longmans 1883), p. 286. 
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15 “Francis Bacon and The Merchant of Venice:  A Talk by Simon Miles,” given before the Francis 
Bacon Society on March 2015, published August 27, 2015.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcQCljc1Mv8. 
  
16 A Google search in January 2017 for “Shakespeare and law” returned 3.81 million results when 
limited to “Books” and 551 million results for “All results.” 
 
17 Cormorants are adept, voracious fishing birds which Shakespeare associated with gluttony.  
http://acobas.net/teaching/shakespeare/masters/.  Fishermen do not like the cormorant, unless 
they have trained it to serve them.  Like pork, this bird of prey was a forbidden food to the Jews 
(Leviticus ll:13-14 et al.). The Hebrew for “cormorant” is “shalakh,” which sounds like “Shylock.”  
Hope Traver, “I Will Try Confusions with Him,” The Shakespeare Association Bulletin, Vol. 13, No. 2 
(April, 1938), pp. 108-120, 119.   
 
18 Andrews, Part II, pp. 17-78, Appendix I, pp. 79-81. 
 
19 Daniel R. Coquillette, Francis Bacon, Ch. 1, “The Early Legal Works,” (Stanford University Press:  
Stanford 1992), p. 59, n. 165, citing Spedding XIII, p. 41. 

 
20 Bowen, Lion, p. 361.  Bacon argued in Calvin’s Case, “Allegiance began before laws: . . . The 
original age of kingdoms was governed by natural equity . . . .”  Francis Bacon, in Polly J. Price, 
“Natural Law . . . ,” p. 109, fn. 202; “Arguments of the Law, The Case of the Post-Nati of 
Scotland,” Spedding VII, 637-682, at 666.  HathiTrust.  
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006685889; Calvin v. Smith, 77 Eng. Rep. 377 (K.B. 1608). 
 
21 Coquillette, Francis Bacon, p. 246. 

 
22 Holdsworth, A History of English Law, (3d ed. 1922), p. 553. 
 
23 Andrews, pp. 48-49, n. 26 . 
 
24 Andrews, p. 69.  For Bacon’s longstanding concern about the abuses of informers, see his “Report 
on Project Touching the Penal Laws” to King James, ca. 1608, Spedding XI, pp. 95-106, p. 96. 
 
25 Andrews, p. 70; Bowen, Lion, p. 39, re a bill pending in 1593, Against Alien Strangers retailing their 
goods in London. 
 
26 Andrews, pp. 40-41.  Andrews compares “The quality of mercy is not strain’d,/ It becomes the 
Throned monarch better than his crown;/ It is enthroned in the hearts of kings,/ And earthly power 
doth then show likest God’s/ When mercy seasons justice.” with “Now, forasmuch as mercy and 
justice be the true supports of our Royal Throne, and that it properly belongeth to us, in our 
princely office, to take care and provide, that our subjects have equal and indifferent justice 
ministered to them . . .”  The Merchant of Venice, IV, 1, 188-209.  www.OpenSourceShakespeare.org. 
 
27 Andrews, Part II, pp. 50, 53-55.  Andrews identifies fifty-one legal and equitable terms of art which 
Shakespeare uses correctly, including “cause in controversy, “according to the tenor of the bond,” 
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and “tender” instead of “offer” in Act I Scene IV of Merchant.  “Causa” (cause or case) in 
controversy is a term the canonist Gratian used in his Decretum; thus, its roots are in equity.  “Since 
the time of Chief Justice Marshall,” the U.S. Supreme Court will hear only a “cause in controversy.” 
Ibid., p. 50.  
 
There have been scholarly disagreements about whether Shakespeare was legally accurate in Ch. 8, 
“The Trial in The Merchant of Venice,” pp. 91-118, 166, n. 62 and Ch. 9, “Criticism of Shakespeare’s 
Law,” in Shakespeare and the Lawyers (Methuen:  London 1972; there is a 2013 reprint).  One issue is 
whether Antonio’s bond was single or conditional.  Some say a penalty could not be a condition (but 
see J. H. Baker, Introduction tof English Legal History, p. 368.).  Rushton chastises Lord Campbell for 
misuse of terms, while Keeton agrees with Greenwood that Shylock’s use of the word “condition” 
was not wrong. See Sir George Greenwood, Shakespeare's Law, (C. Palmer:  London 1920), pp. 25-
27, in Keeton, Ch. 9, “Shylock v. Antonio,” Shakespeare’s Legal and Political Background, p. 136); Baker, 
English Legal History, pp. 368-371, 368; Howard Horace Furness, ed., ‘The Merchant of Venice,’ A 
New Variorum Edition of Shakespeare, vol. 7 (J. B. Kippincott Co.:  London 1888), pp. 50-51.   
  
28 Andrews, p. 26. 
 
29 Andrews, Preface, p. ix; Foreword, p. xv.  A quotation by United States Supreme Court Justice Harlan 
Fiske Stone on the value of studying legal history graces the front matter of this elegant book.  Ibid., 
p. vii.           
 
30 Andrews, p. 43, n. 22. 

 
31  Ironically, “Justice and Mercy” were touted on the Seal of the Inquisition.  Jonathan Kirsch, The 
Grand Inquisitor’s Manual, A History of Terror in the Name of God, (Harper Collins e-book.  Hard-cover, 
Harper Collins:  New York 2008), p. 3.   https://decryptedmatrix.com/wp-
content/uploads/pdf/The-Grand-Inquisitors-Manual-by-Jonathan-Kirsch.pdf. 

32 See, e.g., Frank G. Riga, “Rethinking Shylock’s Tragedy:  [Director Michael] Radford’s critique of 
anti-semitism in ‘The Merchant of Venice.’” The Free Library. 2010 Mythopoeic Society.  Accessed 
July 25, 2016. 
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Rethinking+Shylock%27s+tragedy%3a+Radford%27s+critique+of
+anti-semitism+in...-a0227196961. 

33 Defining something by defining what it is not (“negation and exclusion”) is important in Bacon’s 
system of inductive reasoning.  Klein, Jürgen, "Francis Bacon", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 
(Summer 2015), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), Sec. 5. 
http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2015/entries/francis-bacon/).  See Francis Bacon, Novum 
Organum II, Aph. XI-XII in Spedding IV, p. 127 to 137.   
 
As well, Machiavelli expressed this view that opposites juxtaposed reveal each other more sharply in 
contradistinction. See his letter to R. Bechi, March 9, 1497-98.  Alan H. Gilbert, ed.,  The Prince and 
Other Works . . .  (Packard and Co.:  Chicago 1941), p. 220.  When the contrast is extreme, it can also 
be an effective device in humor.  See, e.g., “William Shakespeare:  Study sheds light on Bard as food 
hoarder.”  BBC News, 1 April 2013. http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-mid-wales-21993857. 
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David Kerchner in The Popes against the Jews tells “an age-old story of a powerful religion or powerful 
people that believes in its own divinely ordained position as sole possessor of the Truth and 
repository of all that is good, and, pitted against it, a despised minority, the Other, the agent of the 
devil.  It should not have taken the Holocaust to teach us how dangerous such views of the world 
can be, but since the destruction of the Jewish millions, we owe it to the survivors and ourselves to 
learn its lesson. . . .”  David Kerchner, “Introduction,” The Popes against the Jews (Vintage 
Books:  New York 2002), p. 21. 
 
For a history of mistreatment of the Jews in London, see David Hughson, London, Being an Accurate 
History and Description of the British Metropolis, Vol. 2 (J. Stratford:  London 1805), pp. 365 to 379.     
 
34 Cp. Bacon, Aphorism 12, in Coquillette, Francis Bacon, p. 241, fn. 12, p. 269, citing Mark Neustadt, 
“The Making of the Instauration:  Science, Politics and Law in the Career of Francis Bacon,” Johns 
Hopkins University, Ph.D. diss., 1987, p. 276.  Coquillette calls this paper “Highly valuable.”  It 
contains the text and translation of Bacon’s newly-discovered Aphorismi.   
 
35 Theodore Roosevelt said, “Justice consists in not being neutral between right and wrong, but in 
finding out the right and upholding it, wherever found, against the wrong.”  Content Search, Index, 
“J,” “Justice — Meaning of,” Theodore Roosevelt Association, 
http://www.theodoreroosevelt.org/site/c.elKSIdOWIiJ8H/b.8090921/apps/s/content.asp?ct=147
39067. 
 
Black’s Law Dictionary (5th ed.) defines justice as “the proper administration of the laws.”  p. 776. 
 
36 “For there is no law under heaven which is not supplied with equity.”  Francis Bacon, The 
Jurisdiction of the Marches, in Spedding VII, p. 602.  According to Prof. Daniel Coquillette, Bacon the 
learned jurist propounded his theory of equity, developed during his chancellorship, in Book 8 of 
the de Augmentis.  Daniel R. Coquillette, Francis Bacon (Stanford University Press:  Stanford 1992), p. 
211. 

 
37 www.OpenSourceShakespeare.org. 
 
38 Andrew Zurcher, ed., “Preamble,” Arden Shakespeare, The Arden Critical Companions, 
Shakespeare and Law (Bloomsbury Publishing:  London 2014), p. 8.  Zurcher gives a list of “recent 
“groundbreaking studies of legal ideas in Shakespeare’s work and that of his contemporaries.” Ibid., 
Notes to Preamble, p. 282, n. 3. 

  
39 Ibid., pp. 2, 282.  For a modern English barrister’s opinion of whether Shakespeare was a lawyer, 
see Cockburn, Ch. 30, “Was Shake-Speare a Lawyer?” pp. 338-367. 

 
40 David Simpson, “Francis Bacon 1561-1626,” Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy.  
http://www.iep.utm.edu/bacon/. 

 
41 Robert P. Ellis, “Preface,” Francis Bacon:  The Double-Edged Life of the Philosopher and Statesman 
(McFarland & Co., Inc., Publishers:  Jefferson, North Carolina 2015), p. 2. 
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42 J. H. Baker, An Introduction to English Legal History (Butterworths:  London 1990), Ch. 12, “Law 
Making,” p. 231. 
 
43 Cockburn, Ch. 5, “Bacon’s Spare Time,” pp. 55-62. 

 
44 De Augmentis III, Ch. 1, Spedding IV, p. 336.  Shakespeare uses the metaphor of “wing” or “winged” 
extensively, in the sense of protection under wing or of winged thoughts, et al.  (E.g., In Henry V, 
III, 0: 1053, the Chorus says, “Thus with imagined wing our swift scene flies/ Its motion of no less 
celerity than that of thought.”  Also in Line 2846:  “Heave him away upon your winged thoughts 
athwart the sea.”)  In Part II of Henry VI, IV, 7: 2694, Lord Say (Se, Latin reflexive pronoun, 
“himself”), who claims his judgment was never swayed by gifts, says:  “And seeing ignorance is the 
curse of God, knowledge the wing wherewith we fly to heaven.”   Would James have caught the 
subtle self-vindication?  “Ius dicere non ius dare.”  In the same passage (O King, if you are still reading, 
in Latin by Book III), Bacon subtly writes, “Putrefaction is more contagious before than after 
Maturity” is a rule in Physics; the same is true in Morals, for the men who are the most wicked and 
profligate produce less corruption in the public manners than those who appear to have some 
soundness and virtue in them, and are only partly evil.”  Spedding IV, p. 338.  Might he not be 
referring to himself? 

 
45 Commander Martin Pares, “Francis Bacon and the Knights of the Helmet,” American Bar 
Association Journal April 1960, pp. 402-409, 405 (In the same issue is Arthur E. Briggs, “Did Shaxper 
Write Shakespeare?”  pp. 410-412.).  Pares was President of the Francis Bacon Society from 1956 to 
1962.  See also, Martin Pares, “Parallelisms and the Promus,” http://www.sirbacon.org/mp.html.  
Bacon’s “good pens” are discussed, inter alia, in J. E. Roe, Sir Francis Bacon’s Own Story (DuBois 
Press:  Rochester New York 1918), pp. 44, 151, 112, 236.  HathiTrust 
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101068587755. 
 
46 Cockburn, Ch. 2, “Bacon was a Poet,” pp. 13-21; see “Francis Bacon, Baron Verulam, Viscount St. 
Albans (1561-1626), Verse Legitimately or Doubtfully Attributed to Bacon,” Catalog of English 
Literary Manuscripts 1450-1700, http://celm-ms.org.uk/authors/baconfrancis.html; Barry R. Clarke, 
The Shakespeare Puzzle, a Non-Esoteric Baconian Theory, Appendix D, “Bacon’s Verse”, pp. 207-213.  14 
Feb. 2007. 
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.116.944&rep=rep1&type=pdf; Manes 
Verulamiani  [Shades of Verulam], 32 Elegies written on the death of Francis Bacon . . . , William Rawley, 
ed. (1626); translated from Latin into English Verse by Willard Parker, President, Francis Bacon 
Society.  American Baconiana No. 5, November 1927.  Accessed from 
http://sirbacon.org/Parker/Parker_ManesVerulamiani.pdf. 
 
47 Robert Schuler, ‘Bacon and Lucretius’ in “Francis Bacon and Scientific Poetry,” Transactions of the 
American Philosophical Society 82, no. 2 (1992):  1-65, 34-42.  http://www.jstor.org/stable/3231921.   
Lucretius’s long scientific poem, De Natura, is how Bacon knew of the philosophy of Democritus, 
an early teacher that everything in the world was made up of tiny particles (atoms), long before 
microscopes  (Discussed by Bacon in Novum Organum, Spedding IV, p. 193.  HathiTrust.).  Bacon said:  
[That] the nature of everything is best seen in its smallest [most trifling?] portions” is “a rule of 
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physics of such force that it produced the atoms of Democritus . . . .”  De Augmentis, Spedding IV, p. 
338.  HathiTrust.   

 
48 Spedding, VIII, p. 109, letter to Burghley, cited in Cockburn, Ch. 7, “The Learning of Shakespeare,” 
p. 73. 
 
49 Andrews, Foreword, xi; J. H. Baker, Ch. 6, “The Court of Chancery and Equity,” in An Introduction to 
English Legal History, 3d. ed. (Butterworths:  London 1990.), pp. 125-126.  Hereafter cited as  
J. H. Baker, English Legal History.   
 
50 As Andrews succinctly puts it, “The problem was whether an injunction of the Court of Chancery 
could issue and be effective against the enforcement of a judgment of the common law courts:  
whether law or equity should be supreme.”  Andrews, p. 23.   
 
The “king’s prerogative,” in short, was the “function of controlling authority.”  Baker, English Legal 
History, pp. 64, 164-165, 164.      
 
See also Daniel R. Coquillette, “Past the Pillars of Hercules:  Francis Bacon and the Science of 
Rulemaking,” University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform 16, No. 2 (2012), pp. 549-592, at 552-561. 
http://lawdigitalcommons.bc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1495&context=lsfp. 
 
51 Andrews’ “Law vs. Equity . . . ,” is noted, e.g., in:  W. Nicholas Knight, “Equity, ‘The Merchant of 
Venice,’ and William Lambarde,” Shakespeare Survey, Vol. 27, ed. Kenneth Muir (Cambridge 
University Press:  1974; Shakespeare Survey Online (2007), 
<http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/CCOL0521204682> [Accessed 03 August 2016].), pp. 93-104; O. 
Hood Phillips, Shakespeare & the Lawyers, (Methuen & Co Ltd:   London 1972; reprinted 2013), pp. 
113-114; Richard Roe, The Shakespeare Guide to Italy, (Harper Collins Publishers:  New York 
2011)(bibliography); Kenji Yoshino, “The Lawyer:  ‘The Merchant of Venice,’” in A Thousand Times 
More Fair:  What Shakespeare’s Plays Teach us about Justice (Ecco:  New York 2011), Notes, p. 272, n. 40; 
Giuseppina Restiva, "Shylock and Equity in Shakespeare's ‘The Merchant of Venice,’" revised from 
Daniela Carpi, ed., The Concept of Equity, an Interdisciplinary Assessment,” Universitaets Verlag, Winter, 
Heidelberg, 2007.  Accessed 4/25/2016 from: 
http://www.openstarts.units.it/dspace/bitstream/10077/3827/1/Tigor_3_restivo.pdf; Francis 
Carr, “The Writer’s Finger Prints, Francis Carr Explores the Legal Link between Quixote and 
Shakespeare,” New Law Journal, Jan. 31, 1997.  http://www.sirbacon.org/links/carrlegalquixote.html.  
Accessed 4/25/2016. 
 
“Perhaps a man never lived more agreeably persuasive than Francis Bacon.”  Bowen, Lion, pp. 360-
362. p. 362 (in reference to Francis Bacon’s ‘Argument on the Writ De Non Precedendo Rege 
Inconsulto’ in “Arguments of the Law,” Spedding VII, p. 681).   
 
52 E. K. Chambers, William Shakespeare:  A Study of Facts and Problems II (2 vols.)(Clarendon Press:  
Oxford 1930), “Appendix D,” p. 332.   
 
53 Andrews, p. 21:  “If I were asked to name the three men in all England who were most 
profoundly affected by Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice, I should unhesitatingly name the 
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following:  Sir Edward Coke (pronounced “Cook”), Sir Thomas Egerton, later to become Lord 
Ellesmere, and Sir Francis Bacon.  This statement is made after due consideration, for these three 
men were to English jurisprudence of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries what 
Shakespeare, Marlowe, and Johnson were to Elizabethan drama; and The Merchant of Venice was the 
one instance in which jurisprudence and drama came together vis-à-vis.”   

 
54 Andrews, Foreword, p. xii; 40-41, 41 n. 16; see also George W. Keeton, Ch. 4, “Sir Edward Coke 
and Shakespeare,” pp. 43-67, p. 43, in Shakespeare’s Legal and Political Background, (Pittman:  London 
1967), citing Lord Campbell, “Lives of the Chief Justices, Vol. I, (John Murray:  London 1849), p. 243.   
 
55 Lord [W. G.] Normand, “Portia’s Judgment,” 10 University of Edinburgh Journal 43 (1939), as 
reported in Phillips, Shakespeare and the Lawyers, p. 110, n. 41.  I am indebted to Simon Miles, whose 
talk before the Francis Bacon Society I have noted, for asking for clarity on when Bacon explained 
bribery to King James.  Phillips says:  “. . . as Bacon told King James a little later”; however, it was 
actually twenty-five years later, in April 1621, when Bacon was facing charges of corruption, that he 
prepared a memoranda for his audience with King James, as follows: “There be three causes of 
bribery charged or supposed in a judge:  the first, of bargain or contract for reward to pervert justice; 
the second, where the judge conceives the cause to be at an end by the information of the party or 
otherwise, and useth not such diligence as he ought to inquire of it; and the third, when the cause is 
really ended, and it is sine fraude, without relation to any precedent promise.”   
 
Lord Normand adjudged that Portia’s case, [had she really been a jurist], fell into the third category.  
Lord Normand, “Portia’s Judgment,” p. 43;  see Spedding XIV, pp. 237-238 ; see also J. H. Baker, 
Introduction to English Legal History, p. 129, on corruption rampant in the Elizabethan justice system, 
where presents could be seen not as bribery but as allowed fees which moved a case through a 
backlog.  It seems to me we should judge Bacon’s behavior in accepting gifts by the standards of his 
own day in actual practice, rather than by our own.  The conviction and prison sentence of Arkansas 
governor Donald Siegelman in our own time is a chilling reminder that a failure to provide certainty 
as to what constitutes bribery can provide one’s political enemies with ammunition.   
 
Compare, however, the situation in 12th century Italy, where honored doctors of jurisprudence who 
were called to serve as podesta, judges in criminal matters in small republics “did not render [their] 
opinions gratuitously” but expected to be paid.  See Henry Hallam, Introduction to the Literature of 
Europe in the Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth Centuries, Vol. 1 (Ward, Lock & Co.:  London __), p. 
31, #68.  Gutenberg ebook #43868, 10/2/2013.  
http://eremita.di.uminho.pt/gutenberg/4/3/8/6/43868/43868-h/43868-h.htm#Page_31. 
 
Of course, the ring was related to a previous promise; i.e., the marriage promise.  Beyond the scope 
of this paper, but intriguing, might be an exploration of marriage law as it relates to this play.  For 
example, Richard H. Helmholz says the ecclesiastical courts, which had jurisdiction over marriage, 
were not shy about ordering married parties to honor their “marital debt;” i.e., “specific 
performance” of their marital contracts.   Richard Helmholz, “Canonical Remedies in Medieval 
Marriage Law:  The Contributions of Legal Practice Founding,” 1 University of St. Thomas Law Journal 
647 (2003), pp. 647-655; p. 651.   Accessed 8-11-2016 at 
http://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2479&context=journal_articles. 
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For serious literary discussion purposes only (you understand), see the 1979 Johnny Carson skit,  
“Betty White and Johnny Carson in Funny Skit as Adam and Eve . . . ,” Feb. 22, 2011.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ih6LxwdwvlA. For the Jeu d’Adam, or Play of Adam, as a tool 
of church teaching on marriage, ca. 1150-1170, see Georges Duby, The Knight, the Lady, and the Priest, 
the Making of Modern Marriage in Medieval France, trans. Barbara Bray (Pantheon Books:  New York 
1983), pp. 213-216, 218.  For stage directions for the Adam, see E. K. Chambers, The Medieval Stage 
II, pp. 80-82. 
 
56 See, generally, Brian Vickers, “Bacon’s use of theatrical imagery,” in W. A. Sessions, ed., Francis 
Bacon’s Legacy of Texts (AMS Press:  New York 1990), pp. 171-213; R. J. W. Gentry, “Francis Bacon 
and the Stage,” Baconiana, http://www.sirbacon.org/links/bacon&_the_stage.htm; Amy Alicia Leith, 
“Bacon on the Stage,” Baconiana July 1909, pp. 150-162, 
http://www.sirbacon.org/leithbaconstage.htm; L. Biddulph, “Lord Bacon and the Theatre,” 
Baconiana no. 108, July 1943, http://www.sirbacon.org/links/lord_bacon_&_the_theatre.htm; 
Edwin Bormann, Francis Bacon’s Cryptic Rhymes and the Truth They Reveal, Appendix to Ch. II, (Siegle, 
Hill & Co.:  London 1906), pp. 227-234.  HathiTrust.  http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.$b681854. 
  
57 Bacon sent Lord Ellesmere a copy of The Advancement of Learning when it was published in 1605, 
along with a letter.  The Works of Francis Bacon  V. . . in ten vols. (Printed for J. Johnson et al.:  
London 1803), #80, p. 290 (from Rawley’s Rescuscitatio). 

 
58 Andrews, “Foreword,” p. xii.   

 
59 Edwin Bormann, The Cryptic Rhymes of Shakespeare and the Truth They Reveal (Siegle, Hill & Co.:  
London 1906), “Appendix” to Ch. I, p. 220 (referencing Spedding I, p. 519, n. 1, “Liber Secondus” 
(Book II) of Francis Bacon, The Advancement of Learning.  Spedding notes two similarities between 
Bacon and Shakespeare in Works VI, p. 139 (Bacon’s History of the Reign of King Henry VII), and p. 486 
(Essay XLVI, “Of Gardens”).  Bormann points out the need to read Bacon in English, Latin, and 
French to gain the full benefit of his cryptic meanings.  He says Bacon wrote in foreign languages 
both to conceal and to reveal. 

 
60 James Spedding’s Feb. 15, 1867 response to retired St. Louis judge and law professor Nathaniel 
Holmes’s first book is reprinted in Lochithea, Baconian Reference Book, Commentarius Solutus, Part III 
(iUniverse, Inc.:  New York and Bloomington 2009).  
https://archive.org/stream/BaconianReferenceBook/baconian_reference_book_archive_djvu.txt, 
p. 596.  See Nathaniel Holmes, The Authorship of Shakespeare (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1894), Vol. 
II, pp. 612-8.  The experts closing ranks against Holmes is reported in Alan Stewart, “The Case for 
Bacon,” in Shakespeare Beyond Doubt:  Evidence, Argument, Controversy, ed. Paul Edmondson and Stanley 
Wells (Cambridge University Press:  New York 2013), pp. 16-29, 21-22.   

 
61 Spedding wrote, “What Milton said of Shakespeare [quote here omitted; see p. 574] may as truly 
be said of Bacon” Works XIV, p. 574).  Spedding also said that if Bacon were called upon to 
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Comnenus in the play, Isaac Comnenus by Sir Henry Taylor (a play about a Roman tyrant, 1005-1061 
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Sir Henry,” Dictionary of National Biography LV, ed. Sidney Lee (Smith, Elder & Co.:  London 1898), 
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pp. 410-412, 411.  For Spedding’s and Taylor’s written conversations about Bacon and Shakespeare, 
see Sir Henry Taylor, Henry Taylor’s Correspondence, ed. Edward Dowden (Longmans:  London and 
New York 1888), pp. 306-307; also of interest may be pp. 313, 339, 355-357. 
   
62 Spedding, “Preface” to Francis Bacon, Translation of Certain Psalms (1625), Works VII (Longmans), 
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Guest & Co.:  London [1884-189-?], p. 6. 
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64 See Robert Ellis’s “Preface” to Novum Organum III  in Spedding I (Longmans new ed.:  London 
1872), pp. 85-86; 110, 112-113.  

 
65 E.g., Bowen, Lion, Ch. IX, p. 112.   
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involved, Taylor quickly corrected his “error.”  J. P. Dawson, “Coke and Ellesmere Disinterred:  The 
Attack on the Chancery in 1616,” 36 Ill. L. Rev. 127 (1941), pp. 127-146, 132.  
 
The Queen prayed for God’s wisdom in her role of providing justice to her people. William P. 
Haugaard, “Elizabeth Tudor’s Book of Devotions:  A Neglected Clue to the Queen’s Life and 
Character,” The Sixteenth Century Journal, Vol. 12, No. 2 (Summer, 1981), pp. 79-106, 99 (in her 
French, English, Latin and Greek prayers).  She used foreign languages to conceal personal matters. 
 
67 “Dudley, Robert, Earl of Leicester (1532? To 1588),” British Dictionary of National Biography Vol. 16, 
ed. Leslie Stephen (MacMillan & Co.:  New York; Smith, Elder & Co.:  London, 1888), pp. 112-114 
(article by S. L. Lee). 

 
68 See Cockburn, Ch. 3, “Bacon’s Interest in the Theatre,” pp. 21-40. 

 
69 Andrews, p. 45; Bowen, Lion, pp. 14, 33-43, 77.  “Bacon’s Speech on Motion for Supply,” in 
Spedding VIII, pp. 212-226, pp. 232-235.   While Bacon may have preferred extravagance of style and 
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Did the Queen really expect him to do other than to vote his conscience? 
 
70 Francis Bacon letter to Lord Burghley, undated.  Spedding VIII, pp. 108-109.   

 
71 Spedding I, ‘Rawley’s Life of Francis Bacon,’ p.5.  HathiTrust.  
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=nyp.33433081627303;view=1up;seq=39.  Spedding seems 
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Bowen quotes Bacon in 1616, “So all that troubles us is this, that when Mr. Brownlow [notary] goes 
up to Westminster Hall hereafter, he shall turn a little upon his right hand [towards Chancery, the 
equity side; to the left was King’s Bench, the common law side], and all shall be well!”  Lion, pp. 356-
364, 361. 

 
For a brief history of equity jurisdiction, see the speech of The Hon. T. F. Bathurst, Chief Justice of 
New South Wales. “The History of Equity,” October 27, 2015 (Pars. 25-33 are on the 1616 
jurisdictional struggle).  
http://www.supremecourt.justice.nsw.gov.au/Documents/Speeches/2015%20Speeches/Bathurst_
20151027.pdf. 
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its Equity, from Medieval England to Today's Tennessee," Journal of the Tennessee Bar Association, 
January 25, 2012. 
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Works.  Paper 740.   http://scholars.law.unlv.edu/facpub/740. Bacon argued, “For there is no law 
under heaven which is not supplied with equity.”  Francis Bacon, The Jurisdiction of the Marches, in 
Spedding,Works VII, p. 602.   
 
73 Brendan F. Brown, “St. Thomas More, Lawyer,” 4 Fordham L. Rev. 375, p. 381.  (1935; the year 
More was canonized, 400 years after his martyrdom.).  
http://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/flr/vol4/iss3/1. 
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75 J. P. Dawson, “Coke and Ellesmere Disinterred:  The Attack on the Chancery in 1616, 36 
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76 William S. Holdworth, A History of English Law I, 3d ed. rewritten (Little, Brown & Co.:  Boston 
1922) p. 554., fn. 5, citing 2 Brownlow 17 (1611). 
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Incorporation I:  The English Civilian Writers, 1523-1607,” 61 B.U.L. Rev. 1 (1981), p. 29.  
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On sources of English law, this diagram may be helpful.  Daniel Williman,  “Legal History and Legal 
Terminology . . .”, Sect. 2.   http://www.corsanoandwilliman.org/latin/work/legalterminology.htm. 
 
79 Coquillette, “Legal Ideology . . . I,” p. 9, n. 16; Peter Dawkins, Bacon-Shakespeare Timeline, Francis 
Bacon Research Trust.  http://fbrt.org.uk/pages/essays/Bacon-Shakespeare_Timeline.pdf.    
 
Jean Hotman, a friend of Philip Sydney, nephew of the Earl of Leicester, served as the Earl’s 
secretary, as had Edmund Campion, martyred Jesuit priest. (Bowen, Lion, p. 84).  H. R. 
Woudhuysen, Sir Philip Sidney and the Circulation of Manuscripts, 1558-1640 (Clarendon Press:  Oxford 
1996), p. 79.  
 
80 Baker, English Legal History, pp. 182-184, 184. 
 
81 Bowen, Lion:   on Coke, pp. 68-75, 68.  On Bacon, p. 79; Andrews, p. 23; Peter Dawkins, Bacon-
Shakespeare Timeline, http://www.fbrt.org.uk/pages/essays/Bacon-Shakespeare_Timeline.pdf.   
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Slade’s Case, see pp. 136-143.  
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www.opensourceShakespeare.org. 

 
83 For a discussion of Bacon’s arguments in this case, see Coquillette, Francis Bacon, Ch. 3, pp. 128-
136 et al. 

 
84 “The Argument of Francis Bacon in the Case of the Post-Nati of Scotland,” Spedding VII, page 641.  It has 
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of the United States.” Polly Price (1997), “Natural Law and Birthright Citizenship in Calvin’s Case 
(1608), 9 Yale Journal of Law & the Humanities: Vol. 9:  Iss. 1, Article 2.    
http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1170&context=yjlh (5-18-2013), p. 
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constitutions evolved.” Harvey Wheeler, “Francis Bacon, the Case of the Post-Nati. . . . ,” a paper 
delivered at the University of London Symposium, September 1999.  Accessed April 28, 2016 from 
http://www.sirbacon.org/wheelerpostnati.html. Bacon and Coke worked together without 
animosity on this important case.  Price, “Natural Law,” p. 76, n. 12.   
 
For a discussion, see Coquillette, Francis Bacon, Ch. 3, pp. 155-166 et al.   
 
“Three speeches of the Right Honorable, Sir Francis Bacon Knight, then his Majesties Sollicitor 
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Scotland.  Published by the author’s copy, and licensed by authority.”  (Richard Badger for Samuel 
Broun:  London 1641)  http://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A71317.0001.001?view=toc. 
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he had provided for all his other children in his will.  When Nicholas died in 1579, Bacon, born in 
1561, became a ward of Burghley’s until he turned twenty-one.  See Amelie Deventer Von Kunow, 
Francis Bacon, Last of the Tudors, trans. Willard Parker, President, Francis Bacon Society of America, 
(Francis Bacon Society of America: New York 1924), p. 87.  
http://www.sirbacon.org/vonkunow.html and writings collected at 
http://www.sirbacon.org/parentage.  Bowen wrote that Bacon had been “reared in Burghley’s 
household.” Bowen, Lion, p. 79.  See also “Dudley, Robert, Earl of Leicester,” by S. S.Lee., Dictionary 
of National Biography XVI (MacMillan and Co.:  New York; Smith, Elder, & Co.:  London 1888), pp. 
112-113. 
 
86 Nieves Matthews, Francis Bacon, The History of a Character Assassination (Yale University Press:  New 
Haven 1996), p. 79; Baker, English Legal History, pp. 188-189.  
 
87 Brian Vickers, ed., “Principal Events in Bacon’s Life” in Francis Bacon, ‘The History of the Reign of 
King Henry VII and Selected Works (Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 1998), pp. xxvi-xxviii.  
 
88 “Bacon, Francis (1561-1626) of Gray’s Inn and Gorhambury, Herts.”     
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1558-1603/member/bacon-francis-1561-1626. 
See n. 54, supra.  As to questions about Bacon’s birth, see Alfred Dodd, “The Sublime Prince of the 
Royal Secret,” The Marriage of Elizabeth Tudor (Rider & Co.:  London 1940), pp. 38-42.  Excerpted at 
http://www.sirbacon.org/doddsublimeprince.htm.  A copy of Bacon’s baptismal certificate lists 
“custodis” next to Nicholas Bacon’s name and calls the baby “Mr.” 
http://www.sirbacon.org/baptismalregistration.htm. 
   
89 Paul H. Kocher, “Francis Bacon on the Science of Jurisprudence,” Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. 
18, No. 1 (Jan. 1957), pp. 3-24, 4 (also in Brian Vickers, ed., Essential Articles for the Study of Francis 
Bacon (Archon Books:  Hamden CT 1968), 323 pp.); David Chan Smith, Sir Edward Coke and The 
Reform of the Laws:  Religion, Politics, and Jurisprudence, 1578-1616, Cambridge Studies in English Legal 
History (Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 2014), p. 54.  According to Smith, Bacon took up 
his themes of law reform in 1594 at the Gray’s Inn Christmas revels, as well as in his Maxims. Id.  
For Bacon’s “Proposition to the King Touching the Compiling and Amendment of the Laws of 
England,” see Spedding XIII, pp. 57-71. 
 
90 Baker, English Legal History, pp. 249-250.  For Bacon’s reforms under King James, see Daniel R. 
Coquillette, Francis Bacon, Ch. 2, “The Initial Jacobean Works,” pp. 70-126, 70-76.    
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91 For more on Bacon’s Maximes, see Coquillette, Francis Bacon, Ch. 1, “The Early Legal Works,” pp. 
35-48 et al.  For his Ordinances in Chancery, see Ch. 4, “The Theorist as Judge,” pp. 201-206 et al.  For 
his Ordinances for the Reporters, see pp. 210, 214 n. 54, 329. 

 
92 This was in a 1613 case.  Andrews, p. 41, n. 17, citing Lord Campbell, Lives . . . , Vol. II, p. 385 
and The English Reports, Vol. 21, p. 295; Andrews, p. 4:  Antonio comments, “Let me have judgment 
and the Jew his will.” Merchant, Act IV, Scene 1, line 84. 
 
93  J. H. Baker, English Legal History, pp. 356, fn. 88.  Emmanuel College, Cambridge v. Evans (1625), 1 
Ch. Rep. 18.  As to the development of the doctrine of equity of redemption during the reign of 
Elizabeth, see Andrews, pp. 53, 67-68, nn. 39, 70-71. 

 
94 Spedding XIII, p. 262, 264. 
 
95 Id, p. 208. 
 
96 Book Review, Stein, P. (1978) ‘Doctors’ Commons: a History of the College of Advocates and 
Doctors of Law. By Squibb G. D. The Cambridge Law Journal, 37(2), pp. 355–356. doi: 
10.1017/S0008197300093466. Published online January 1 2009. 

 
97 Coquillette, “Legal Ideology and Incorporation I . . . ,” p. 10.  The “ius gentium” or “law of 
nations” is a fascinating concept which originated in ancient Rome as a law applicable to non-
Roman citizens.  One definition is “that law which natural reason has established among all men, is 
equally observed among all nations, and is called the “law of nations,” as being the law which all 
nations use.”  It encompasses, but is broader than, international law.  Black’s Law Dictionary, 5th ed. 
(West Publishing Co.:  St. Paul 1979), p. 772.   
 
98 See, e.g., Francis Bacon, “An Offer to King James of a Digest,” Spedding XIV, p. 358.  However, 
as Bacon wrote to Bishop Lancelot Andrews ca. 1622, he lacked funds to pay writing assistants.  
Without the king’s financial support, he was unable to complete the Digest.  Spedding XIV, p. 374.;  
See Coquillette, “Legal Ideology and Incorporation I . . . .” pp. 1-89, 9-10, n. 16, 18; p. 17, n. 48.  
Available from http://works.bepress.com/daniel_coquillette/; Cocquillette, “Legal Ideology and 
Incorporation IV:  The Nature of Civilian Influence on Modern Anglo-American Commercial Law,” 
67 B.U.L. Rev. 877 (1987), pp. 922-924.  Available from http://works.bepress.com/daniel 
coquillette/. 
 
For more on the  ius gentium, see Coquillette, “"Legal Ideology and Incorporation . . . I," pp. 22-27, 
42-45, 57-72, 83-84.       
 
99 Francis Bacon, “The Arguments of Law,” Spedding VII, p. 523. 
 
100 On Gentili, see Coquillette, “Legal Ideology . . . I,” pp. 54-63; Douglas M. Johnston, The Historical 
Foundations of World Order:  the Tower and the Arena, (Martinus Nijhoff:  The Hague 2008), pp. 385-387. 
 
101 Johnston, Historical Foundations, p. 387. 
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103 William Searle Holdsworth, A History of English Law, 3rd ed., Vols. 1-7 (Little Brown & Co.:  
Boston 1922), p. 552 to 555.  
 
Error in the modern concept of the medieval law merchant is argued in Emily Kadens, “The 
Medieval Law Merchant: The Tyranny of a Construct” (June 26, 2015). 7 Journal of Legal Analysis 251 
(2015); Northwestern Law & Econ Research Paper No. 16-06. Available at SSRN: 
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104 Holdsworth, A History of English Law I  (3d ed. 1922), Ch. VII, part I (2)(i)(b), pp. 554-555.     
 
105 Holdworth, A History of English Law I, p. 554, fn. 5, citing 2 Brownlow 17 (1611). 

  
106 The story goes like this:  the great jurist Nicholas Bacon, Francis Bacon’s father, had died and 
reached the pearly gates of heaven, but the gatekeeper would not let him in.  “Remember that bad 
judicial decision you made in that one case,” the gatekeeper reminded him.  Nicholas vaguely 
recalled the case, which he had heard in the Star Chamber. “Let’s ask the Master of the Rolls what 
happened.  He will remember,” said Lord Keeper Bacon.  Cordal, the Master of the Rolls, had 
recently died and so was soon located. 
 
Cordal looked into the matter and found that Nicholas had based his decision on the certificate of a 
certain Dr. Gibson, a doctor of civilian law.  Dr. Gibson’s certificate was good enough for the 
gatekeeper (Bacon doesn’t call him St. Peter.), and Nicholas Bacon was ushered into heaven.  
Francis Bacon, Apothegms, in Spedding VII, p. 171; reported also in Thomas and Henry Roscoe, 
Westminster Hall:  Or Professional Relics and Anecdotes of the Bar, Bench and Woolsack, Vol. I of II, (John 
Knight & Henry Lacey:  London 1825), p. 218.  If there had been two civilian lawyers, they might 
have stood there all day arguing about it, for it was said that two could never agree.  
 
107 Keeton, Ch. 9, “Shylock v. Antonio,” Shakespeare’s Legal and Political Background (Pittman:  London 
1967), pp. 132-150, 140-142, referring to John D. Rea’s Note, “Shylock and the Processus Belial,” 
Philological Quarterly 8 (Jan. 1, 1929), pp. 311-313, 
http://search.proquest.com/openview/ab2a34efac8128f15105dd5f789515af/1?pq-
origsite=gscholar 
which refers in turn to Hope Traver, “The Four Daughters of God:  A Mirror of Changing 
Doctrine” (PMLA Vol. 40 No. 1 (March 1925), pp. 44-92); Doug Coulson, “The Devil's Advocate 
and Legal Oratory in the ‘Processus Sathanae’” (March 9, 2016).  Rhetorica: A Journal of the History of 
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150 Ross S. Kilpatrick, “Two Horatian Proems, Carmen 1.26 and Carmen 1.32, pp. 213-241, 231, in 
Studies in Latin Poetry XXI, Yale Classical Studies 21, ed. Christopher M. Dawson and Thomas Cole 
(Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 1969). 
 
Perhaps it is of trifling importance, but I have come across Bacon using the word “trifle” or 
“triflers” in the following examples:  in Spedding IV,  ‘Novum Organum I,’ LXXXVIII p. 87 
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((Longmans:  1883); ‘Novum Organum II,’  p. 178; ‘Novum Organum II,’  XLVIII, p. 224; ‘De Augmentis 
V,’ Ch. 3,” p. 424.; ‘De Augmentis VI,’  XXXIV, p. 486.  In Spedding V:  p. 133, “out of scanty and 
trifling experience”; “On the Ebb and Flow of the Sea,” p. 446; “History of Life and Death,” pp. 
265; “De Principiis atque Originibus”, p. 499; p. 513, “a trifling and ridiculous mistake.”  Two 
examples from Bacon’s essays are “trifles with great effort” and “finespun trifling on words” in 
XXVI, “Of Seeming Wise”, The Works of Francis Bacon, The Wisdom of the Ancients and Other Essays 
(Black’s Reader Services Co.:  Roslyn NY 1932), pp. 93, n.2; 94, n. 4; Spedding VI, p. 436; and “a man 
cannot tell whether Apelles or Durer were the more trifler” in XLIII, “Of Beauty,” Spedding VI, p. 
570. 
 
A search in the works of Shakespeare at www.OpenSourceShakespeare.org reveals forty-one uses of 
“trifle,” including seventeen of “trifles;” one use of “trifler,” five of “trifling”; and seven of “trivial.”  
In The Merchant of Venice, the word trifle appears three times, in II, 2, 718 (Launcelot); IV, 1, 2240 
(Shylock:  “We trifle [waste] time”), and IV, 1, 2385 (Bassanio).     
   
151 Horace, Sat. I. i. 24., as quoted by Bacon in his Promus;  see Mrs. Henry Pott, ed., Francis Bacon and 
Shakespeare, The Promus . . . , p. 339.  

 
152 Barry R. Clarke, The Shakespeare Puzzle, a Non-Esoteric Baconian Theory,” (2010) Ch. 8, “Verbal 
Parallels,” pp. 163-165; see also pp. 9-10, 30. http://barryispuzzled.com/shakpuzz.pdf. 
 
153 Spedding VI, p. 467. Walter W. Skeat finds six uses of the word “toy” in Shakespeare’s works and 
one in Bacon’s (Essay 19).  Walter W. Skeat, A Glossary of Tudor and Stuart Words, especially from the 
Dramatists, collected by Walter W. Skeat, ed. with additions by A. L. Mayhew (Clarendon Press:  
Oxford 1914), p. 415.  HathiTrust.  https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001441055.  Skeat did 
not have an entry for “trifle.” 

 
154 John Huntington, “Introduction” to Ambition, Rank, and Poetry in 1590’s England, crediting Cyndia 
Susan Clegg (University of Illinois Press:  Urbana and Chicago 2001), p. 16. 

  
155 E. K. Chambers, William Shakespeare, A Study of Facts and Problems II, two vols., Appendix B, 
“Contemporary Allusions” (Oxford:  Clarendon 1930), Vol. II, p. 228.   

 
156 See, Marjorie Garber, Ch. 3, “Freud’s Choice:  The Theme of the Three Caskets,” in Shakespeare’s 
Ghost Writers:  Literature as Uncanny Causality (Routledge.:  New York and London 1997), pp. 74-86, 
75.  Catherine Drinker Bowen, in relating the Queen’s fondness for young Bacon (calling him her 
“little Lord Keeper”) writes, “Of such trifles might a man’s career be built.”  Lion, p. 77.      

 
157 Sebastian Evans, L.L.D., Quest of the Holy Grail . . . (J.M. Dent & Co.:  London 1898), p. 186.   

 
158 E. K. Chambers, The Medieval Stage I, pp. 60, 280, 327; II, pp. 8, 23, 37, 52, 72, 107.   

 
159 Charles Homer Haskins, The Renaissance of the Twelfth Century (Harvard University Press:  
Cambridge 1927, 1982), Ch. 6, “Latin Poetry,” p. 178-179; see also pp. 148, 175-192.   J. A. 
Symonds, Wine, Women and Song (Chatto and Windus:  London 1884), pp. 23-33, 44, 49-50, 
Appendix, 198-205. 
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160 Haskins, The Renaissance of the Twelfth Century, pp. 179-182.  “. . . the whole conception of the order 
of Golias is a burlesque on the regular orders of monks.”  Ibid., p. 183-192, 184. 

 
161 John Matthews Manly, “Familia Goliae,” Modern Philology V (Oct. 1907), 200-209, 203.  
http://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/432490.pdf. 

 
162 See Francis Douce, “Romeo and Juliet,” in Illustrations of Shakespeare, and of Ancient Manners., with 
Dissertations on the Clowns and Fools of Shakespeare, on the Collection of Popular Tales entitled Gesta 
Romanorum, and on the English Morris Dance, Vol. I, (Thomas Tegg:  London 1839), p. p. 436;  Walter 
W. Skeat, “Alligator,” An Etymological Dictionary . . . ,” p. 17. Alligatus  is not in my classical Latin 
dictionary (Cassell’s ), but the verb ligo , “to bind, unite,” is.   

 
163 Manly, “Familia Goliae,” p. 201. 

 
164 Jessie Weston, From Ritual to Romance (reprinted from Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 
1914, 1920; Dover:  Mineola New York 1997), pp. 91, n. 2; 183.   

 
165 Bowen, Francis Bacon: the Temper of a Man (Boston 1963), p. 91, cited in Coquillette, Francis Bacon, p. 
212, n. 2.  Alfred Dodd recounts the event in his Francis Bacon’s Personal Life Story, excerpted at 
“Francis Bacon and his Nemesis Edward Coke,” http://www.sirbacon.org/cokeandbacon.htm. 

 
166 Frances Edward Harrison, “Some Notes on Language,” in Millenium, a Latin Reader A.D. 374-
1374 (Bristol Classical Press and Bolchazy-Carduchi by arrangement with Cambridge University 
Press (1968):  Bristol and Wauconda, Ill. 1987 and 1991), pp. xix to xxvii, xxiii (preview). 

 
167 J. Huizinga, Homo Ludens, p. 30; Daniel A. Dombrowski, Contemporary Athletics of Ancient Greek 
Ideals (University of Chicago Press Ltd.:  London 2009), pp. 108-109.    

 
168 William Andrew Ringler, “Sir Philip Sidney, English Author and Statesman.” 
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Philip-Sidney.  Accessed 9-3-2016. 

 
169 “Meiosis,” https:/literarydevices.net/meiosis (giving three examples from Shakespeare’s plays!).  
Accessed May 15, 2016.  

 
170 Andrews, p. 17. 
 
171 “Doublet,” Bryan Garner, ed., Garner’s Dictionary of Legal Usage, 3d ed. (Oxford University Press:  
New York 2011).  https://books.google.com. 
 
172 George Watson, “Shakespeare and the Norman Conquest:  English in the Elizabethan Theatre.”  
VQR Autum 1990, Vol. 66 #4, online version Dec. 12, 2003.  
http://www.vqronline.org/essay/shakespeare-and-norman-conquest-english-elizabethan-theatre.   
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Karl Elze called Shakespeare a “perfect master” of both the Italian and Latin languages.  Karl Elze, 
Essays on Shakespeare, trans. L. Dora Schmitz (MacMillan and Co.:  London 1874), Ch. 7, “The 
Supposed Travels of Shakespeare,” pp. 254-316, 289.   
 
See also John Crowe Ransom, “On Shakespeare’s Language,” Sewanee Review, LV 1947, 181-198, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/27537724?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents on the linguistic tension 
created when “Latinate” phrases are introduced into “Anglo-Saxon verbal contexts,” as noted in 
Robert Bechtold Heilman, This Great Stage Image and Structure in King Lear, (University of Washington 
Press:  __ 1963), p. 5. 
https://archive.org/stream/thisgreatstageim001480mbp/thisgreatstageim001480mbp_djvu.txt. 
 
173 Daniel R. Coquillette, Francis Bacon (Stanford University Press:  Stanford 1992), p. 252, citing 
Spedding V, pp. 102-103. 
 
174 Coquillette, “Legal Ideology . . . I,” pp. 9-10, n. 16.  See also Roland Usher, “Francis Bacon’s 
Knowledge of Law French,” Modern Language Notes 24 (1919), pp. 28-32.     
 
175 Andrews, p. 54-55, n. 41.  Shakespeare demonstrates he knew the difference between judgment 
and decree.  Act IV, Scene I, lines 101-103 (www.OpenSourceShakespeare.org IV, 1, 2034-2035).  
Ibid., p. 5.   
 
176 Andrews, p. 8. (IV, 1, 2159.).  Portia uses the equitable word “injunction” ((IV, 1:1146).  Of the 
three places where “decree” is found, one is Shylock’s (IV, 1:2021) and two are Portia’s (I,2:17 and 
IV,1:2159).  www.opensourceshakespeare.org. 
 
For an example of interrogatories Bacon prepared for his “Tower work” in 1594, see Spedding VIII, 
Ch. 9, p. 316. 
 
177 Andrews, pp. 54-55, n. 41. 
 
178 Polly J. Price, “Natural Law and Birthright Citizenship in Calvin’s Case 1608,” pp. 89-90, 107. 

 
179 Prof. Coquillette discusses this doctrine in Ch. 5, “The Final Vision” in Francis Bacon, pp. 227-234.  
Bacon’s use of the word “idol” came from the Greek eidola, from the pre-Socratic atomist 
Democritus referring to “sense perceptions by the means of emissions of particles.”  Id., p. 228, 
with reference to The Dictionary of Philosophy (4th ed., Dagobert D. Runes, ed., New York 1942), p. 
140.  As these sense perceptions entered our soul, they brought with them distortion, “not true or 
genuine” opinions.  As the Apostle Paul said, “We see through a glass darkly.”  I Cor. 13:12. 
 
I found myself wondering whether the cryptic meaning of Ben Jonson’s comment that 
“Shakespeare” had “small Latin and less Greek” might have been referring to Bacon’s theory of the 
idols and these tiny invisible particles of which all matter is made, which we now know exist — 
atoms — or to the eidola in the work of the Greek Democritus, known to Bacon through Lucretius’s 
one Latin poem, “De Natura.”  Jonson, a classicist who knew both Bacon and “Shakespeare,” well 
knew the plays of “Shakespeare” demonstrated classical learning.  Bacon, of course, was classically 
trained. 
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180 Baker, p. 127, n. 61. 
 
181 Lord Coke got into trouble for frequently reporting what he thought results in a case should have 
been, instead of what they actually were.  For Bacon’s role in Coke’s downfall, see Spedding XIII, pp. 
76-199.   

 
182 Daniel R. Coquillette, Francis Bacon, p. 253. 

 
183 Coquillette, “Legal Ideology . . . I,” p. 50; Coquillette, “Past the Pillars of Hercules,” p. 571; 
Coquillette, “Legal Ideology . . . IV,” p. 935, n. 359.   
 
Bacon advised:  “First then, away with antiquities, and citations or testimonies of authors, and also 
with disputes and controversies and differing opinions — everything, in short, which is philological.  
Never cite an author except in a matter of doubtful credit . . . .”  Francis Bacon, “Aphorisms on the 
Composition of the Primary History,” No. III, in Spedding IV, p. 254. 
   
184 Coquillette, “Legal Ideology and Incorporation I:  The English Civilian Writers, 1523-1607,” pp. 
9-10, n. 16. 

 
185 Baker, English Legal History, p. 127. 

 
186 Coquillette, “Past the Pillars of Hercules,” pp. 561, 564, 579. 

 
187 Barbara Shapiro, A Culture of Fact (Cornell University Press:  Ithaca 2003).  
http://www.cornellpress.cornell.edu/book/?GCOI=80140100453790. 
 
188 Peter Butt and Richard Castle, Modern Legal Drafting:  A Guide to Using Clearer Language (Cambridge 
University Press:  Cambridge 2006; 2008 digital), p. 71. 

 
189 Adam Max Cohen, Shakespeare and Technology:  Dramatizing the Early Modern Technological Revolution 
(Palgrave Macmillan:  New York 2006; 2008 digital), p. 71.  
 
Bowen writes that Coke, although extremely nearsighted, refused to wear spectacles.  Lion, p. 72. 
 
190 Baker, “Reports of Cases,” Ibid., pp. 204-208.   
 
191 Richard J. Ross, “The Memorial Culture of Early Modern English Lawyers:  Memory as 
Keyword, Shelter, and Identity, 1560-1640,” Yale Journal of Law & the Humanities, Vol. 10, Issue 2, 
Article 1, May 8, 2013, pp. 270-271 (weakened “gerontocratic” control), 280 (Cicero’s Topica), 284 
(Bacon addressing “topics” to spur remembrance). 
 
192 Ibid., pp. 232, 238. 

 
193 To paraphrase Mae West. 
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194 Bacon mentioned Cicero’s letters to Titus Pomponius Atticus (the finding of which, by Petrarch,  
signals the beginning of the Italian Renaissance) on four occasions in Book VIII of his De Augmentis, 
Spedding V, pp. 31-33, 56, 69-70.   
 
195 Palladio (Gondola) was a famous Renaissance architect.  Mary Richardson, “Andrea Palladio,” 
Encyclopedia Britannica.  https://www.britannica.com/biography/Andrea-Palladio. He built the villa 
that Richard Roe, founder of the Shakespeare Authorship Research Centre, believed corresponds 
geographically to Portia’s villa, Belmont (taken from Il Pecorone).  Richard Roe, The Shakespeare Guide 
to Italy, Retracing the Bard’s Unknown Travels (Harper Collins:  New York 2011), p. 5, n. 25.  Homage to 
Gondola in naming a ship “Andrew” in Act I, Scene I of Merchant may have been intended.   
 
The fact that a Spanish ship, the St. Andrew, was captured in Cadiz in 1596 has been associatively 
used for dating the play.  See Stanley Wells, “The Canon and Chronology of Shakespeare’s Plays,” in 
William Shakespeare:  A Textual Companion, pp. 69-145, 119. 
 
Connecting ships with architecture, however, one might see an allusion to the Cathedral of St. 
Andrews, fallen into ruin beginning in 1559, with the central tower collapsing “towards the end of 
the sixteenth century.”  Campbell Brown and Steven Wiggins, St. Andrews and Fife Walks (Black and 
White Publishing:  Edinburgh 1992), in Ch. 2.   Correspondingly, the “sandy hour-glass” may be an 
allusion to Reformation era sermons timed by a sand-glass (Merchant, I, 1, 27.).  A merry-Andrew was 
also a name for a clown. 
 
196 Cheze:  “a homestead or homesfall accessory to a house.” Black’s Law Dictionary, 5th ed., p. 216. 
 
The name for the Court of Exchequer was said to come from the “chequered cloth, resembling a 
chess-board, which anciently covered the table there, and on which, when certain of the king’s 
accounts were made up, the sums were scored and marked with counters.”  3 Bl. Comm. 44, Black’s 
Law Dictionary, 5th ed., p. 506; “Check, Chequer,” The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, ed. C. T. 
Onions (Clarendon Press:  Oxford 1933), pp. 297-298.  

 
197 Bill Wall, “The Etymology of Chess,” March 24, 2015. http://www.chessmaniac.com/the-
etymology-of-chess/.  Accessed 11-29-2016. 

 
198 Cassell’s French and English Dictionary, “echecs, echec, check,” (1986 pb.) pp. 125, 375. 
 
199 The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, ed. C. T. Onions (Clarendon Press:  Oxford 1933), “Shake,” 
pp. 1861-1862. 
 
200 Cassell’s French & English Dictionary (1986 p.b.), p. 68. 
 
201 In the play, The Tragedy of Anne Boleyn, King Henry VIII is made to say, when being shown his 
newborn daughter Elizabeth for the first time, “ . . . The government of a woman at all times 
(speaking to himself) hath been a rare thing, and felicity in such a government is rarer still, Felicity 
and long continuance the rarest thing of all.  Her opening prospects Fortune hath chequer’d (italics 
mine) with uncertainty. . . .”  Elizabeth Wells Gallup, The Tragedy of Anne Boleyn, a Drama in Cipher . . . 
, pp. 90-91.  See Appendix for sources.  I have not checked to see if Henry VIII actually said this. 
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202 On how Bacon and his mother, Anne Bacon, would write to one another in one language with 
the alphabet of another, such as Greek, for concealment, see Edwin Reed, Coincidences, Bacon and 
Shakespeare (Coburn Pub. Co.:  Boston 1906), XXXVI, “An Idiosyncracy,” pp. 70-71; Spedding XI, p. 
278, cited in Cockburn, Ch. 7, “The Learning of Shakespeare,” p. 74. 
 
203 Courtney Jensen Peacock, “Elizabeth I:  Images of an Exceptional Woman,” In Fulfillment of 
Requirements for a Master Degree in Art History and Curatorial Studies, Brigham Young University 
2007, Figs. 17, 18, 19, pp. 75-77. 

 
204 Black’s Law Dictionary, 5th ed. (West Pub. Co.: St. Paul, 1979), Placit through placitum nominatum, pp. 
1034-1035. 
 
205 Cassell’s New Compact Latin Dictionary (1974 p.b.), p. 170. 
 
206 In the Church of Santa Maria Novella, Florence, there are a series of figures painted by Taddeo 
Gaddi representing ten branches of education.  Two women represent “law.”  The one, representing 
civil law, dresses in red, wears a golden circlet.  In her hand, she holds an image of the world, like 
Queen Elizabeth does in portraits.  The other, representing Christian law, wears a white mantle over 
a golden robe.  In her hand, she holds a church.   
 
There were a handful of famous women jurists dating back to 1100, including another Andrea, 
Novella d’Andrea in 1335, the legally-trained daughter of a professor of canon law, Giovanni d’ 
Andrea (d. 1348).  A legend arose that she was so beautiful she gave lectures for her father from 
behind a curtain, so her beauty would not distract the students.  Mary Isabella Pettus, “The Legal 
Education of Women,” Albany Law Journal Vol. 61 (Jan.-July 1900), pp. 325-331, 325-326.  Perhaps a 
flattering comparison of Queen Elizabeth, head of the justice system, to Andrea Novella (named for 
the “new laws” that were added to Justinian’s Corpus Juris Civilis), through Portia, is being made.   
    
207 As to Valerius Terminus, see Spedding, III, p. 201; IV, p. 374, discussed in Cockburn, Ch. 4, 
“Bacon’s Reasons for Anonymity,” p. 53, fn. 7.  As to Henry Cuffe, see fn. 382, infra. 
 
208 Bacon said:  “But men have got a fashion now-a-days, that two or three busy-bodies will take 
upon them the name of the world (italics added) and broach their own concepts, as if it were a general 
opinion . . .”  “Sir Francis Bacon, His Accusation of Sir John Wentworth, Sir John Hollys, and Mr. 
Lumsden,” Spedding XII, pp. 213-223, 222.  Please consider: 
 
In “Mr. Bacon’s Discourse in the Praise of his Sovereign,” Bacon said, “The queen has made the 
world (italics added) the limits of her name.” Spedding VIII, p. 128.  Bacon is flattering the Queen.  
Moreover, if Bacon took upon himself the “name of the world,” as Shakes-sphere, and he was her 
natural son who should have been her heir, then as “world,” he was “the limits of her name,” for 
she had no heirs.  It had to have hurt excruciatingly for her not to acknowledge him.  If he was  
Shakespeare, he certainly helped to make her name and legacy shine brightly.  It could be true.   
 
“Beli” meant “not” in Hebrew.  Arie Uittenbogaard, “Belial meaning,” http://www.abarim-
publications.com/Meaning/Belial.html#.V5cAk-Bf3IU.  Bellario could mean “not an heir.”   
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“In things that a man would not be seen in himself, it is a point of cunning to borrow the name of the 
world, as to say, “The world says,” or “There is a speech abroad.”  Francis Bacon, Essays, “Of 
Cunning,”  No. XXII (Black’s Readers Service Co.:  Roslyn New York 1932), p. 82; in Spedding VI, 
pp. 428-429, 429.   
 
209 John Taylor, the “Water Poet,” changed the “Dedication” to the publication of his works in folio 
in 1630 to include a dedication to “the World.”  Basil Brown (1860-1928) and John Taylor (1580-
1683), Supposed Caricature of the Droeshout Portrait (150 copies printed for private circulation:  New 
York 1911), p. 8.  HathiTrust. https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001018476. Bacon, who died 
in 1626, had ruled favorably in “the watermen’s case concerning Players” brought by Taylor. 
 
In a discussion of how poets evaded the censors through crypticism, John Huntington quotes the 
poet/playwright George Chapman (1559?-1634) who enigmatically said, “He that shuns trifles shuns 
the world [italics added].”  John Huntington, “Introduction” to Ambition, Rank and Poetry in 1590’s 
England (University of Illinois Press:  Urbana and Chicago 2001), pp. 14-17, p. 17.  Chapman’s life-
long poverty was caused largely by victimization by a money-lender, one John Wolfall, in 1585.  Ibid., 
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("Usury and the Use Thereof"); pp. 419-420 (“Draught of an Act Against Usury”); p. 27 (Bacon’s 
letter, borrowing money). 
 
276 Sinsheimer, p. 82. 
 
277 “Hyperbolus,” a politician, was lambasted in Aristophanes’ comedy, The Frogs. 
 
278 “As for jest, there be certain things which ought to be privileged from it; namely, religion, matters 
of state, great persons, any man’s present business of importance, and any case that deserveth pity.”  
Francis Bacon, “Of Discourse,” The Essays, or, Counsels, Civil and Moral.  (Black Readers Service Co.:  
Roslyn, New York 1932), pp. 121-123, 121; Spedding VI, p. 355. 
 
279 A 1587 Venetian book revived the “pound of flesh” story.  Its author, Gregorio Leti, relates how 
a Christian merchant announced to a Jewish merchant that Francis Drake had conquered San 
Domingo and taken much plunder.  The Jewish merchant didn’t believe him and wagered a pound 
of his flesh that the report was false.  The Christian merchant staked a thousand scudi on the truth 
of his story.  The bet was duly recorded by a notary. . . .  Sinsheimer, Shylock, pp. 75-76, from Leti’s 
Vita di Sixto Quinto, an anecdotal biography of Pope Sixtus V (banned in 1667 by the Council of 
Trent).  A fuller treatment may be found in Th. Niemeyer, “The Law against Shakespeare in ‘The 
Merchant of Venice,’” Michigan Law Review, Vol. 14, No. 1 (Nov., 1915), pp. 20-36.   
 
In 1587, Pope Sixtus created the Devil’s Advocate in trials for the canonization of saints to “sniff 
out truffles of iniquity.”  Richard Easton, “Case in Point, Playing Devil’s Advocate,” August 8, 2013.  
https://www.solicitorsjournal.com/blog/case-point-playing-devil%e2%80%99s-advocate.  
Accessed September 7, 2016.   
 
 The complete works of Gregorio Leti were banned by the Catholic Church, but not until 1667.   
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_authors_and_works_on_the_Index_Librorum_Prohibitoru
m. 
 
280 Sinsheimer, p. 114. 
 
281 As to “. . . whether you’ll admit him” and the contemporaneous controversy over whether 
solicitors could practice law in the courts, resolved in 1597, see Andrews, pp. 49-50, n. 29.   
 
Bellario vouched for Balthasar, saying never was there one so young with so old a head. Bacon later 
published, “A man that is young in years may be old in hours, if he hath lost no time, but that 
happeneth rarely.”  Essays, “Of Youth and age,” (3d. ed. 1625), p. 477; “Of Young Men and age” (2d 
Ed. 1612), Spedding VI, Appendix II), p. 568.  HathiTrust.  

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175002285222. 
 
The name Balthasar would have caught the Queen’s attention, for Balthazar Gerard, a fanatical 
French Catholic, had assassinated William of Orange in 1584, for which he suffered a horrible death. 
“But Machiavel knew not of a friar Clement, nor a Ravaillac, nor a Jaureguy, nor a Balthazar Gerard 
[all assassins]. . . .”  Francis Bacon, The Essays, or Counsels, Civil and Moral, XXXIX, “Of Custom and 
Education,” in Spedding VI, p. 470.  The name “Balthasar” is given to servants in Romeo and Juliet, 

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175012007947?urlappend=%3Bseq=453
file:///C:/Users/dk/Documents/Peter%20Dawkins%20of%20the%20Francis%20Bacon%20Research%20Trust%20explains
https://www.solicitorsjournal.com/blog/case-point-playing-devil%e2%80%99s-advocate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_authors_and_works_on_the_Index_Librorum_Prohibitorum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_authors_and_works_on_the_Index_Librorum_Prohibitorum
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175002285222?urlappend=%3Bseq=495
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175002285222?urlappend=%3Bseq=586
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175002285222
http://www.britannica.com/biography/Balthasar-Gerard
http://www.executedtoday.com/2013/07/14/1584-balthasar-gerard-william-the-silent/c
http://bacon.thefreelibrary.com/The-Essays/39-1
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=hvd.32044058286733;view=1up;seq=486
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Much Ado About Nothing, and to a merchant in The Comedy of Errors, as well.  Sandra Clark, A 
Dictionary of Who, What, and Where in Shakespeare (NTC Publishing Group:  Chicago 1997), pp. 97-98. 
 
In April 1597, Bacon assisted in interrogation — alongside Coke, Ellesmere, and a few others —  of 
another Gerard, John Gerard, the Jesuit priest.  See Bowen, Lion, pp.97-103. After Bacon had gone 
back to see Gerard alone, Gerard escaped by boat, though so weak from torture he could barely 
hold onto the rope.  See John Gerard, The Autobiography of a Hunted Priest, trans. Philip Caramen 
(Ignatius Press:  San Francisco 2012); John Gerard, The Condition of Catholics under James I, Father 
Gerard’s Narrative of the Gunpowder Plot, ed. John Morris (Longmans:  London 1871).  
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/36738.  Coke spoke with frustration of “these boy 
priests and devilish good Fathers” who were so good at equivocation.” Bowen, Lion, p. 101.  The 
Queen “hated this butchering of priests.”  Ibid., p. 85. 
 
It is disturbing to think of Bacon signing orders for torture, when ordered to do so (Bowen, Lion, p. 
92), but it would have been his job, and there was not so much freedom then as now.  Perhaps he 
coped by advocating for mercy in The Merchant of Venice (written 1596-1597), hoping to influence 
future generations to do better.  Torture was technically illegal in Elizabethan England.  Ibid., pp. 91-
92.  Bacon was working on law reform, a slow process, but in the meantime, as lawyer and court 
officer, he was obligated to follow the law and the Queen’s orders.  Given the state of prisons in 
America today, do we think badly of prosecutors and judges who send people there? 
 
Bacon wrote, “In causes of life and death, judges ought (as far as the law permitteth) in justice to 
remember mercy; and to cast a severe eye upon the example, but a merciful eye upon the person.”  
Essays, ‘Of Judicature,” 3d ed. 1625, Spedding VI, p. 508.  In the 1612 version, p. 583.  
 
According to Spedding translating Bacon’s Latin, Bacon is alluding to Balthasar Gerard when he 
says “the Burgundian” in the De Augmentis IV.  Spedding IV, p. 375.  Notes 2 and 3 (found only in 
the Latin version: Spedding I, p. 582.).  This was not obvious to me. Spedding also suggests that 
Bacon  had Giordano Bruno in mind when he quoted Tacitus on the “wonderful composure and 
serenity at the point of death . . . displayed by many, as in the case of a centurion” at his execution. 
Tacitus may signal taciturnity.   
 
Giordano Bruno reportedly told the judges who condemned him, “Perhaps your fear in passing this 
sentence upon me is greater than mine in accepting it (translated).” Michael White, The Pope and the 
Heretic, pp. 4-6, 6.  If Spedding is correct that Bacon is referring to Bruno, it is noteworthy that 
Bacon chose to veil the reference with Latin and indirectness — even in Protestant England.      
 
Tacitus wrote in a "condensed," pregnant style. “Tacitus, Agricola,” Loeb Classical Library 35:  23-
23.  https://www.loebclassics.com/view/tacitus-agricola/1914/pb_LCL035.23.xml. 
 
Bacon had once told Queen Elizabeth that “The book of deposing King Richard the Second, and 
the coming in of Henry the Fourth, supposed to be written by Dr. Hayward,” who went to the 
Tower for it, did not contain treason, but “very much felony,” because “he had stolen many of his 
sentences and conceits out of Cornelius Tacitus.” Apophthegms, in The Essays, or Counsels, Civil and 
Moral of Francis Bacon, including also his Apophthegms, Elegant Sentences, and Wisdom of the Ancients, with 
Introduction by Henry Morley, 1883 (A. L. Burt & Co., Publishers: New York  __), p. 376.  See 

https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/kent-csi/vol5
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/loc.ark:/13960/t6543x78p?urlappend=%3Bseq=7
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/36738
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.b3618242
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175002901968?urlappend=%3Bseq=389
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.b3618238?urlappend=%3Bseq=612
https://www.loebclassics.com/view/tacitus-agricola/1914/pb_LCL035.23.xml
https://www.loebclassics.com/view/tacitus-agricola/1914/pb_LCL035.23.xml
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H.S., “Hayward’s ‘Henry IV’ in Baconiana IV, Third Series, Jan. 1906, no. 13 (Gay & Bird:  London 
1906), pp. 5-14.   
 
Instead of naming a character Balthazzar (Latin), one might have expected Shakespeare to have used 
the Italian “Baldassare,” as in Baldasarre Castiglione, author of The Book of the Courtier (which Bacon’s 
cousin, Sir Thomas Hoby, translated.  http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1558-
1603/member/hoby-thomas-posthumous-1566-1640).  In the Biblical Book of Daniel, Ch. 5, 
“Belshazzar” the “last king of Babylon,” called for Daniel, whom the Babylonians called 
“Beltshazzar” to interpret what the mysterious hand was writing on the wall at his dinner feast: Mene, 
mene, tekel, upharsin.  “He is found too light, his kingdom shall be taken from him,” as Bacon explains 
in his essay, “Of a King,” Appendix to “Essays II,” The Works of Francis Bacon, The Wisdom of the 
Ancients and Other Essays (Black’s Readers Service Co.:  Roslyn NY 1932), p. 209.  Note:  Spedding 
calls this essay “spurious” and translates only two words of the Biblical phrase: “tekel, upharsin,” 

leaving off “Mene, mene.”  Spedding VI (Longmans), “Appendix to “Essays III,” p. 595.  Was he 

afraid someone would connect Bacon’s use of Balthazzar with Shakespeare’s plays? 

 
The Bible story of Daniel is part of the “trial of mankind” literary tradition which “coalesced” in the 
Twelfth Century.  Hope Traver, “The Four Daughters of God . . . a Mirror,” pp. 44-92, pp. 55-56, 
nn. 23, 24.  The tradition has been said to continue in modern times with Longfellow’s  “Golden 
Legend” (Traver, p. 44-45, n. 4) and Elie Wiesel’s 1977-79 play, The Trial of God.  
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/elie-wiesel/the-trial-of-god/; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5caAug5n8Zk.   
 
There were two medieval liturgical “Daniel” plays performed in the twelfth century, one in Latin by 
Abelard’s pupil Hilarius, History of Daniel, ca. 1140.  Hilarius was thought to be an Englishman (E.K. 
Chambers, The Medieval Stage II, pp. 107-108) and one of the Goliardi, that brotherhood of literary, 
wandering clerics and students. (Ibid., pp. 57-58).   In one sense, a “second Daniel,” a phrase Shylock 
utters, was the Play of Daniel written by students of the school at Beauvais, ca. 1175.  Donnalee Dox, 
The Idea of the Theatre in Latin Christian Thought:  Augustine to the Fourteenth Century (University of 
Michigan Press:  Ann Arbor 2004), p. 156, notes to p.73; Haskins, The Renaissance of the Twelfth 
Century, p. 175.   
 
In the Book of Daniel Ch. 2, the Babylonians bound and threw three Hebrew youth into a fiery 
furnace because they refused to worship a golden image, but God’s angel protected them from 
harm.  In Ch. 6, Daniel was thrown into the lions’ den, because he openly prayed to his God, 
defying the king’s decree.  The lions did not harm him.   
 
In her book of private devotions, Queen Elizabeth compares herself to Daniel (Haugaard, 
“Elizabeth Tudor’s Book of Devotions,” pp. 79-106, 94) and to David the shepherd king.  Ibid.,  p. 
84 (her Italian prayer).  The Queen may have written her prayers in foreign languages for some 
measure of privacy, although Haugaard believed she expected them to be read in posterity. Ibid., pp. 
81, 82. 
 
Daniel was not a judge but a prophet and interpreter of dreams, a man who stood firm in his 
religious beliefs, as evidenced by his adherence to strict dietary laws — seen also in Shylock.  “I 
stand for justice,” Shylock said.  Shakespeare repeats the ambiguous phrase, “A Daniel comes to 

https://books.google.com/books?id=oPwKAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA99&lpg=PA99&dq=what+Spedding+said+about+Bacon+and+Shakespeare&source=bl&ots=Vk6Im8BVOn&sig=LTEvWiq1QktWqLOK-C4j1Mffenc&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjiiMiyiqjNAhVDqB4KHYDvCqUQ6AEITzAJ#v=onepage&q=what%20Spedding%20said%20about%20Bacon%20and%20Shakespeare&f=false
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1558-1603/member/hoby-thomas-posthumous-1566-1640
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1558-1603/member/hoby-thomas-posthumous-1566-1640
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1558-1603/member/hoby-thomas-posthumous-1566-1640
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175002285222?urlappend=%3Bseq=613
http://www.jstor.org/stable/457268?seq=14#page_scan_tab_contents
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/10490/10490-h/10490-h.htm
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/10490/10490-h/10490-h.htm
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/elie-wiesel/the-trial-of-god/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5caAug5n8Zk
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judgment,” three times (Shylock, Act IV, Scene 1, line 2164, Gratiano at 2281, 2288, 
www.OpenSourceShakespeare.org). I think Shylock sees himself as a “Daniel” whose faith will soon 
be tried.  A judge comes “to judge,” not “to judgment.”  Sinners come “to judgment.”      
 
Shylock’s “I am content” is reminiscent of Philippians 4:11 where the Apostle Paul says, “For I have 
learned, in whatsoever state I am, therewith to be content” — even under persecution. (KJV).  
Bacon expresses a similar sentiment in closing a letter to Buckingham:  “Your grace will give me 
leave to be merry, however the world goeth with me (italics added).”  Spedding XIV (probably in Jan. 1625-
26), p. 540. 
 
282 Phillips, Shakespeare and the Lawyers, pp. 109-112, 111. 
 
283 Merchant, Act IV, Scene I, lines 228, 241, 256, 260, 306, 309 (The Yale Shakespeare, the Complete 
Works, ed. Wilbur L. Cross and Tucker Brooke (Barnes & Noble:  New York 2005).   
 
284  I:2: 9, Yale Shakespeare. 
 
285 Portia:  “I can easier teach twenty what were good to be done, than be one of the twenty to 
follow mine own teaching. . . .” Act I, Scene II, lines 14-16.  Any teacher has experienced this.   
 
286 Karl Elze explains St. Augustine’s “Compel them to come in” forced conversion.  Karl Elze, 
Essay III, “The Merchant of Venice,” in Essays on Shakespeare, trans. L. Dora Schmitz (MacMillan and 
Co.:  London 1874), pp. 67-118, 106-107. 

 
287 C. M. Brune, Shakespeare’s Use of Legal Terms  (Straker, Ltd.:  London 1914), pp. 19-34.   
 
288 Polly J. Price, “Natural Law and Birthright Citizenship in Calvin’s Case 1608,” p. 93. 

 
289 Baker, English Legal History, Ch. 26, p. 531. 

 
290 Ibid., p. 107. 

 
291 Sheldon J. Godfrey, Judy Godfrey, Search out the Land:  The Jews and the Growth of Equality in British 
Colonial America 1740-1867 (McGill-Queens University Press:  Montreal and Kingston 1995), pp. 6-7, 
fn. 18.  On a Jew’s inability to make an oath in 16th C. Venice, see Guido Rosso, Insurance in 
Elizabethan England:  The London Code (Cambridge Studies in English Legal History:  Cambridge 
2016), pp. 232-233, n. 13.  Shylock says, “An oath, an oath, I have an oath in heaven.”   
 
292 Legal scholar John Selden in The First Book of the English Janus tells us “Samothes was brother 
to Gomar and Tubal,” the Britans first and then the Gauls being called “Samothei.”  Selden worked 
for, and was friends with, Robert Cotton, the antiquarian who shared manuscripts with Bacon.  S. 
W. Singer, Esq., “Biographical Preface and Notes to The Table Talk of John Selden” (Cambridge 
University Press:  Cambridge 2015, reprinted from William Pickering:  London 1847), p. xv; Francis 
Bacon, History of Henry VII and Selected Works, ed. Brian Vickers, Intro., p. xiii.  Selden dedicated one 
of his works to Bacon, A brief discourse touching the office of Lord Chancellor of England . . . . 
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/a59075.0001.001?view=toc. 

http://opensourceshakespeare.org/views/plays/play_view.php?WorkID=merchantvenice&Act=4&Scene=1&Scope=scene
http://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175012007947?urlappend=%3Bseq=578
http://opensourceshakespeare.org/views/plays/playmenu.php?WorkID=merchantvenice
https://books.google.com/books?id=r54NAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA282#v=snippet&q=name%20shylock&f=false
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A59093.0001.001/1:8.1?rgn=div2;view=fulltext
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/a59075.0001.001?view=toc
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The names Cush (for Chus), Tubal, Iscah (for Jessica), and Salah (for Shylock), but not Samothes, 
are all found in Genesis Chs. 10 (2, 6, 24) and 11 (14-15, 29)(KJV). Cecil Roth, “Shylock the 
Venetian,” Ch. 66, (1933), as cited in William Baker and Brian Vickers, eds., The Merchant of Venice:  
Shakespeare:  The Critical Tradition, Vol. 5 (Thoemmes Continuum:  London 2005), pp. 357-361, 357.   

 
293 Francis Bacon, “Use of the Law . . . ,” in Spedding VII (Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 
2011), pp. 451-505, p. 499, no. 1.  Note:  The legal editor, D. D. Heath, did not consider this entire 
treatise to be “Bacon’s,” although acknowledging it may have been based on one of his 
“commonplace” books.  Ibid., Preface, p. 453.  Nor does Heath acknowledge as Bacon’s “The Use 
of the Law; For Preservation of our Persons, Goods, and Good Names According to the Practice of 
the Laws and Customs of This Land,” although other editors include it.  See, The Works of Lord 
Bacon:  Philosophical Works I, in two vols. (Henry G. Bohn:  London 1854), p. 586.  In the Riverside 
Edition of Spedding, “Use of the Law” is in Vol. XIV (Vol. IV of the Literary and Professional 
Works)(Brown & Taggard:  Boston 1861), p. 425. 
 
As to fifty-four volumes of Bacon’s “commonplace books,” see Juan Schloch, “The Private 
Manuscript Library of Francis Bacon,” http://www.sirbacon.org/Tottel.htm. 

 
294 Id.   

    
295 Andrews, p. 28; Francis Bacon, “The Use of the Law . . .”  I (Bohn), p. 586.    

 
296 Francis Bacon, Id. (“The Use of the Law . . .”). 
 
297 Id. 
 
298 The name “Shylock” sounds English, but has been traced to the Hebrew “Shelach,” (“Salah” in 
Genesis 10:24, 11:13-15, KJV), grandson of Noah.   The Hebrew language is written “backwards,” 
from right to left.  “Shylock” backwards sounds like “collis” (coal).  “Collis” is close to “collup,” a 
thin strip of meat like bacon; also, it is a slang expression for “cook” (“Coke?”)  In the “Twelve Days 
of Christmas” song, four colly birds means four black (coal-y) birds.  One might “shie away” from a 
usurer.  Coke had a protégé, James Whitelocke, called to the bar in 1601, discussed in “Whitelocke 
and Sir J. Roper’s Place,” Spedding XIV, pp. 100-104, 100.      
 
A debtor is to a creditor like a rasher is to the coals, or to a law student being “grilled on the hot 
seat,” as we used to hear in law school.  Also, Brutus’ wife Portia, from a family of Roman jurists, 
reportedly killed herself by swallowing hot coals, although this is disputed.   “Life of Portia,” 
http://portiacatonis.weebly.com/. 
 
299 Baker, English Legal History, p. 531.   
 
300 Francis Bacon distinguishes “alien enemy” from ‘alien friend” in “Articles Touching the Union of 
the Kingdoms. Spedding X, p. 223.  http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.32044105219539.  In Calvin’s 
Case, 77 Eng. Rep. 377 (K.B. 1608), Coke said an infidel was a perpetual enemy.  Polly J. Price, 
“Natural Law and Birthright Citizenship in Calvin’s Case 1608,” p. 128, n. 295.  Until the 

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.b3924335?urlappend=%3Bseq=519
https://books.google.com/books?id=jTFhAAAAIAAJ&pg=PP9&lpg=PP9&dq=The+Works+of+Lord+Bacon+Philosophical+Works+in+Two+Volumes+Bohn&source=bl&ots=7F8Qj9PiaS&sig=W5tUIOjJnGCXNDy-XclZA8O6ynk&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiowOORguLMAhUE7D4KHT-HC9IQ6AEIQDAA#v=onepage&q=The%20Works%20of%20Lord%20Bacon%20Philosophical%20Works%20in%20Two%20Volumes%20Bohn&f=false
http://www.sirbacon.org/Tottel.htm
https://books.google.com/books?id=G_0pAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA125&lpg=PA125&dq=collup+meaning+thin+strip+of+meat&source=bl&ots=is_OGET0Zb&sig=1YiLcxKbJqJX0fYxZT3i7sGkqW4&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwin8Jju9PzLAhUJ6x4KHadqBAgQ6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=collup%20meaning%20thin%20strip%20of%20meat&f=false
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175012007947?urlappend=%3Bseq=140
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Reformation, under canon law, restoration of civil rights for aliens and excommunicants alike 
required an adjudication and oath of allegiance (as dramatically represented by Shylock’s 
conversion?). Price, ib., p. 124, n. 272; 126. 

 
301 Ibid., pp. 530-531.  
 
302 Bacon’s brother, Anthony Bacon, had also studied law at Gray’s Inn. 

 
303 David Conter posits that it is Jewish law, the law of the Pentateuch, which Portia applies to 
Shylock.  Hebrews are forbidden from consuming blood when they consume flesh.  Conter points 
out the abundance of food and eating metaphors in the play, including “neshekh” (biting), often 
used in connection with usury.  David Conter, “Eagleton, Judge Posner, and Shylock v. Antonio,” 
35 McGill Law Journal (1990) 905, 905-920, esp. pp. 912-916 (with citations to Eagleton and Judge 
Posner’s articles, p. 905, nn. 1, 3).   
 
The word for “devil” in Latin, diabolus, meant two bites, for the devil would gobble up a person 
“body and soul.”  Edward Wheatley, Mastering Aesop:  Medieval Education, Chaucer, and His Followers 
(University Press of Florida:  Gainesville 2000), p. 173.  In Latin, “bolus” was a throw; a cast; hence, 
the haul or catch of a fishing net.  Cassell’s Latin, p. 27.  In medieval illustrations, hell was envisioned 
as a mouth.  Jessica Brantley, Ch. 6, “Envisioning Dialogue in Performance,” in Reading in the 
Wilderness:  Private Devotion and Public Performance in Late Medieval England, p. 383, n. 88;   “Hell” might 
go under the stage.  E. K. Chambers, The Medieval Stage, p. 137, fn. 3. 
 
304 In Simon Miles' talk on The Merchant of Venice, Miles brought out the fact that Francis Bacon’s 
brother (his “kinsman”), Anthony Bacon, freely loaned him money, just as Antonio loaned Bassanio 
money.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcQCljc1Mv8. 
 
305 Statute of Gloucester, 6 Edward I, c. 5, 1278.  Andrews, p. 66 and n. 66.  Only rarely would a 
court of equity award damages; more often, it would enjoin the waste.  Baker, English Legal History, p. 
127, n. 63.  “The punishment for waste is strict and severe, with treble damages,” said Francis Bacon 
in Arguments of the Law:  ‘The Case for the Impeachment of Waste,’ in Spedding VII, p. 540.  
    
306 Mary Isabella Pettus, “The Legal Education of Women,” The Albany Law Journal 61, Jan.-July 
1900, pp. 325-326 of 325-331. 
  
307 Kenneth Pennington, “Gratian and the Jews,” 31 Bull. Medieval Canon L. 111 (2014), 
http://scholarship.law.edu/scholar. p. 122, fn. 29.   
 
Francis Bacon’s Aphorism 39, a “limitation for discretionary courts,” starts out, “Let there be no 
authority to shed blood, nor let sentence be pronounced in any court upon capital cases, except 
according to a known and certain law. . . .” Coquillette, Francis Bacon, Ch. 5, “The Final Vision,” p. 
248, citing Spedding V, p. 95.  It seems likely or at least possible that Gratian influenced his thinking 
here. 
 

https://books.google.com/books?id=nf_RkGxjERAC&pg=PA173&lpg=PA173&dq=diabolus+devil+takes+two+bites+body+and+soul&source=bl&ots=DUbdLW4h0W&sig=1LXyOVoPhtxEtMSr-jTdwTwaJVs&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjs5u6FqrLMAhVMMz4KHQuiDD4Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=diabolus%20devil%20takes%20two%20bites%20body%20and%20soul&f=false
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http://www.ucpress.edu/op.php?isbn=9780520058415
https://www.britannica.com/animal/northern-gannet
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175012007947?urlappend=%3Bseq=414
https://www.churchofengland.org/about-us/history.aspx
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In his Novum Organum, Bacon translates Lucretius’s poem, De rerum natura, Book VI, 1-3, “As well 
said the poet, ‘To man’s frail race great Athens long ago, first gave the seed whence waving harvests 
grow, and recreated all our life below’ (italics Bacon’s).”  Spedding IV, p. 114.    
 
Bacon’s translation is more elegant than the translation by W. H. Mallock (Mallock, Ch. 4, “The 
Poem of Lucretius in six books,” Book VI, line 7, ed. Rev. W. Lucas Collins, M.A. (J. P. Lippincott 
& Co.:  Philadelphia 1881), pp. 83 to 143, p. 138.  Mallock does not use the word “recreated,” 
though the sense is there with “speaks though dumb and lives being dead.”  I believe Bacon is 
saying he himself aspired to be like Epicurus, a teacher of the arts, framer of laws, and speaker of the 
truth “whose glory through the world is spread,” HathiTrust. 

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/coo.31924026921837. 
 
And/or, he may be suggesting some affinity between himself and Lucretius who, says Mallock, “has 
given two things to the world — and for which the world remembers him, his system of natural 
science, and the poem in which he set that system forth.” Ibid, Ch. 5, “Lucretius as a Poet,” p. 144.  
 
On Bacon’s reliance on Lucretius as a source for the ideas of the pre-Socratics, see Robert Schuler, 
‘Bacon and Lucretius’ in “Francis Bacon and Scientific Poetry,” Transactions of the American 
Philosophical Society 82, no. 2 (1992):  1-65, 34-42.  http://www.jstor.org/stable/3231921. 
 
In the very next sentence, Bacon says, “The glory of God is to conceal a thing, the glory of the king 
to search it out” (hint hint).  Translation of the Novum Organum, Bk. I,  CXXIX, in Spedding IV, p. 
114.  “Therefore set it down, that a habit of secrecy is both politic and moral.”  Bacon, “Of 
Simulation and Dissimulation,” Essays, in Spedding VI, pp. 387-389, 388. 
 
In his March 28, 1603 letter asking Sir John Davies to use his “good offices” on Bacon’s behalf with 
the King, he concludes, “So desiring you to be good to concealed poets, I continue, your very 
assured, Fr. Bacon.”  Spedding X, p. 65.    
 
363 E. K. Chambers, William Shakespeare, A Study of Facts and Problems, Vol. II (Clarendon Press:  
Oxford 1930), pp. 372-373. 
 
364 Welsby, Paul, Lancelot Andrewes, 1555-1626 (London: SPCK, 1958), pp. 56-57, as cited in Jonathan 
Warren, “Lancelot Andrews, the Star of Preachers.”  June 30, 2014.  
http://anglicanpastor.com/lancelot-andrewes-the-star-of-preachers/.  Accessed September 9, 2016.  
See also Chris Armstrong, “The darker side of the chief King James Bible translator,” Grateful to 
the Dead.  https://gratefultothedead.wordpress.com/2010/12/30/the-darker-side-of-the-chief-
king-james-bible-translator-lancelot-andrewes/.  December 30, 2010.  Accessed September 7, 2016. 
 
Launcelot Andrews was the individual King James chose to debate Cardinal Robert Bellarmin (the 
one responsible for Bruno’s burning) on the oath of allegiance.  Spedding XI, p. 140.   
 
In a letter to Tobie Matthews, Bacon refers to Andrewes as his “Inquisitor.” See Cockburn, p. 274 n. 
2, citing Spedding XI, p.144; X, p. 256. 
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365 E. K. Chambers, William Shakespeare, A Study of Facts and Problems, Vol. II, (Clarendon Press:  
Oxford 1930), Ch. IX, p. 372.  See, generally, Richard Roe, Shakespeare’s Guide to Italy (HarperCollins:  
New York 2011). Chs. 5 and 6; 
http://www.slowtrav.com/blog/annienc/2007/10/san_giacometto.html. 
 
366 “Francesco Bassano,” World Gallery of Art, http://www.wga.hu/index1.html. 
 
367 Lord Hunsdon is Henry Carey, sponsor of the Lord Chamberlain’s Men.  He is believed to be 
Mary Boleyn’s son by Henry VIII.   

 
368 “Shakespeare,” Peter Bassano.  http://peterbassano.com/shakespeare. 

 
369 Id. 

 
370 “Bell-wether,” Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 5th ed., p. 96. 
 
371 Cassell’s French and English Dictionary, (1968, p.b.), p. 42. 

 
372 Arie Uittenbogaard, “Belial meaning,” http://www.abarim-
publications.com/Meaning/Belial.html#.V5cAk-Bf3IU. 

 
373 “Comedy,” Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 5th ed., p. 200. 
 
374 “Air,” “beau, bel,” Cassell’s French and English Dictionary (1968 p.b.), pp. 13, 41. 
 
375 “Posy,” “poesy,” Webster’s Coll. Dict., 5th ed. (pp. 766, 776.) 
 
376 The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, ed. C. T. Onions, in two vols., Vol. I (Clarendon Press:  
Oxford 1933), “Gudgeon,” p. 841.  Shakespeare uses the word “gudgeon” just once:  in The Merchant 
of Venice I, 1, 108.  www.opensourceshakespeare.org/. 
 
377 “Gudgeon,” (a fish too trusting).  McLane’s Standard Fishing Encyclopedia, ed. A. J. McClane (Holt, 
Rinehart & Winston:  New York 1965), pp. 390-391. 
   
In an “imperfect piece, found among the posthumous scripta published by Gruter,” Bacon writes, 
“Again from the nursing and tutoring of this man (Aristotle) have arisen a shoal of cunning triflers.”  
The Works of Francis Bacon . . . Vol. the Eleventh, containing . . . A Critique on the more Ancient Philosophers 
(Printed for M. Jones:  London 1815), p. 263.  As to publication dates and places of Bacon’s 
posthumous works, see The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain, Vol. 4.  1557-1695, ed. John 
Barnard and D.F. MacKenzie (Cambridge U. Press:  Cambridge 2002), p. 736; Sarah Hutton, British 
Philosophy in the Seventeenth Century, (Oxford University Press:  Oxford 2015), p. 102.   
 

On Bacon’s executor, Rawley,’s arrangement with the philologist Janus Gruter to have Bacon’s 
works published in the Netherlands is Peter Langman, “’I Give Thee Leave to Publish,’ New 
Atlantis and Francis Bacon’s Republic of Knowledge,” in Lissa Roberts, ed., Centres and Cycles of 
Accumulation in and Around the Netherlands during the Early Modern Period (Lit Verlag:  Zurich and Berlin 
2011), pp. 53-73, 66-72. 
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http://www.academia.edu/946407/Centres_and_cycles_of_accumulation_in_and_around_the_Net
herlands. 
 
378 Francis Bacon, The Advancement of  Learning I, in Spedding III, p. 318. 

 
379 Jessie L. Weston, From Ritual to Romance (reprinted from Cambridge University Press 1920 by 
Dover Publications, Inc:  Mineola NY 1997), pp. 108-129, esp. 121-129.  Interesting as to the Grail 
is Marc Shell, Ch. 2, “The Blank Check, Accounting for the Grail,” Money, Language and Thought:  
Literary and Philosophical Economies from the Medieval to the Modern Era (University of California Press:  
Berkeley and Los Angeles 1982), pp. 24 to 47, which just precedes his chapter, “The Wether and the 
Ewe,” discussing The Merchant of Venice. 

 
380 Five of the alleged signatures may be viewed in H. C. Beeching, D.Litt., William Shakespeare, Player, 
Playmaker, and Poet, A Reply to Mr. George Greenwood, M.P., 2d ed. (Smith, Elder & Co.:  London 1909), 
pp. 20, facing p. 20, and 75 (from Sir Sidney Lee’s Life of Shakespeare).  HathiTrust, 

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/wu.89101414944. 
   
On the various spellings of “Shakespeare,” see E. K. Chambers, William Shakespeare, a Study of Facts 
and Problems Vol. II (Oxford:  Clarendon 1930). pp. 371-373.   
 
381 Stanley Wells gives an example from Francis Bacon’s works as to “internal evidence decisively 
contradicting and refuting the external evidence (title page).”  Speeches in a dramatic “interlude” or 
“device” performed before Queen Elizabeth on Nov. 17, 1595 at Essex House were attributed by 
title page to “Mr. Henry Cuffe, servant to the Earle of Essex.”  However, the speeches survive in 
both rough draft and fair manuscript form, in a handwriting “identifiable” as that of Francis Bacon.  
Stanley Wells and Gary Taylor, William Shakespeare:  A Textual Companion (W. W. Norton & Co.:  
New York, London 1997, reprint with corrections from 1987 ed.), p. 76 
 
Another manuscript attributed to Cuffe is “The Earle of Essex his Bee, A Poem made on the Earle 
of Essex (being in disgrace with Queen Elizabeth):  by mr. henry Cuffe his Secretary.”  First 
published in The Third and Last Booke of Songs or Aires (John Dowland:  London 1603) in a musical 
setting.   Catalog of English Literary Manuscripts, EsR86, pp. 368-9 [Feilde MS, c. 1642].  
http://www.celm-ms.org.uk/repositories/pirie-robert-s-new-york.html.  As to Bacon as “Essex’s 
literary ghost,” see Cockburn, p. 38, fn. 3. 
 
“His Bee;” his Be/B.?  I.e., Bacon?  The bee pollinates the flowers — flowers/posies/poesy?   
 
Or what about Labeo in Joseph Hall’s, and later John Marston’s, Satires?  Labeo was a jurist under 
August known for his interest in literature and philosophy.  There is a “b-e” in the middle).  The 
Bacon family motto was Mediocira firma.  “To be or not to be?”  (On these Satires, see Cockburn, Ch. 
14, “The Hall and Marston Satires and a Freeman Epigram,” pp. 184-209, 187.  The interpretation is 
my own; if it appears elsewhere, I am unaware of it.)  (In the discussion of Freeman’s Epigram, also 
in that chapter, Freeman has fun with the “warlike sound” (bellicose, belligerent) of the name Shake-
speare.  Hasti-vibrans was Latin for “spear-shaking.”  Cockburn, pp. 205-206.  A synonym of “hasty” is 
“rashly.” A rasher of bacon cooks up quickly.  
 

http://www.academia.edu/946407/Centres_and_cycles_of_accumulation_in_and_around_the_Netherlands
http://www.academia.edu/946407/Centres_and_cycles_of_accumulation_in_and_around_the_Netherlands
file:///C:/Users/dk/Documents/See%20John%20Hudson,
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/wu.89101414944
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Henry Cuffe was tried in conjunction with the Essex rebellion.  Evidence was given that no man was 
closer to the Earl than he.  See Holger Schott Syme, Ch. 2, “Judicial digest:  Edward Coke reads the 
Essex papers,” Theatre and Testimony in Shakespeare’s England:  A Culture of Mediation (Cambridge 
University Press:  Cambridge 2012), pp. 72-111, 80, n. 22 (and sources cited).   

    
382 Russian Shakespearean scholar Ilya Gililov speculated that Bacon played an chief editorial role in 
a literary circle responsible for writing the works of Shakespeare.  Gililov’s theory is that main 
writing roles were played by Roger Manners, the 5th Earl of Rutland and his wife Elizabeth. Ilya 
Gililov, The Shakespeare Game:  The Mystery of the Great Phoenix (Algora Publishing:  New York 2002).  
504 pp.  On Rutland, see http://www.luminarium.org/encyclopedia/rutland5.htm.   
 
Spedding believes Bacon wrote two to the Earl of Rutland and one to Fulke Greville, signed “E” for 
Essex.  Spedding IX, pp. 6-26, and Commentary, pp. 1-6; 28-29.  Bacon was the wise, older mentor; 
Essex, a rash hothead, so it makes sense Bacon would have been the one giving advice to anyone. 

  
383 “Dalton Trumbo, Biography,” bio.  http://www.biography.com/people/dalton-trumbo-9511141.  Last 
updated 2/18/2016.  Accessed 1/7/2017; Elizabeth Day and Mitzi Trumbo, “Hollywood blacklisted 
my father, now I’m proud they’ve put him on screen,” The Guardian, 1-16-16.  
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2016/jan/16/dalton-trumbo-hollywood-blacklist-mitzi-
trumbo-bryan-cranston. 
 
384 Cockburn, p. 2. 

 
385 “William Shakespeare:  Study sheds light on Bard as food hoarder,” BBC News, April 1, 2013.  
http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-mid-wales-21993857. 

 
386 See, e.g., Cockburn, Ch. 4, “Bacon’s Reasons for Anonymity,” pp. 40-54.  Excerpted at  
http://www.sirbacon.org/anonymous.htm. 
  
387 http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1558-1603/member/bacon-anthony-1558-
1601. 
 
388 Patrick Martin, Elizabethan Espionage, Plotters and Spies in The Struggle Between Catholicism and the Crown 
(McFarland:  Jefferson NC 2016).  On John Dee’s teaching Francis Bacon an ancient Hebrew 
cipher, the Gematria, see “A Bond for all the Ages:  Sir Francis Bacon and John Dee:  The Original 
007.”  http://www.sirbacon.org/links/dblohseven.html.  On Bacon’s knowledge of ciphers, see 
Francis Bacon, De Augmentis, in Spedding  IV, p. 444 and “Appendix on the Art of Writing in Cipher,” 
Spedding IV, p. 841.   
 
389 “In general it is demonstrated that there exist no handwritten MSS. of the individual plays except 
the speeches in the Gray's Inn Christmas play of 1595, which were found later in the 
Northumberland MSS.”  Amelie Deventer Von Kunow, Francis Bacon, Last of the Tudors, (writing in 
1921, 1924) p. 87.  http://www.sirbacon.org/vonkunow.html.   
 
Perhaps she did not yet know of “Hand D” in The Booke of Sir Thomas More, believed to be 
Shakespeare’s.  It is likely she did not know of printer Edward Des Moineaux’s 1924 pamphlet in 

http://www.luminarium.org/encyclopedia/rutland5.htm
http://www.biography.com/people/dalton-trumbo-9511141
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which he compared the handwriting of Francis Bacon to that in “Hand D.”  Manuscript Said to be 
Handwriting of William Shakespeare Identified as Penmanship of Another Person.  Mystery of “Sir Thomas More 
Document Unravelled, an Entirely New Phase of the Baconian-Shakespeare Controversy (Des Moineaux; Phillips 
Printing Co.:  Los Angeles 1924), pp. 1-31, “Directory of ‘Sir Thomas More, Document 
Unravelled.’”  www.SirBacon.org/stmcontents.htm.   
 
At the request of Francis Carr, British forensic handwriting expert Maureen Ward-Gandy compared 
the handwriting in a fragment of binder’s waste, though to be from an early draft of Shakespeare’s 
The First Part of Henry IV, to that of Francis Bacon and other 17th century persons.  The fragment 
had been offered for sale by Sotheby’s, July 21-22, 1992.  Ward-Gandy concluded in her 24-pp. 
report that it was “highly probable” that the writing in the sample matched Francis Bacon’s.  Henry 
IV is the play with the cellarius (promus, cellar boy) named Francis.  See Heather Purchase, 
“Writing’s on the Wall for Shakespeare” (from the London Evening Standard, July 30, 1991), 
http://www.sirbacon.org/links/handwriting1.html; http://www.sirbacon.org/links/gandy.htm 
 
A second graphologist concurred.  http://www.sirbacon.org/graphics/sothebys.jpg.  Additional 
details are provided by Graham Holderness, Bryan Loughrey, and Andrew Murphy, “What’s the 
matter?  Shakespeare and textual theory,” in Textual Practice, ed. Lindsey Smith (Deputy Ed.), Alan 
Sinfield, Jean Howard (U.S. Associate Ed.) Vol. 9, Iss. 1 (e-book Spring 1995) (Taylor and Francis), 
pp. 87-113, 98-99.  I am unsure in whose custody this important fragment now resides.   
 
Stanley Wells offers into evidence ten palaeographers to corroborate his statement that “Hand D” is 
believed to be “Shakespeare’s autograph.”  But to what, then was Hand D compared?  The six 
signatures purported to be Shakespeare’s?  They do not even match themselves.) See Stanley Wells 
and Gary Taylor, William Shakespeare:  A Textual Companion (W. W. Norton & co.:  New York, 
London 1997, reprint with corrections from 1987 ed.), p. 125.  (N.B.:  If this were wager of law, 
eleven witnesses would be required.) 
 
What is also interesting is that “striking coincidences” have been found between “the famous three 
pages in Hand D in the manuscript Booke of Sir Thomas Moore, the only document of any length in 
what is believed to be Shakespeare’s handwriting” and the only quarto ever made (entered in S.R. 
1600) of The Second Part of Henry IV, printed by Valentine Simmes.  “What matters is that, from a 
whole series of unequivocal signs — such as permissive stage directions, the presence of ghost 
characters, peculiar spellings, etc.—it appears that Q was set from authorial manuscript (often called 
‘foul papers’) and it should therefore reflect Shakespeare’s original writing and composition more 
closely than most other texts in the canon . . . . The quarto therefore offers a rare opportunity of 
speculating on Shakespeare’s spelling habits, and its evidence is reinforced by some striking 
coincidences . . . .”  George Melchiori, ed., “Textual Analysis,” The Second Part of King Henry IV 
(Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 1989), pp. 189-203, 189.  However, the text of the Quarto 
is “by no means wholly reliable.”  Id. 

390 See, e.g., Booth, William Stone, Subtle Shining Secrecies Writ in the Margents of Books (Walter H. Baker:  
Boston 1925), perhaps the best of his books on this topic.  Introduction, pp. 3-9; Technique, pp. 27-50; 
in The Merchant of Venice, pp. 124 to 132, Devices ##82 to 92, including INIBUI or INIBUIT on the 
opening lines of the play (“I or he have suppressed”); Conclusion, pp. 279-282.  The techniques 
include acrostics, mesostics, acro-telestic, telestic, and gallows (French potens).  Ibid., p. 30-31. The 
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first edition of Bacon’s Essays had no name on the title page, but his name is found in acrostic in the 
“Dedication” to Anthony.  Ibid., p. 32; Spedding VI, p. 523.  An embedded acrostic might be seen as 
authentication in an age which did not yet trust print.   

The Italian translation of Bacon’s Essays  was banned by the Holy Office of the Inquisition.  J. P. 
Feil, “The Tobie Matthew Postscript,” Shakespeare Quarterly, Vol. 18, No. 1 (Winter, 1967), pp. 73-76, 

75.  http://www.jstor.org/stable/2868068.   

N. B. Cockburn demolishes Feil’s attempt to prove that Tobie Matthew was praising a different 
Bacon, a Jesuit Thomas Bacon, instead of Francis Bacon, when Matthew wrote, “The most 
prodigious wit that ever I knew of my nation and of this side of the sea, is of your Lordship’s name, 
though he be known by another.”  Cockburn, Ch. 22, “The Tobie Matthew Postscript,” pp. 255-276. 

As to the First Folio, see Booth, Subtle Shining Secrecies, p. 60.  On Booth, see Kenneth R. Patton 
(late), Setting the Record Straight:  an Expose of Stratfordian Anti-Baconian Tactics.  Book One:  The 
Vindication of William Stone Booth . . . .   in five chapters.  Internet publication San Diego:  September 
2000.   http://www.sirbacon.org/pattonstrs.htm. 

391 Spedding VI, pp. 521-523. 
 

392 O. Hood Phillips wrote, in 1972 (reprinted in 2013), “What we need, however, is more evidence 
linking the Stratford man with the plays and poems.” Shakespeare and the Lawyers, p. 22.   
 
“Shakespeare’s biography hasn’t changed much in the past 100 years.”  James Shapiro, “Into the 
Intro: Toward a New Shakespeare Biography” in Shakespeare Survey 2005; Jan. 19, 2016.  
http://www.cambridgeblog.org/2016/01/into-the-intro-toward-a-new-shakespeare-biography/.  
Accessed May 23, 2016.   
 
393 “Many literary critics seem to think that a hypothesis about obscure and remote questions of 
history can be refuted by a simple demand for the production of more evidence than in fact exists. 
But the true test of a hypothesis, if it cannot be shewn to conflict with known truths, is the number 
of facts that it correlates, and explains.” (F. M. Cornford, The Origin of Attic Comedy, Cambridge 
University Press 1914), frontispiece, Jessie L. Weston, From Ritual to Romance (reprinted from 
Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 1914, 1920 by Dover Publications, Inc.:  Mineola New 
York 1997).   
 
On that same frontispiece is a quote from Bacon on how God helps us understand his mysteries 
through reason, “. . . provided that the mind be enlarged, according to its capacity, to the grandeur 
of the mysteries, and not the mysteries contracted to the narrowness of the mind.”  De Dignitate et 
Augmentis Scientiarum IX, trans. Spedding V, p. 114.  What an awesome quote! 

394 Robert Ellis in his editorial “Preface” to “Novum Organum III,” discusses how, in “Valerius 
Terminus” and “Temporis Partus Masculus,” Bacon revealed how he intended for his new doctrine 
to be veiled in an abrupt and obscure style, hidden from the “vulgar” who would not understand it, 
but providing a treasure hunt for his “filios” or disciples.  Spedding I, pp. 85-86, 113. 
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395 For an overview of press restrictions in England from William Caxton ( ca. 1477) through the 17th 
century, see Nancy C. Cornwell, Freedom of the Press:  Rights and Liberties Under the Law (ABC-Clio:  
Santa Barbara 2004), pp. 20-24; 4 Holdworth, A History of English Law 296-307, 302 (Little Brown & 
Co.:  Boston 1924).  “The Proclamations [of Henry VIII],” Sect. V, “The Press:” “A proclamation 
of 1538 prohibited the importation of English books printed abroad and the printing of any English 
book” without prior approval (prior restraint).    
 
The Bishop’s Ban of 1599 banned satires, naming Hall, Marston, John Davies, Thomas Nashe, 
Gabriel Harvey, and others.  “Shakespeare” was not named, though a printer who printed his works 
in Quarto, Valentine Sims (Symmes), was racked and his type melted down.  Cliff Forshaw, “Cease 
Cease to bawle, thou wasp-stung Satyrist: Writers, Printers and the Bishops’ Ban of 1599.” EnterText 
Vol. 3. No. 1: Renaissance Renegotiations. Brunel University,  Spring 2003,  pp. 101-131, 117-119.  
https://www.brunel.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/111020/Cliff-Forshaw,-Cease-Cease-to-
bawle,-thou-wasp-stung-Satyrist-Writers,-Printers-and-the-Bishops-Ban-of-1599.pdf.  Accessed 
September 9, 2016.   
 
For more on Sims, see Frank G. Hubbard, ed., “The First Quarto Edition of Shakespeare’s 
Hamlet,” University of Wisconsin Studies in Language and Literature, No. 8, March 1920 (University of 
Wisconsin:  Madison 1920), p. 17. 
 
Sinsheimer has called The Merchant of Venice “the most ingenious satire on justice and courts of law in 
the literature of the world.”  H. Sinsheimer, Shylock, p. 139.   In Bacon’s De Augmentis VII, Ch. 2, he 
not only makes four references to “serious satires,” but he also discusses the word “promus” which 
was the name he gave his private literary notebook. Spedding V, p. 17-18, 122, and 645.   
 
Bacon’s De Augmentis, an expanded version in Latin of The Advancement of Learning, was published in 
1623, the same year the First Folio was published.   
 
396 In 1593, An Act Against Popish Recusants had passed, “for the better discovering dangerous 
conspiracies by sundry wicked and seditious persons terming themselves Catholics . . . .”  A second 
bill targeted Puritan Separatists and other nonconformists who refused to take the Oath of 
Supremacy.  Bowen, Lion, pp. 39-41, 40. 

 
397 Willilam S. Niederkorn, “To Be or not To Be Shakespeare,” New York Times, Learning Network, 
Student Connections, August 21, 2004, 
http://www.nytimes.com/learning/students/pop/20040823snapmonday.html.. 

 
398 Claire Asquith, Shadowplay,The Hidden Beliefs and Coded Politics of William Shakespeare (Public Affairs:  
New York 2006), p. 29.  Yet, see “H. S.,” “Hayward’s Henry IV,” Baconiana, Vol. IV, 3d series, Jan. 
1906, No. 13, pp. 5-14, p. 13. (postulating that Hayward “took the heat” for Bacon). 
 
399As to evidence of Bacon’s royal birth, see Amelie Deventer Von Kunow, Francis Bacon, Last of the 
Tudors, trans. Willard Parker, President, Francis Bacon Society of America (Francis Bacon Society of 
America:  New York 1924), 124 pp. http://www.sirbacon.org/vonkunow.html; “Francis Bacon and 
his Nemesis Edward Coke,” from Ch. 11, “The Last of the Tudors,” in Alfred Dodd, Francis Bacon’s 
Personal Life Story I (Rider & Co.:  London 1949),  http://www.sirbacon.org/cokeandbacon.htm; 

https://books.google.com/books?id=uossAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA17&lpg=PA17&dq=valentine+simms+printer+of+shakespeare&source=bl&ots=F0FD8k16o7&sig=Amqj48qu36PXydWvlGZIZwMtBOc&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiV9JT8_tzMAhWKOyYKHQm2CVMQ6AEILjAC#v=onepage&q=valentine%20simms%20printer%20of%20shakespeare&f=false
https://www.brunel.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/111020/Cliff-Forshaw,-Cease-Cease-to-bawle,-thou-wasp-stung-Satyrist-Writers,-Printers-and-the-Bishops-Ban-of-1599.pdf
https://www.brunel.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/111020/Cliff-Forshaw,-Cease-Cease-to-bawle,-thou-wasp-stung-Satyrist-Writers,-Printers-and-the-Bishops-Ban-of-1599.pdf
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.32044069750222?urlappend=%3Bseq=33
http://www.nytimes.com/learning/students/pop/20040823snapmonday.html
https://books.google.com/books?id=oPwKAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA99&lpg=PA99&dq=what+Spedding+said+about+Bacon+and+Shakespeare&source=bl&ots=Vk6Im8BVOn&sig=LTEvWiq1QktWqLOK-C4j1Mffenc&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjiiMiyiqjNAhVDqB4KHYDvCqUQ6AEITzAJ#v=onepage&q=what%20Spedding%20said%20about%20Bacon%20and%20Shakespeare&f=false
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“Bacon’s Royal Parentage.” References prepared by Frances Carr and Lawrence Gerald.  See also   
http://www.sirbacon.org/links/parentage.htm.  

  
400 George James, Frances Bacon:  The Author of Shakespeare (The Midland Educational Co., Ltd. 
London, Etc.:  1893), pp. 102-103; Raymond MacDonald Alden, ed., The Sonnets of Shakespeare:  From 
the Quarto of 1609, with Variorum Readings (Houghton Mifflin Co:  Boston and New York; The 
Riverside Press: Cambridge 1916), p. 246.  It has been asserted that “Shakespeare” eulogized the 
Queen in the plays themselves, unlike other poets of the day who eulogized her at the time of her 
death.  Why would Shaxpere be different?  In contrast, Bacon was close to the Queen.  He wrote In 
Felicem Memoriam in eulogy (although he showed it to no one for five years).       
 
401 Bacon begins his tribute to the Queen by saying she was a “wonderful person among women.”  
The whole piece sounds more like it was written by a grieving son than by a disinterested statesman.  
Francis Bacon, “On the Fortunate Memory of Elizabeth Queen of England;” in Latin, In Felicem 
Memoriam Elizabethae, Spedding VI, pp. 305-318.  It is reported that, in an earlier Will, Bacon had 
specifically requested that this elegy be published.  Spedding XIV, p. 540.  Spedding thought Bacon 
spent an inordinate amount of space defending Anne Boleyn in the piece.  In letters to Henry Carey 
(Lord Hundson) and Toby Matthew, Bacon asked whether he sounded sufficiently disinterested.  
Spedding XI, pp. 107, 132.   
 
The first meaning in classical Latin of felix, felicis is “fruitful, fertile.” The meanings “of good omen, 
favorable, bringing good luck, fortunate, lucky, successful” were considered “altered sense” 
meanings.  Cassell’s Latin,  p. 91.  According to tradition, St. Felix was hidden from the Roman 
soldiers looking for Christians by a spider’s web which appeared over the door to his hiding place, 
making them think the place was deserted. Grace Hall, “Felix and the Spider,” The Baldwin Project, 
Stories of the Saints.  Yesterday’s Classics LLC.  
http://www.mainlesson.com/display.php?author=hallg&book=saints&story=felix.  
 
The need for honor “of a stouter web, and not so fine as that everything should catch in it, and rend 
it” comes up on the same page as the one where Bacon discusses both saints and the word 
“promus” in relation to active pursuits for private benefit, suggesting, perhaps, that Bacon associated 
his private writing with the imagery of St. Felix’s web.  De Augmentis VII (trans. from Latin), Spedding 
V, p. 10.  The word “pseudonym” comes from the Latin pseudothrum, “secret door.”  Cassell’s Latin, p. 
184.  As Prof.  Coquillette has observed, when Bacon wrote in Latin, he kept close to the original 
Latin meanings.    
 
Edwin Reed says the historical sources for Queen Elizabeth’s virginity are the Queen herself, Bacon, 
Shakespeare, and Ben Jonson who knew “both men.”  Sir Edwin Reed, Coincidences, Bacon and 
Shakespeare, pp. 96-97, 97.        
 
The famous anecdote is given that, when he was a boy, the Queen, when visiting his home, asked 
him how old he was, and he answered, “Two years’ younger than her majesty’s happy reign.”  She 
had been much taken with his answer.  One might ask whether Bacon had answered in Latin. (I do 
not know.)  His mother, Anne Bacon, a classics scholar, had taught him Latin.  The Queen was 
fluent in it.  Ellen Ross writes, “So felicitious a response was very entertaining to the Queen, who in 

http://www.sirbacon.org/links/parentage.htm
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.32044069750230?urlappend=%3Bseq=327
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175012007947?urlappend=%3Bseq=580
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31175012007939?urlappend=%3Bseq=129
http://www.mainlesson.com/display.php?author=hallg&book=saints&story=felix
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.b3618241
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turn designated him her ‘Young Lord Keeper”” (my italics).  Ellen Ross (Nelsie Brook), “A Lesson 
from English History,” The Day of Rest, Vol. IV, no. 24 (1875), p. 370.   
 
In his will, Bacon had directed his executor, Rawley, to seek the advice of an unnamed, trusted 
“singular person,” (probably Lancelot Andrewes, says Spedding) before publishing any of his private 
papers.  Ibid., pp. 283-290, p. 285.  However, Andrewes died, just a few months after Bacon.    

 
402 Claire Asquith, Shadowplay, p. 189. 
 
403 Cicero wrote, “To be ignorant of what occurred before you were born is to remain always a child.  
For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life of our ancestors by the records 
of history?”  (Orator 120).  Kate Wintrol, The Intrinsic Value of the Liberal Arts:  Cicero's Example," 
Journal of the National Collegiate Honors Council, Spring/Summer 2014, Vol. 15, No. 1, Paper 131, pp. 
129-134, 133.   

  
404 For a timely reference, see Frank J. Fabozzi, CFA [Institute Research Foundation], Sergio M. 
Focardi, Caroline Jonas, Investment Management:  a Science to Teach or an Art to Learn?  Research 
Foundation Publications (ebook May 2014), pp. 1-113.  
http://www.cfapubs.org/action/doSearch?AllField=Fabozzi, 
http://www.cfapubs.org/doi/pdf/10.2470/rf.v2014.n3.1, p. 28, n. 10. 
 
In Act I, Scene I, Salarino swears:  “Now, by two-headed Janus. . . .”   The jurist William Fulbecke 
likened the civil, canon, and common law to three sisters holding hands, looking at one another, yet 
also facing away from each other (huh?).   Coquillette, “Legal Ideology . . . I,” p. 67, n. 336.  Bacon 
described the “Janus of the Imagination” as having a face towards Reason — with the print of truth, 
and a face towards Action — with the print of Good.  De Augmentis, in Spedding IV, p. 406.    
 
In a letter, Bacon wrote that King James must be “Janus bifrons” with a face towards Scotland as 
well as towards England.   “Letter to Mr. Foules” of March 28, 1603.  Spedding X, p. 65.  Bacon 
opposed laws with retroactive (ex post facto) effect, saying “we approve not of a Janus in laws.”  
Aphorism 47.  Coquillette, Francis Bacon, p. 250, 271, fn. 157 (Spedding V, p. 97). 
 
It was Simon Miles’ talk, "Francis Bacon and The Merchant of Venice" on Youtube which first alerted me 
to the significance of the “Janus” mask in connection with The Merchant of Venice.  
 
Mastroberti compared the Liber Belial to a two-faced Janus with both theological and juridical faces.   
Francesco Mastroberti, “The Liber Belial:  a European work between law and theology.  Introductory 
notes for an ongoing research project.”  Historia et ius, January 2012. 
http://www.historiaetius.eu/uploads/5/9/4/8/5948821/mastroberti.pdf, p. 11. 
 
Peter Goodrich has observed that the “back face” of Janus, as Selden calls it, is an “ass,” making the 
term appropriate for legal satire.  Peter Goodrich and Valerie Hayaert, eds., “Introduction:  the 
emblematic cube,” Genealogies of Legal Vision (Routledge:  New York and London 2015), p. 6.  
 
405 Spedding XIV, p. 372. 
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406 The learned Queen Elizabeth owned a worn, leather-bound copy of Cicero, from which she 
translated passages.  See “Lot 53, Elizabeth I, Queen of England.  Cicero, Marcus Tullius.  
Orationem volume primum 1543.  Bound for Queen Elizabeth.  Live auction April 9, 2015:  sold.”  
http://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/elizabeth-i,-queen-of-england.-cicero,-marcus-tu-53-c-
5da482eb94.  Accessed December 21, 2016.   
 
For a review of Janel Mueller and Joshua Scodel, eds., Elizabeth I:  Translations (University of Chicago 
Press:  2009), see Helen Hackett, Journal of the Northern Renaissance, Sept. 2009.  
http://www.northernrenaissance.org/janel-mueller-and-joshua-scodel-eds-elizabeth-i-translations-
university-of-chicago-press-2009/.  Accessed May 4, 2016. 

 
407 Francis Bacon, dedication of The Arguments in Law of Sir Francis Bacon to the law students of Gray’s 
Inn.  Spedding VII, p. 524.  Paul Kocher explained thus:  the broader the knowledge base a judge has, 
the more equipped he/she will be to generate general principles, by induction, “to the yet broader 
principles of Philosophia Prima,” and to apply them, by deduction, to  individual cases.”  Paul H. 
Kocher, “Francis Bacon on the Science of Jurisprudence,” Journal of the History of Ideas Vol. 18, No. 1 
(Jan. 1957), pp. 3-26, p. 26. http://www.jstor.org/stable/2707577?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents. 
 
Bacon related how the Roman Emperor Constantine called the Emperor Hadrian a “wall flower” 
for having his name emblazoned on so many walls.  In “An Offer to be Made of a Digest of the 
Laws of England,” in Spedding XIV, p. p. 359 and Essays, or Counsels, Civil and Moral, including also his 
Apophthegms , with Introduction by Henry Morley, 1883 (A. L. Burt Co., Publishers:  New York  __), 
p. 386.   
 
For Barry R. Clarke’s Ph.D. thesis research on the frequency of “wall flower” and other uncommon 
words, found by computer analysis in the writings of both Shakespeare and Bacon, see Barry R. 
Clarke, A linguistic analysis of Francis Bacon’s contribution to three Shakespeare plays, 2010-2013, Brunel 
University. http://barryispuzzled.com/PhDThesis.pdf, p. 87 of 282. 
 
408 Matthew Sharpe, “Not for personal gratification . . . ,” p. 37, quoting Bacon, ‘Advancement of 
Learning,’ Spedding  III, p. 432 as well as “Advice to the Earl of Rutland on his Travels,” (1595-
1596), Spedding IX, pp. 6-15, 7. 

 
409 [As Solomon said,] “The glory of God is to conceal a thing; the glory of the King to search it 
out.” New Organum (1620), Spedding  IV, p. 114; “Preface” to The Great Instauration, IV, p. 20. 
 
“For I do not endeavor . . . to invest these inventions of mine with any majesty; which might easily 
be done by one who sought to give luster to his own name rather than light to other men’s minds.” 
Ibid.,  p. 19. 
 
“The best temper of minds desireth good name and true honour; the lighter, popularity and 
applause.”  Francis Bacon, “Natural History” #1000, in Spedding II, p. 672.  
 
“Plaudites are fitter for players than for magistrates. . . And therefore you are not fit to be copies, 
except you be fair written without blots or blurs, (italics mine) or anything unworthy your authority:  and 
so I will trouble you no longer for this time.”  Francis Bacon in “The Speech which was used by the 

http://www.northernrenaissance.org/janel-mueller-and-joshua-scodel-eds-elizabeth-i-translations-university-of-chicago-press-2009/
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Keeper of the Great Seal in Star Chamber before the Summer Circuits, the King being then in 
Scotland, 1617,” Spedding XII, pp. 211-214, 214.   
 
What if Ben Jonson were referring to those judges Bacon had addressed when he (Jonson) said, 
“Would he had blotted out a thousand!”  in “Timber: or, Discoveries,” (Folio 2 of 1641) reprinted in 
E.K. Chambers, William Shakespeare:  A Study of Facts and Problems II, (Oxford:  Clarendon 1930), p. 
210.  Regarding “Timber,” Jonson may have had in mind Bacon’s phrase, “clearing the wood of 
suspicion” in his essay, “Of Suspicion,” in Spedding VI, p. 455. In The History of the Reign of King Henry 
VII, Bacon speaks of the King being “lost in a wood of suspicions.”  Ibid.,  p. 144.   
 
410 “Dedication to the Duke of Buckingham of the 3d edition of his Essays” (1625), Spedding VI, p. 
373. 

 
411 “Preface,” Spedding VIII, p. viii. 
 
412 Before the printing press, medieval monks or scribes did not use title pages.  They would instead 
sign and date the last pages of their works.  
http://www.hrc.utexas.edu/educator/modules/gutenberg/books/legacy/.  Bacon cited Cicero’s 
disdain for philosophers who “write books on despising glory,” yet “set their names in the title 
page.”  Cicero’s “Tusculanae Disputationes,” in Bacon’s essay, “Of Vainglory,” The Works of Francis 
Bacon, The Wisdom of the Ancients and other Essays (Black’s Readers Service Co.:  Roslyn New York 
1932), p. 187, n. 6.  Black’s translation gives more detail than Spedding’s; cp. Spedding VI, p. 504. 
 
413 W. F. Swindler, Magna Carta:  Legend and Legacy (Bobbs-Merrill:  Indianapolis 1965) pp. 166-191, 
(p. 187). 
 
414 John Stone, “John Cowell’s Interpreter:  Legal Tradition and Lexicographical Innovation,” Sederi X 
(1999), pp. 121-129, p. 121.  http://sederi.org/docs/yearbooks/10/10%2012Stone.pdf.  Accessed 
May 3, 2016. 
 
415 Polly J. Price (1997), “Natural Law . . . ,” p. 94.  

416 “Sir Nicholas Bacon (1509-1579),” Luminarium Encyclopedia Project. 
http://www.luminarium.org/encyclopedia/nicholasbacon.htm. 

 
417 “George Chapman,” https://www.britannica.com/biography/George-Chapman.  

 
418 “Peter Wentworth (1524-97), of Lillingstone Lovell, Oxon.” 
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1558-1603/member/wentworth-peter-1524-97.   
See also “Freedom of Speech in Elizabethan Parliaments.”  
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/periods/tudors/freedom-speech-elizabethan-
parliaments.  Accessed 11-22-2016. 

 
419 Stephen J. Greenblatt, “Elizabeth I, Queen of England,” Encyclopaedia Britannica.  
http://www.britannica.com/biography/Elizabeth-I. 
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420 See P. H. Ditchfield, Books Fatal to their Authors (A. C. Armstrong and Son:  New York 1895), p. 
129 (John Stubbs), pp. 19-20 (William Tyndale), and others.  HathiTrust.  
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc2.ark:/13960/t84j0jh8z. 
 
421 Polly J. Price (1997), “Natural Law and Birthright Citizenship in Calvin’s Case,” Yale Journal of Law 
and the Humanities, Vol. 9:  Iss. 1, Article 2.  http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/yjlh/vol9/iss1/2 (5-
8-2013), p. 108. 

  
422 Cornford, Origins of Attic Comedy, Frontispiece, Jessie L. Weston, From Ritual to Romance (Dover 
reprint:  Mineola NY 1997). 
  
423 In a 1916 case, a judge ruled that Bacon was the author of the Shakespeare plays.  
http://www.sirbacon.org/links/nytimes.html; Robert Loerzel, “Judge:  Bacon Wrote Shakespeare 
Plays,” http://www.alchemyofbones.com/stories/shakespearehtm (2003), citing the Chicago Tribune, 
April 22, 1916; the New York Times, Aril 22, 1916;  and an Associated Press article, June 13, 2001.  
The decision was, however, rescinded by a new judge who dismissed the case.  The Morning Oregonian, 
Vol. VLI, No. 17,368.  July 22, 1916, p. 1.  
http://oregonnews.uoregon.edu/lccn/sn83025138/1916-07-22/ed-1/seq-1.pdf. 
 
424 Francis Bacon, “The Beginning of the History of Great Britain,” fragment, in The History of the 
Reign of King Henry VII and Selected Works, ed. Brian Vickers (Cambridge University Press:  Cambridge 
1998), pp. 215-221, 218-219; Spedding VI, p. 271.  See also Rawley’s Life of Francis Bacon in Spedding I, 
p. 5.  HathiTrust. http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433081627303.  Webster’s Coll. Dict., 5th ed., p. 341, 
gives an archaic meaning of “estate” as “social standing or rank, especially of a high order; also 
pomp, state.”   
 
Shakespeare wrote plays about all the King Henrys of England except Henry VII, while Bacon 
completed one history of a King Henry, that of Henry VII (1622).  In it, he invented speeches for 
several main characters, including Perkin Warbeck.  Ibid.,  pp. xxiii.  John Ford wrote a play, ca. 
1630,  about Perkin Warbeck based upon Bacon’s Perkin.  John E. Curran, Jr., Character and Individual 
Personality in English Renaissance Drama, Tragedy, History, Tragicomedy (University of Delaware Press:  
Newark 2014), pp. 272-276, 280-281, 289-290. 
  
425 Italian Renaissance painter Francisco Pacheco (1564-1654) advises tempering pigment with oil 
and white, for “time will darken it.” Frontispiece, William Maxwell, Time Will Darken It (Random 
House:  New York 1962). 
 
426 E.g., “Some books are meant to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and some few to be chewed 
and digested; that is, some books are to be read only in parts, others to be read, but not curiously, 
and some few to be read wholly, and with diligence and attention.”  Francis Bacon, “Of Studies,” in 
Spedding VI, pp. 497-498. 
 
Alice Benston in her essay, “Portia, the Law, and the Tripartite Structure of ‘The Merchant of 
Venice’” writes of the repeating three-part structural motif.  In Thomas Wheeler, ed., The Merchant of 
Venice:  Critical Essays (Routledge:  London and New York:  2015 (first pub. 1991), p. 163.  
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427 Judge Learned Hand, The Spirit of Liberty Speech.,; The Spirit of Liberty, Papers and Addresses of Learned 
Hand, coll., with intro. and notes by Irving Dilliard (Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.:  New York 1959), pp. 
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